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Foreword
This report is a summary of the discussions, debates, agreements,
disagreements, questions, and suggestions that emergeP from a series of
Issue Forums convened by the American Symphony Orchestra League
between September, 1992, and April, 1993. The National Task Force
included people who work directly with orchestras, and people who
brought expertise from outside the orchestra field. Each member participated in at least one forum on a specific issue. Throughout the report, no
attempt has been made to dictate priorities among issues and ideas discussed, or to eliminate repetition when it occured. There is no executive
summary.
The report is not a handbook that offers sure-fire solutions to guarantee success. Rather, it is a workbook and will be best used as a resource
to facilitate discussions that take place within individual orchestras and
between orchestras and the communities they serve. The report should be
considered the beginning, not the end, to the process of Americanizing the
American Orchestra.
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Theme: "Americanizing the
American Orchestra"

"Our greatest chaUenge is Americanizing the American orchestra. What are we about, if not continuing the great experiment
that is these United States, through our symphony orchestras?"
-Alvin Singleton, Composer

"AMERICANIZING THE AMERICAN ORCHESTRA" - IS THAT OUR
greatest challenge? If orchestras exist to play great music well, can "Americanizing" help them do that now and in the future? Can it help them meet the daily
challenges of making an orchestra organization work in the United States of the
late 20th Century? What does it mean, anyway, to "Americanize?" Are not
orchestras in the United States, by defmition, American? Why is "Americanizing" the Theme of this report?

Why Orchestras?
We can begin to answer these questions by telling the good news about
American orchestras, underscoring the many reasons why the orchestra is a valuable institution in American society. The widespread desire to play and hear
1
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great orchestral music has fed the development of a strong orchestra tradition in
the United States. As many as 1,600 orchestras - of professionals, amateurs,
university students, and younger musicians - have been established in communities of all sizes throughout the country. Among them are some of the most
respected ensembles in the world, as well as many other orchestras of quality in
cities large and small.
Orchestras initiated the pattern of institutionally-based cultural development in the United States as early as the mid-19th Century and this development
paved the way for the founding of countless other arts organizations in the ensuing decades. In developing themselves as cultural institutions, orchestras have
provided live music of considerable breadth and quality throughout the country
for millions of Americans. Orchestras play for millions more throughout the
world through their tours and recordings, on radio and television broadcasts, and
in fums. Orchestras have also provided employment for thousands of professional musicians1 - including those who have performed in the ensemble and others
who have played as soloists - and they have created standards of fair wages and
benefits for the perfonning arts industry as a whole.
For thousands of people who have been involved with music avocationally, orchestras have provided an outlet and a sense of satisfaction in playing and
listening to great music. Orchestras have brought international recognition and
civic pride to many American cities, have rejuvenated the downtowns of others,
and have contributed to the economic impact of most by churning billions of dollars through local economies over the decades. They have led to the construction
of magnificent buildings that often provide a major venue for the performing arts
in their communities. Orchestras have fostered great conservatories and community music schools with their cadres of professionally-trained instrumentalists.
They have offered opportunities for scores of American composers to gain
national and international reputations. And today, with American orchestras considered among the greatest in the world, they have helped to establish the United
States as a pre-eminent center of culture.

Why Talk About Change?
Orchestras customarily have played a central role in the musical life of
American communities, and have attracted a significant share of the resources
I Unleu otherwise indicated, the word "musicians," .. used in this document, refers to instrumentalislB who play in
the orchcstra. When appropriate, the document refers specifically to musicians who are "composers," "music
dil'ccton," "soloists," and 10 forth.
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available for cultural endeavors, the devotion of legions of volunteers and
trustees, and the loyalty of generations of audiences.
This living musical tradition is now in trouble on many fronts. In the face
of shifting community needs and cultural agendas, orchestras are finding that
their current missions and programs lack meaning for many people. Larger numbers of citizens see the orchestra in their community as a benefit to "other pe0ple," not themselves, and the repertoire as representing "other people's music,"
not music they wish to spend time and money to support.
The American orchestra of today has its artistic and institutional roots in
Europe. The first orchestras in North America were founded by European immigrants who wanted to continue to hear and play the great orchestral music of their
cultural traditions. According to Paul J. Di Maggio, the origin of many orchestras
- as well as other arts organizations - was also in a movement to separate high
art from popular culture. The current nonprofit organizational form of the orchestra emerged from "an aesthetic ideology that distinguished sh3lply between the
nobility of art and the vulgarity of mere entertainment. The distinction between
true art, distributed by not-for-profit corporations managed by artistic professionals and governed closely by prosperous and influential trustees, and popular
entertainment, sponsored by entrepreneurs and distributed via the market to
whomever would buy it, had taken a form that has persisted to the present ''2
From their beginnings in the mid-1800s, orchestras have multiplied to the
point that almost every American city of even modest size can claim one. While
flourishing throughout 150 years of dramatic change in the United States, American orchestras have remained close to their European roots, and held fast to the
missions and organizational structures shaped by their founders. These missions
and structures are now being challenged because of rapid and significant economic, cultural, political, social, and technological transformations in American society. For example, a hard-won consensus about the role of government support of
the arts has frayed. And the social challenges caused by changing family structures (such as the rise of single-parent households and the increase of women in
the workforce), the cultural debate arising from shifting demographic patterns,
and the gaps in society's ability to educate, employ, house, feed, and provide
medical care to people have captured the attention and resources of the private
sector. Also, the new world of digital audio, instant communications, multi-channel cable, and computer-generated music has changed the fundamental nature of

2paul J. Di Maggio, "Cultural Entrcp'encurship in Nineteenth-Century Boston," Nonprofit Ellterpri,e ill tlte Art,:
StwJ~, ill Mi"iOfl mul COllltraillt, Paul J. Di Maggio (cd.), Yale Studics on Nonprofit Organizations, Oxfonl University Press, 1986.
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entertainment and music presentation.
As it has become more difficult for orchestras to attract sufficient
resources to sustain institutional and artistic viability, the field has begun to look
for answers. However, discussions about how to fIX things are often mired in
inflexible and destructive dichotomies that juxtapose "classical, old, European,
high art" music against "popular, new, American, low culture" music; music for
adults against music for children and youth; and professional musical activity
against musical participation by amateurs. Such limiting constructs may discourage many people from participation in and support of American orchestras. They
belie the American spirit of energy, innovation, and inclusion, and can dim an
orchestra's vision of what is possible.
Old ways of thinking and talking about orchestra issues and problems
have become less productive in our changing society and have not led to many
widely accepted, practical solutions. This report's intent is to ignite a productive
discussion among everyone in the orchestra field. The discussion begins with
what is good about American orchestras, shifts away from destructive modes of
thinking, and envisions the orchestra of the future as a vital American institution.
No field or industry can survive in a changing environment absent an
effort to describe and adapt to that environment. The idea that orchestras in this
country urgently need to consider how they can play great music in a more
"American" institutional and community context has grown out of The American
Orchestra: An Initiative for Change, a multi-year project of the American Symphony Orchestra League, the national service organization for the orchestra field.
The goal of the Initiative is to assist the orchestra field's dynamic progress into
the 21st Century. The National Task Force that is carrying out the work of the
Initiative acknowledges the orchestras' fundamental artistic identity and the rich
musical traditions animated by orchestras every day. However, the Initiative also
challenges orchestras to look beyond old patterns and ways of doing business to
discover and develop new relationships, new sounds, new missions, new repertoire, and new presentational opportunities that will begin to ftIl out a vision of
the new American orchestra.

lng the economic viability of orchestras has become a growing and difficult problem for the field. But the Task Force's purpose is to look beyond the money: as
the process began, it was important to determine the extent to which financial distress also was impairing orchestras' abilities to fulfill their essential artistic mission to play great music well, and to develop further their missions, programs,
and internal structures so as to reach more people in tI1eir communities. It was
also vital to begin to see the shaky fmancial status of many orchestras as merely
symptomatic of the orchestra field's need to address its role in American society.'
The fmancial challenge described by The Financial Condition is occurring at a time when demographic and economic changes in communities are generating shifting patterns of relationships. The fiber that traditionally has
connected the institution of the orchestra to the community is fraying. Old
friends, and their resources, are no longer there to the extent that orchestras need
them. When pressed by other community needs, public- and private-sector funders are beginning to question the relevance of orchestras to today's society, and
whether orchestras should continue to receive considerable taxpayer and philanthropic resources.
This picture looks bleak, yet its very gloominess suggests opportunity and
hope. The hope lies in the realization that the orchestra field's crisis is not merely
financial. For if it were, new and effective solutions would be hard to discern.
The financial condition cannot be corrected by applying purely financial solutions
or management "fixes" because it is symptomatic of other problems in the
orchestra and throughout the arts in general.
The central conclusion of The Financial Condition is that the orchestra
industry needs to look critically at long-held assumptions in order to redefine
itself. It is this "critical look" that can benefit from the "Americanizing" idea.
The problems of American orchestras do not stop at the realization that many of
them are becoming economically fragile. Rather, the Task Force is contemplating

The Financial Condition ofSymphony Orchestra (The ''Wolf ~eport")
The Initiative began in 1991 with an effort to assess the fmancial conditions of orchestras around the nation, funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts. The result was a major research
report entitled The Financial Condition ofSymphony Orchestras. Clearly, sustain-

4

3TIte Fi1fQ1lCiaJ Conditiora of Symphony Orcltestra.r, commissioned by the American Symphony Orchestra League
IIId prepared by The Wolf Organization, Inc., of Cambridge, MaallllChuacUl, draws on a balf-c:entury of orchestra
data and reveals an incre8singly bleak picture. Significant gains in total attaldancc (up S2.6 perCent from 1971 to
1991) have been offset by skyrochling symphony crcheatra cxpenses that increased eight-fold in the same period,
leading to an annual industry-wide deficit of $23.2 million in 1991. It COlts more than $26 to serve each audience
mcrnb«, wbile only $10 is earned against this COlt, rcsulting in a per-audience member income gap of almost $16.
The inability of camcd income to keep pace with expenses is coupled with a 4.3 percent decline in public-sector
&iving to oo:hcstral since 1986, and a one-third decline in on:hest.ras' share of private philanthropic arts do1l8l'll
from 1970 to 1990. The IqXXl describca how orchestras have wOlked bald, and with considerable SU<:CCllS, to
ina'C8IC prodUdivity and raise camcd income. They have also wmted with pivate foundations to try to stabilize
oo:hcstra financ:es through the cslabliJhmcot and expansion of endowments. Yet the income gap has inaeased,
feeding the sense of Ulgency about the .financial future of American orchestral. From a study conducted for the
American Symphony Orchestra League by The Wolf Organization, Inc., Herbert Sprouse, Principal Investigator,
TIte FiNUlCiaJ CONlitiora ofSymplrorry Orcltestrtu, Pt1TIl- TIte Orcltestra INbulry, June 1992.

5
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the potential that, without significant change, orchestras could easily become both
culturally and socially irrelevant, and the orchestra field would have missed an
opportunity to evolve into a revitalized musical and cultural force in this country.

wide variety of issues that affect the orchestra industry in the final decade of the
20th Century.
Each successive Issue Forum provided the Steering Committee with additional perspectives on the condition of the American orchestra, as well as the realization that the separate issues are inevitably interrelated. Education issues are
inseparable from a discussion of concert presentatiOO or the role of volUnteers;
the orchestra's educational mission and the concertgoing experience are shaped
by the leadership structure; the relationship of musicians to the institution affects
everything the orchestra does or might do; and the role of repertoire as well as the
need to achieve cultural diversity permeates every discussion of mission, program, structure, and leadership.
Thus, this report is more than an account of a few tightly structured meetings. As the process went forward, the review of material emerging from each
Issue Forum revealed a holistic view of the need for change in the American
orchestra. The strength of this document and the process that led up to it lies in
its perspective on the whole orchestra as a valuable, living institution that exists
to serve many interrelated and potentially reinforcing communities. It became
clear that no orchestra can address one area successfully without contemplating
the whole, and that the extent and nature of the necessary changes might spur a
refreshing reconception of the character of American orchestras. Orchestras, and
the people who devote their lives to orchestras as musicians, staff, volunteers, and
audiences, cannot afford to pick apart the institution in a losing battle for dwindling resources. Rather, this report points the way for the field to envisage a new
American orchestra for the 21st Century.

The Task Force Process
The potential redefinition of the American orchestra has begun to emerge
out of an extended and wide-ranging effort to consult with the orchestra field, as
well as with interested individuals outside the field who have expertise relevant to
the issues discussed. This research and consultation process is the second phase
in The American Orchestra: An Initiative for Change. Funded by The Pew Charitable Trusts, the Ford Foundation, The Rockefeller Foundation, and the National
Endowment for the Arts, this process reflects a positive response to the news in
the "Wolf Report." Through it, the Task Force has challenged the orchestra field
to take a collective look beyond the projected bad financial news, to affirm the
music and the history of accomplishment by American orchestras, and to build on
this history and the orchestral art form to secure the future.
The National Task Force that carried out the process of consultation incorporates members of the American Symphony Orchestra League board and others
from within and outside the orchestra field, and has been chaired by the League's
own board chair. The Task Force is headed by a Steering Committee that has
directed the process of gathering groups of experts in "Issue Forums" to discuss
the specifics of seven issues, and to imagine new ways of doing business in the .
orchestra. These participants, plus the Steering Committee members, constitute
the full membership of the National Task Force. .
The issues are reflected in the titles of the following chapters: The Music
Comes First, Achieving Cultural Diversity, The Relationship of the Musician and
the Orchestra Institution, Varying the Concertgoing Experience, The Orchestra
As Music Educator, The Changing Nature of Volunteerism, and Developing
Orchestra Leadership. The chapters report the discussions that took place at the
Issue Forums.4 These topics represent one attempt to articulate the issues that are
critical to orchestras and their survival. Undoubtedly, there are other issues that
are not covered here. The content of the chapters is far-ranging, touching on the

4Issuc Forum participants reading 1hilI report will note that not everything said at the forums has been included in
the final document. The chapters rqm:aent a syntlais of the lDUly thoughtful analyses, c::omments, and ideas contributed by all participants, ne<:e8sarily limi1ed in length by the ~ In produce a volume of manageable size.

Qualities of the New American Orchestra
The concept of Americanizing thus emerged to shape this report's examination of the issues and its vision of the future. To talk about Americanizing is to
propose a process, not an absolute. The problems may seem insurmountable, and
solutions cannot be imposed. But new ways of thinking about problems may help
us fmd our way out of them.
We can characterize these new ways of approaching the issues as "Americanizing," but how can we use the term in a way that is helpful and relevant?
Defining "American" unequivocally is quite difficult. Who is American? What
is the "American way" of being an orchestra? These are questions that can cause
discomfort, disagreement, and even anger, calling forth American society's
historical and current conflicts over issues of race, immigration, and cultural
differences.
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H we perceive the American orchestra to be ill or flawed in some way,
then we must begin by identifying a state of "wellness." A budget in the black
certainly is part of organizational health, but it is not the only ingredient, and is
certainly not the best measure of whether American orchestras are serving American society arid the art of music well. A positive defmition of a "new American
orchestra" therefore could be a significant first step in the direction of beneficial
change. Such a definition, to be productive, must be consonant with the orchestra's essential artistic mission while avoiding divisive labels or rhetorical posturing. It must concentrate on unifying characteristics. Yet it must also embrace
such difficult underlying issues as racial and cultural diversity, the role of orchestras as social as well as artistic institutions in changing communities, and the
nature and presentation of orchestral repertoire in the late 20th Century.
This report asks the question: How can thinking about the role of the
orchestra in American society and what it means to be an American orchestra
help us move beyond polarization and crisis? Can"Americanizing" be more than
a catch word, but rather become a unifying theme that spurs productive change?
Based on the Task Force process, an idea of the "new American orchestra" began
to take shape as an institution that is:
• Dedicated to the goal of providing music of excellence and beauty to a
rapidly changing, democratic, pluralistic society;
• Representative of the cultural and racial diversity of that society;
• Infused with musical energy and creativity;
• Pioneering in spirit and willing to take intelligent risks;
• Responsive to and inclusive of its community.

In addition, this orchestra fosters collaborations and partnerships within
the organization and with the community as it explores and fulfills its mission
through plans and programs.
The usefulness of such a description of the new American orchestra is that
it can begin to suggest qualities for orchestras to explore that are both rooted in
their artistic mission and based on American experiences and needs. Orchestras
can draw on the unifying ideas expressed in these qualities to examine their practices and missions, to initiate interest in and action toward innovation and change,
to measure their progress, and to substantiate their value to the larger community.
Any discussion of "qualities," of course, must begin with "quality." The
fIrst and last goal of the "new American orchestra" is artistic excellence. Then,
presuming excellence, orchestras may want to consider:

AMERICANIZING nIE AMERICAN ORCHESTRA

• The new American orchestra includes repertoire reflective ofits American identity.
The life of the orchestra begins and ends with the repertoire. Orchestras
exist because musicians want to play music, and audiences want to listen to it.
Many American orchestras rely heavily on the established, primarily European
canon of pre-2Oth-Century orchestral music, and beautiful playing of this music is
a strength of many orchestras. But is it true that no good composers are alive
today, and that the sounds and sensibilities of the modern age have little to contribute to the continued development of classical music? Can orchestras ever
become truly American institutions if they only rarely play music that reflects the
places, events, celebrations, and conflicts of contemporary American society?
Orchestras that play and encourage the composition of "music of our time" enrich
the repertoire and serve as a vital intellectual, cultural, and social force. As
Stravinsky said, "The crux of a vital musical society is new music." He urged
orchestra leaders not to assume too much about an audience's taste for new
music.' And playing new music, American music, and rarely performed works
can invigorate an orchestra's approach to the standard repertoire. As one Issue
Forum participant put it, orchestras should be "stewards of a living tradition, not
just the caretakers of a museum of antiquities."

• The new American orchestra is buiU on the diversity and vibrancy ofthe
racial and cultural groups that comprise American society as a whole,
and each orchestra's community in particular.
While acknowledging and building on the European roots of the orchestral tradition, American orchestras can create a new American orchestral tradition
in which performers, staff, board, volunteers, audiences, and repertoire reflect
more fully the American experience, and the composition and realities of the
communities in which orchestras operate. As orchestras strive for excellence
they can also strive to establish an environment of inclusion in which they are
prized as an indispensable creative resource by a much larger group of people
than now play in, work for, or support them. They can demonstrate that the
music, from Vivaldi to Beethoven, Mahler, Carter, Singleton, and Liebermann,
belongs to everybody, and can have a meaningful place in the lives of more
Americans.

5C01Iversat;01l3 willi Igor Slravillsky, by Igor Sttavinsky and Robert Craft, University of California Press, 1980,
pp.llS-6.
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• The new American orchestra finds ways to incorporate musicians as
partners in decision making and programming.
The musicians of the orchestra represent an underotilized resource of talent, ideas, and creativity. Yet often a spirit of acrimony, suspicion, and constraint
pervades their relationship with orchestras. The new American orchestra can
benefit from an effort to overcome the negative aspects of this relationship. A
view of the musicians as the orchestra's core resource, artistic and otherwise, may
change their role significantly. Possibilities include: drawing on the participation
of musicians as part of a team to infonn strategic planning for the institution, calling upon them to participate in and share responsibility for hard institutional decisions, showcasing their individual as well as collective musical talents,
supporting their endeavors as teachers and volunteers both within and outside the
orchestra, and constructing an ongoing process of institutional development that
regards musicians as colleagues, not adversaries.

• The new American orchestra serves a variety ofcultural, educational,
and social needs in its community.
The orchestra is a viable institution only in the context of a community
that continues to support it. Orchestras and communities working together can
identify cultural, educational, and social roles that orchestras may fulfill successfully. The new American orchestra might fmd that a broad conception of its educational role makes education essential to its mission. It may work with the
community to promote education, particularly music education, as a lifelong
endeavor. It may expand its views about appropriate roles for orchestra personnel
in the community, including performance, teaching, mentoring, social action, and
advocacy. The new American orchestra has the potential to draw upon a range of
community members to serve as volunteers in a variety of capacities, from governance to fundraising to programming and staff support. Finally, the orchestra
may seek partnerships with institutions and individuals in the community both
from within and outside of the arts.

• The new American orchestra is alert to the need to cultivate a love of
music in the younger generation.
The continuity of both the music and the institution depends on drawing a
new generation into the life of the orchestra as musicians, audience members,
volunteers, and staff. Success in this effort may depend on conceiving of the
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poc:>l in ~uch broader terms, encompassing young people of many
SOCIOeCOnOmIC, racIal, and cultural backgrounds. Strategies may need to be much
more varied and creative in order to compete for their attention in a world of
dynamic, technologically-driven career and leisure time options. The only effective commitment to the new generation may be one that is both comprehensiv.e
and long-tenn, involving orchestras with a range of institutions that touch the
lives of young people and their families.

• The organizational structure ofthe new American orchestra enables it
to respond to changes in order to secure its future.
The new American orchestra faces the challenges of an uncertain and
shifting environment. In that context, the ability of people in the organization to
anticipate problems, learn from mistakes, and find solutions together will determine the orchestra's chances of survival. Orchestras may benefit from a process
of self-examination; some may decide to reconstruct the way their organizations
function in order to become more flexible and responsive. The effectively managed orchestra builds its structure to support the artistic mission. Its various leaders work well as a team, and the team's members possess the specific sk:i11s and
knowledge they need to be effective. They have mutual trust, respect, and appreciation for one another's roles. They share a mission and goals that are communicated both within and outside the organization. They have knowledge of, and
appreciation for, the organization's history. And, they all play strong, visible, and
appropriate roles in the community.
"Americanizing the American orchestra" and these six suggested qualities
are not for orchestras alone. The institutions that support the orchestra field,
including schools that train musicians and administrators, funding sources,
unions, and regional and national service organizations, cannot be left out of the
field's development. The ability of musicians, administrators, and conductors to
take on new roles is affected by the training they receive before they come to the
orchestra. The capacity of orchestras to plan and implement change and to take
risks hinges to some extent on the support and commitment of public and private
funding sources. The flexibility of orchestra operations is affected by agreements
negotiated with unions. Service organizations can supply the guidance, infonnation, and support to undergird orchestras' efforts to respond to the changing world
around them.

__________________________________..1
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Ideas About Change in the American Orchestra
For individual orchestras to embark on the re-examination of mission,
programs, and policies outlined throughout this report suggests a complex, almost
overwhelming process. When viewing orchestras as an industry, the process
seems even larger and more difficult to grasp. Orchestras come in such a variety
of sizes and types - big budgets and small budgets, 52-week seasons and fourconcert seasons, major orchestras of international repute and volunteer community orchestras, and all the variations in between.
This report will talk a great deal about change. Change for its own sake
may reap few benefits. On the other hand, orchestras that are willing to explore
altering the status quo as a positive response to a changing environment may
advance themselves substantially as artistic and community institutions.
Although each orchestra will have to find its own way to initiate, carry out, and
measure the success of change, the idea of "Americanizing" offers a place to
start, a vision of what might be, and an opportunity to learn from the process of
trying to get there.6
The Task Force offers some ideas about change for the reader to keep in
mind while considering the many ideas and suggestions contained in this report:

the process of examining missions, programs, and relationships, only to
find that change is agonizingly slow. Planned change often requires a
commitment over a long period of time. It could take as long as 25
years or more to realize some of the ideas embodied in this report. If
the look, sound, and experience of the American orchestra is to be
transformed over time, then some of the change will start with the very
young; their early and continuous education as musicians, audiences,
and amateur performers will build the basis for the future.

3. Big change is mtuk up ofmany small efforts.
No single action by anyone orchestra will bring about a major transformation of the orchestra field. Many inteIrelated, coordinated, and comprehensive efforts by individual orchestras and the field together may
make a difference in the long run.

4. Change can be heard.
Ideally, the orchestra working to transform itself will discern positive
effects in the quality of sound. A re-energized orchestra in which
change has led to reduced stress and institutional uncertainty may reap
artistic benefits. The change in sound may also come in the form of
new repertoire that encompasses the music of our time and the music of
America; or in information that tells about the music, the composers,
and the performers in a more personal and engaging way.

1. Change is necessary and demanding, but it can be managed welL
Given the challenges orchestras are facing, change will take place.
Orchestras may choose whether change will happen to them or whether
they will take charge of it. Change can be most effective and productive when it is the result of consultation and collaboration. Including
everybody in thinking about change makes the process less threatening
and more productive. Simply examining the question of change in a
way that involves musicians, volunteers, staff, management, and community representatives within and outside of the arts will help the organization. Change may feel risky in the short run, but the long-term
health of the institution may depend on it

2. Change talu!s place over time.
A need for change may be recognized and orchestras may embark on
6A note about language: the idea of a future vision fOl' the American orohestra is reflected throughout the report by
the 1UIe of the verb fonn "can," as in. "the orches.... can identify needs in coIlab<ntion with its community." The
Task Fm:e wishes to emphasize that "can" refers to optiaUm. choice, and opportunity. not to p-esaiption.
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Change can be seen.
The visual manifestations of change may bring a new image to the
orchestra: the cultural origins, gender, and age of the musicians, staff,
board, and audience; the look of the hall and of printed materials; and the
visual presentation of a concert can all be evidence of change.

6. Change is often spurred by committed individuals.
An effective process of change may rely to a large extent on the
activism and commitment of existing orchestra leaders working within
the institution, as well as with new leaders from their communities, to
identify needs and to enable the orchestra to respond.
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7. Meaningful clumge rarely Iulppens in isolation.

Committed individuals will come forward if orchestras can find new
ways to give to, communicate with, and receive support from their
communities.

8. Clumge often requires political effort.
In constructing new relationships internally and within communities,
orchestras may be strengthened by the hard currency of coalitions and
mutual support - with individuals, unions, community groups, foundations, school boards, and myriad other entities both in and outside of
the arts.

9. Change is notfree.
Orchestras may need resources to support change - to take time for
planning, conduct research and meetings, devote musician services to
new activities, create model programs, commission new repertoire,
allocate sufficient rehearsal time, hire necessary staff, try new
approaches to marketing and promotion, and more. Orchestras and
their supporters may have to contemplate shifts in budget priorities if
change is to occur.

10. Change can be acknowledged and promoted.
Organizations and individuals attempting to provoke change are
strengthened if success is reinforced by recognition and reward. Disseminating news about these successes will also encourage efforts elsewhere.

AMERICANIZING THE AMERICAN ORCHESTRA

Looking Ahead

No single report can fulfill all of the infonnational needs of a generationlong process of fundamental change. This report is designed to start American
orchestras on the path in a number of different ways.
First, it is an attempt to raise the ongoing discussion in the field from the
"mire" described earlier, and focus it constructively and productively on the
issues at hand. It will acquaint its readers with the breadth of the consideration
given to the issues at the various Issue Forums, conveying the points of contention and difficulty as well as the growing areas of consensus. It does not
resolve the real differences that exist in the orchestra field over many of these
issues. It is only the beginning of a dialogue - the continuation of that dialogue
is essential to the future well-being of orchestras.
Second, the report is intended to guide orchestras on their own paths of
change. Each chapter summarizes the Task Force's point of view about the issue
in question by presenting historical context, outlining the central challenges,
proposing some alternative ways of approaching the issue, and outlining some
questions orchestras may ask themselves as they seek to address the issue within
their own organizations.
Third, the report provides a rich lode of infonnation, points of view, and
ideas for the field. Each chapter reflects the expertise of many individuals in the
orchestra business as well as others with relevant interests and experience. The
chapters abound with ideas, practical suggestions, and specific examples. Footnotes throughout refer the reader to additional resources.
Finally, the report is only a step in an ongoing process of self-examination
and potential transfonnation in the orchestra field. The Task Force urges everyone who cares about orchestras to read on and to think about what they have read,
discuss it, argue about it, agree or disagree with all of it or part of it, and then take
some action in whatever way they can. The music is too beautiful, the people too
talented and dedicated, and the institutions too important not to make our best
effort to sustain and nurture them for the generations to come.

11. Change olten changes.
The problems of orchestras and the needs of communities are not static.
Today's solution may be tomorrow's irrelevant program. The idea that
change is a "process" implies that ongoing evaluation and criticism
from participants and observers can provide constant feedback, encouraging the orchestra to be an institution that learns and acts on what it
learns.
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1. The Music Comes First
.I

ANY REPORT ABOUT THE ORCHESTRA MUST BE, FROM THE BEginning, about music. The music an orchestra plays is the foremost expression of
its mission and the artistic aspirations of its conductor and musicians. The repertoire played is the language through which the orchestra speaks to the audience.
This chapter is about how the choice of that repertoire is inextricably linked to the
idea of developing a "new American orchestra," and about how American orchestras can speak to audiences through an American orchestral language.

The Repertoire Today
The sound and structure of the modern orchestra were shaped largely in
the 18th and 19th Centuries by composers whose music was, in turn, shaped by
the orchestra. Composers added instruments to the ensemble, changed the balance among instrumental families, and gradually the large "Romantic" orchestra
became the prototype of the orchestra we know today. The Romantic orchestra
has now been institutionalized in the United States in the fonn of nonprofit corporate bodies that hire a certain number of musicians to play particular instruments. For the most part, these musicians play in an ensemble of a certain size
and instrumentation, and they focus on a canon of orchestral repertoire mostly
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"I believe in the
appeal, humaneness, and magic of
live, organized
sound."
-John Tartaglia. Composer and Violist

drawn from works of 18th-, 19th-, and early 2OthCentury European composers.
Since 1987, the American Symphony
Orchestra League has surveyed 100 or so member
orchestras that have annual budgets of $1 million or
more on the repertoire played in their regular subscription concerts. 1 The results of this survey illustrate the nature of repertoire choices being made in
North American orchestras today. In the five seasons of subscription concerts from 1987/88 through
1991/92, respondents to the survey reported a total
of 11,366 concerts. The "top five" composers, in
terms of numbers of concerts in which a work of the
composer was played, were Mozart, Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky, Brahms, and Haydn. Mozart topped
the list with at least one work played during 24 percent of the concerts (the bicentennial of Mozart's
death occurred during the reporting period);
Beethoven made it onto 16 percent of the programs;
Tchaikovsky and Brahms each scored 10 percent;
and Haydn appeared 7.5 percent of the time. The
remaining "top ten" composers were Richard
Strauss, Dvoiak, Stravinsky, Prokofiev, and Ravel.
It is instructive then to look at the other end
of the scale - and the other side of the ocean - to
examine the list of most frequently performed 2OthCentury American composers during the same period. The leader was Samuel Barber, whose works
were found on 2.8 percent of all concert programs.
Aaron Copland at 2.6 percent and Leonard Bernstein
at 2.4 percent were the only other American composers whose works appeared on 2 percent or more
of the programs. (These figures include commemorative performances in recognition of these two com-

11992-93 Orclwtra Repertoire Report, American Symphony OIchestra League. The Report is a comprehensive
guide to repertoire being perf<mned today by the largest orchestIU in the Uniled StaJea and Canada. Works are
lis1ed alphabetically by composer, with the narJlClI of the on:hea1ra, the conductor, the soloists, and the dates of the
perfomw.nce.
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posers' deaths during the reporting period.) The remaining "top ten" American
composers were John Adams (1.5 percent), Charles Ives (1.3 percent), George
Gershwin (.75 percent), John Harbison (.59 percent), John Corigliano (.57 percent), Elliott Carter (.53 percent), and William Schuman (.49 percent). To provide further perspective on these numbers, the Task Force notes that the total

gramming, and orchestras that focus primarily on the traditional repertoire will
highlight premieres from time to time, as well as other "music of our time."
Moreover, the survey does not reflect innovative programming in concerts outside of traditional subscription series.
However, the League's study does show the strong preference of this
country's orchestras to program from a limited canon, and to project the sound
and speak the language of the 18th- and 19th-Century European repertoire. In
addition, it shows that major orchestra subscription programs tend to center
around a few masterpieces. For example, the performances of just two works Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto, at 135 performances, and Beethoven's Third
Piano Concerto, at 131 performances - nearly equals the total number ofperformances during the reporting period of all works by Gershwin, Harbison,
Corigliano, Carter, and Schuman combined.
It is not the Task Force's intention to diminish the value of established
orchestral works. Indeed, one of the significant strengths of American orchestras
is their ability to perform the traditional repertoire with insight, beauty, and
accomplishment. However, to reiterate the words of the Theme, the sounds and
sensibilities of the modern age have much to contribute to the continued development of classical music. Playing music that reflects the places, events, celebrations, and conflicts of contemporary American society also can be a strength of
the new American orchestra.

Factors Influencing Repertoire Choices
Although repertoire is central to the American orchestra's cultural role in a
changing American society, it is a difficult issue to address. There is no one
right way to program repertoire - those choices are part of an ongoing creative
process in each orchestra. Furthermore, choices about repertoire are complicat-
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ed, and are often influenced by factors that may not be purely artistic; they may
involve considerations relating to the organization, the audience, and the community as well. Some of these factors may include:

Foree members report that presentation of contemporary works sometimes leads
co outspoken objections from subscribers and devoted board members. Such
opinions may be mirrored in focus group studies or audience sUlVeys. 3 Orchestra
leaders may also observe an increase in no-shows for subscription programs containing unusual or unknown repertoire, and the receipt of letters threatening subscription cancellation if the orchestra does not desist in deviating from the
traditional canon.
These experiences cause orchestra leaders to fret about the sensibilities of
the hypothetical "core audience," assuming almost a universal antipathy among
subscribers to music that is outside of the "core repertoire." It is unlikely, however, that the future of many orchestras will lie entirely with the old, committed
"core audience." Two generations ago, subscribers of the well-established
orchestras committed for a full season of subscription programs, often without
even knowing what the repertoire would be. Subscriptions were in great demand
and handed down from one generation to the next. Pressure did not exist, as it
does today, to make every concert appealing as a single event. The loyalty of the
audience was such that the music director had freedom to program unfamiliar
works without fear of reducing attendance. Legendary maestros Serge Koussevitsk y and Leopold Stokowski were known to repeat unpopular new works for the
same subscription audience at the next concert.
Today, although there are many more concerts every season, there is much
less continuity in attendance from one concert to another. Audiences are provided with a number of options from which to choose what and when they will
attend, putting tremendous pressure on the artistic leadership and the marketing
operation. From a programming point of view, it becomes important to create
great interest and draw for every single concert.
The Task Force views negative generalizations about the relationship
between new repertoire and audience preferences as somewhat simplistic. Some
orchestras actually have found that new repertoire attracts new audience members
who purchase single tickets especially to hear something different. With careful
attention paid to what new repertoire is chosen and how it is presented, many
orchestras can integrate new works, minimize the loss of traditional subscribers,
and build new audiences.

1. Orchestra mission. The essence of an orchestra's artistic and community purpose is embodied in its mission statement - the vision of the orchestra. A "specialty" orchestra might indicate in its mission that it will play early music, or
contemporary music, or chamber orchestra music, leading to a deliberately limited focus in repertoire. Most orchestras, however, will make a general statement
of purpose, such as "honoring our musical heritage by preserving venerable musical traditions and by helping to discover and establish new ones.''2 Such statements allow orchestras wide latitude in programming works; it is how the artistic
mission is realized that is the concern in this chapter.

2. The tIrlistic vision of the music director. The orchestra's artistic statement
and essential artistic direction is perceived through choices made by a music
director. The music director's commitment to - or at least, curiosity aboutAmerican repertoire, new repertoire, and rarely performed repertoire is an inseparable part of an expanded view of the traditional canon.

3. Influence/involvement of other groups and individuals from within the
orchestra organiztJtion. Program committees, musicians' artistic advisory committees, composers-in-residence, composer consultants, artistic administrators,
education departments, marketing departments - all have some role to play in
the consideration of repertoire choices. These groups/individuals may have constraining or expanding influences on repertoire decisions. A music director pushing to expand the orchestra's musical horizons may have to convince a
recalcitrant board or marketing department. On the other hand, a marketing
department that recognizes the audience building potential of trying new things
will be an asset to the music director's efforts. Ideally, the music director works
sensitively with all parties to fashion a season that advances the orchestra musically, satisfies most constituencies at least some of the time, and expands the conception of appropriate repertoire choices.

4. Perceptions tIbout audience preferences. Conventional wisdom says that all
audiences will dislike contemporary music or other unusual repertoire. Task

2From the artiatic maion statement of the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra.
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Jl'or example, a recent focus group study p-epared for the Pinsbmgh Symphony reported that "much of the 2OthCentury and conlemporalY music played by the Symphony is disliked. People uDdentand the Symphony's need
lO introduce new music to the Pittsbmgh audience but that does nat mean they like iL In general, the audience
approves of ooe Idatively short conlell1JOl1UY WoR on every other program in a six concert sublcripdon series."
from Pill3bllTglI Sympltofty Mari:aittg cl PromotioM PlaNting Sllldy, Tripp. Umbach & Associaa, August 1991.
The memben of the focUJ groups included cunent and lapsed S)'Il1Jhony sublcribers, and a group of young profesliooals.
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"The orchestra
today operates in a
social structure
that is vastly different from when I
joined the Boston
Symphony Orchestra in 1955. Everybody in the
audience then
could be identified
because they all
came to 24 concerts. We didn't
even announce the
season; now, when
planning a season,
the essential
responsibility of the
music director is
audience development ... The
audience is complicated."
-Joseph Silverstein.
Music Director, Utah
Symphony Orchestra

S. Characteristics of the audience. Any audience,
of course, comes to the repertoire and to the orchestra with its own prejudices, and pleasing the audience is a legitimate factor in repertoire decision
making. There is still a large core of the orchestra
audience that wants to hear the 19th-Century symphonic literature. This core is usually older, and
although knowledgeable about music, may not be
open to experimentation. At the same time, many
younger people do not feel linked to these musical
traditions. 4
Audiences today are bombarded with a number of cultural and entertainment options of which
the orchestra is just one. A great variety of music is
instantly available through radio, cable television,
digital recordings, and various emerging technologies. Development of new technology and changes
in the nature and use of leisure time can only intensify as time goes on. The challenge for orchestras is to
harness the technology to aid in the presentation of
the music and to adapt to changing lifestyles among
potential audience members.
Finally, sophisticated modem audiences may
resent being manipulated or patronized: an audience
may react negatively to a new work wedged in as
necessary medicine before intermission. The same
work, if introduced carefully by the music director
(perhaps with composer participation), to give the
audience a sense of why the performers are excited
by and committed to its presentation, may elicit a
much more positive audience reaction.
6. Availability and repertoire of desired soloists. It
is sometimes true that orchestras are limited in repertoire selection by guest artists who offer only compositions drawn from standard repertoire. At the

"The Pit1Bbwgh Syrrqmooy marketing study cited earlier also involved a survey of 18 of the 20 largest American
orchestras. The avenge age of classical subscription series buyers wu 53.3 (p. 19).
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same time, soloists are less likely to prepare a long menu of less-than-familiar
works if there is little likelihood that orchestras will select them. Orchestras can
have an influence on soloists' repertoire if they seek out performers who are committed to nonstandard works, especially those of living composers and American
composers. If several orchestras collaborate to present a contemporary wotX with

7. Flexibility in organizational arrangements with musicians. Objections to
presenting new or unusual works are sometimes raised because they require additional rehearsal time and may make unusual demands on individual musicians.
Some people also argue that the number of great pieces for large orchestra from
the nonstandard repertoire is limited. These objections mayor may not be valid
for various orchestras. However, if musicians can perform in smaller and/or nontraditional ensembles, participating according to their interest and ability, then the
orchestra increases its capacity to present chamber works, experimental works,
works in new formats for community outreach and education purposes, and
works with a more diverse cultural base. Large chamber works, for example,
with a cOIps of 10 to 25 players, can offer opportunities to add more variety to
programs. More time can be devoted to their preparation while other musicians
pursue other tasks, such as preparation of educational programs.
8. Funder expectations and requirements. Funders may have an agenda that
influences repertoire choices. Some offer specific incentives, making funds
available for commissioning, playing American and contemporary repertoire, hiring composers-in-residence, or projects in composition related to music education
efforts. Others who are interested in broadening the American orchestra's
approach to programming might choose to make more general grants contingent
on the inclusion of certain kinds of repertoire.
9. The role of music journalism. Audiences tend to be more accepting of less
familiar music when they are prepared for it. Preparation can come in various
forms, including the availability of good music journalism that aims to educate
and enlighten. The model of the music critic as a recognized scholar of music to
whom the public turned frequently for information (Virgil Thomson and Paul
Henry Lang are two examples) used to be more prevalent. Much current music
journalism - whether in the print or broadcast media - is reactive, star-orient-
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"There IS· a current generation of
composers seeking
their inspiration in
the more indigenous and popular
strains of American music. It is a
powerful and rejuvenating force and
it needs support."
-John Gidwitz, Execu.tive Director, Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra

ed, driven by publicists and press releases, and not
especially oriented toward an educational function.'
There is rarely enough time for the local newspaper
critic to cover cultural issues thoroughly, and often
he or she lacks the necessary artistic background and
insight. Orchestras and the media working together
to present carefully crafted and compelling infonnation to potential audiences could do much to promote
new and unusual repertoire.1i

Focus on Change
These factors suggest a myriad of artistic and
presentational strategies that orchestras committed
to developing a new repertoire tradition might
employ. The Task Force offers just a few of these
options, in hopes that the entire orchestra field will
engage in discussion about how to pursue a creative
and positive expansion of American orchestral repertoire.

1. A renewed commitment to American works, contemporary works, and rarely perfol7lU!d works. The
Task Force views this general commitment as important to every American orchestra working both to
sustain its own artistic vitality and to expand its
appeal, support, and connection with its community.
Orchestras can enlarge the traditional canon in ways
that will keep existing audiences and draw in new

SSevem1 public radio efforts stand as c:xceptiooa to this assertion. Nalional Public Radio's PerfOl7lf.tllU:e Toda)4l,
which aiD daily, combines recendy recorded performances with commentary, interviews, and feature reports that
explore music 1Icrminology, the <native process, performance preparation and techniques, and olhCl' musical topics
to deepen the listeners' understanding and appreciation of classical music. American Public Radio's Sailll PtIMl
SIUfIlay Mo,.,.illg~, which aiD weekly, combines performance and discussion, focused on a particular perfomi.ng
ensemble, in a casual,lively, and informative presentation.

6the need to invigorue the field of arts criticism is beginning to be ft'COSniZied.

For example, in 1992, the Pew
Charitable Tnuts in Philadelphia started a $3.2 million fellowship pognun to iqJrove the quality of arts reporting.
The fellowships will povide print and broadcast journalists an opportunity to enroll in college courses to hone their
reporting slrllls and improve their knowledge of the arts.
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ones. While recognizing, for example, that there is a
lxxiy of contemporary American music that is relatively inaccessible on fIrSt hearing and that requires
careful programming and repeated hearings, there
are also many works from both the early 20th Century and the present day that are more readily accessible.' All orchestras can explore this repertoire in
many ways, building initial interest perhaps by programming a11- American concerts, or a season celebrating American music during which every concert
has an American work, or a series of concerts featuring different eras of American music - 19th-Century composers such as MacDowell, Gottschalk, and
Beach, to American composers writing from the
1930s through the 1950s such as Ellington, Hanson,
Harris, Piston, and Sessions, to such contemporary
composers as John Adams, T. J. Anderson,
Dominick Argento, John Corigliano, Libby Larsen,
David Ou, Stephen Paulus, Robert Xavier
Rodriguez, Joseph Schwantner, Joan Tower, Ellen
Taaffe Zwilich, and others.' The true expansion of
the canon will come when such composers are programmed regularly throughout a season as "standard
repertoire."

2. TM development of tM orcMstra as an instrument. Orchestras can explore the idea of the orchestra ensemble as an instrument that shapes and can be
shaped by composers. The institutionalized orchestra ensemble is not changing its shape in response to
changes in the music as it did in the 19th Century.
As stated earlier, varying ensemble size and instru-

"In 2020, the socalled core repertoire
may be available on
digital video, accessible at the whim of the
individual through
home computers.
Institutions that sponsor music for local
audiences will be able
to draw from a pool of
diversely trained musicians, forming chamber groups that
specialize in improvisatory, multi-media
performances in which
the audience takes
part. Once in a while,
classically trained
musicians will get
together in white tie
and tails, and perform
Beethoven's Ninth for
their own pleasure."
-Layton James, Keyboardist, The Saint
Paw Chamber
Orchestra

7See Appendix for a list of repertoire resources, including organizatioos and databases.
8The Utah Symphony in a recent season instituted a "society of second performances." Music Direct.oc Joseph Silvmtein surveyed works of the last 2S years that had been commiJsiooed by American mchestras but then subsequently had received little, if any, attention. Ten of those wcrD were programmed throughout the orchestra's
concert season.

The AT&T American Encore Progtam, inaugurated in 1986, focuses on 20th-Century American works
that have received premieres, but have bad few performances since. The program provides funding to orchestras
for including such works in their regular concert series.
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mentation can help expand repertoire and alter concert formats. Also, in this age
of technology, the possible inclusion of electronic instruments, as well as collaborations betWeen music and other art forms through electronic means, presents
many opportunities for new mixed-media compositions, making the orchestra
presentation more variable and interesting.'

Women's Philhannonic, stage reading sessions for composers, often providing the
composer not only with a "practice instrument," but also the opportunity for
direct comments from the players and the conductor. 1o More orchestras of all
sizes and types can engage in this type of activity. And, it is an activity that can
include the audience, inviting their participation in, and reaction to, the process of

3. The orchestra's relationship with the composer. The dynamic relationship
between orchestras and composers that existed in 18th- and 19th-Century Europe
has diminished in today's American orchestra. Composers can be significant
resources to orchestras, contributing to their vitality as artistic and educational
institutions. Composers can enrich the lives of the orchestra's musical personnel
and can actively engage audience members, students, and community residents in
endeavors related to music and the orchestra. Local composers and composersin-residence, because they reside in the community, are especially effective in this
way. However, composers who participate with the orchestra even on a shortterm basis, much like a guest artist, can also contribute through seminars, master
classes, pre-concert lectures, and other opportunities for interaction with performers, audience members, and students.
Orchestras can also act as training institutions for emerging composers.
Composers often work best when they can listen and revise; those composers
wishing to write for full orchestra are at a disadvantage if they cannot hear their
works performed. For a composer who chooses to write a string quartet, it is relatively simple to gather four musicians to test ideas, sounds, and matters of balance and color. Few composers of orchestral works will ever have such a luxury.
Not only are composers discouraged from writing for orchestra because of limited performance opportunities, but for those new orchestral works that are written
there is little opportunity to test and hone the work prior to the initial performance. Specialty orchestras, such as the American Composers Orchestra and the
9ne Minnesota Orchestra commissioned a wo.dt. by Dave Heath that received its pemiere in March 1993. Alone
At 1M Fr01llier, Concerto for Improvised Instrument and Orchestra, featured Nigel Kennedy playing a complellely
improvised solo part with the Orchestra, an elaborate percussion section, and a Rap Chw drawn from the Dale
Warland Singers that imitated electronic drum effects. The work also incorporated the work of a young graffiti
artist from Minneapolis, as well as a light show. It generated an enthusiastic audience response and considerable
press attention.
IOnte Detroit Symphony Orchestra's annual African-American Composers Forum introduced a useful technical
innovation to the reading sessions it hdds. The orchestra provides the following description: .....the oo:hestral parts
for each of the finalist's scores were copied from their mginal handwritten manuscripts into specially fonnat1led
computers and laser pin1led. Any changes in orchestral parts \I'o'eI'C instantly made via this process during the reading/rehearsal sessions. As a result, the DSO musicians were provided with highly accmate, highly readable orchestral parts. This boosted the efficiency of reheanal time and resul1led in more accmate readings by the musicians.
The laser-pin1led parts are returned to the composers fdlowing the Forum performances to assist in facilitating
additional perfmmances of their works by other oo:hestras...
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where many museums share the cost and the promotion of a traveling exhibition.
A consortium of orchestras can share the cost of commissioning a work and
developing joint promotional materials of considerable sophistication (e.g., a
video documentary on the composer and the creative process l2), and then can
guarantee multiple performances of the work during regular seasons, on tour, at
summer festivals, and in recordings. 13

4. Utilizing the media for audience education. Orchestras can involve music
writers (including university faculty) journalists, classical disc jockeys, and music
critics in efforts to expand the repertoire. The effectiveness of partnerships
between orchestras and journalists has been apparent for many years. In an
example a century old, the extraordinary media attention and writing that accompanied the introduction of DvoTak's Symphony No.9, "From the New World," in
New York in 1893, demonstrates the excitement that can be generated around a
"From 1986 to 1990, the American Symphony Orchestra League sp<lIlSaed the New Music Project. a series of
reading sessiOlll with professional oo:hestral 8CI'OlIlI the naJion. Unpubliahed works by more than 100 composeIlI
were read, and the composen received comments on their music from both perfonnen and audience members.
During the 1991-92 season. the League sponsored similar reading sessions with the Baltimore and Savannah Symphony Orchestras that featured the works of African American composers.
12Such a documentary came out of a collaboration between the Amarillo Symphony and its local public television
ltalion, KACV-TV. The Symphony commissioned Houston-based composer Samuel Jones to wrille a wOlk cdcbraling the Palo Duro Canyon, a significant geological and historical feature of the Amarillo area. The two-year
process of composing the walk was documen1led on video from Jones' first visit to the canyon, to the May I, 1992
premiere of the work in the canyon's amphitheater. The final hour-long documentary includes interviews with
Jones, conversations between Jones and Amarillo Symphony Music Direcmr James Setapen, rehearsals, and visual
intc:rpretatiOlll of the canyon to llCCOIq)lUly the pClfollllance of the full wert. The premiere of the work and the
debut showing of the documentary \I'o'eI'C also coordina1led with a marketing strategy focused both on generating
national interest, and on promoting local community support of, and participation in. the Symphony.
lYrhe National Endowment for the Arts initiated a Consmium Commissioning Program in 1988 to ensure multiple
petformances of new works. The program requiJcs a consmium to be composed of three similar performing arts
groups; three composen are then commissioned; and each ensemble performs each work at least twice.
Libby Larsen's Marimba Conarto: After Hamptoll is an example of a new work resulting from a c0mmission by a conllOl1ium of orchestral without outside funding. A total of 12 oo:hestral combined, resulting in 27
performances.
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new work. Coverage of the event in advance, careful and complete analysis of
the work for those who planned to attend, and thoughtful reviewing afterward
gave this new music prominence throughout the community. Beyond the immediate musical excitement, the event generated an even broader interest in contemporary composers and their work in general, and in the role of composers in
shaping the artistic life of the country.
How can orchestras, composers, and journalists alike engender that sort of
public attention in today's cultural and media environment? The example of the
Symphony No. 3 by Polish composer Henryk Mikotaj G6recki may be instructive. A Nonesuch recording of the Symphony, featuring soprano Dawn Upshaw
and David Zinman conducting the London Sinfonietta, was released in early
1992. G6recki was brought to the United States to meet musicians and classical
music press, and the recording was sent to classical and public radio stations
around the country. It received particularly frequent airplay in Los Angeles,
where public station KCRW played the second movement every day during the
summer of 1992 and offered the recording as a premium during its pledge drive.
The recording's popularity built momentum throughout the U.S. on the basis of
an increasingly enthusiastic response by radio listeners, reaching the top position
on Billboard's classical chart.
Similar intense radio attention was given the work in England after its
release there in August 1992, when the Classic PM radio network began playing
and promoting the work weekly. Over 300,000 recordings have been sold worldwide, and at one point, the work reached sixth place on the British pop charts.
Press attention has been considerable, ranging in England from in-depth articles
in the Times to features in the British tabloids, with a BBC Television documentary in preparation. A number of U.S. orchestras are now planning perfonnances
of the work, and there is a growing interest in other works by the composer. Such
a promotion success story through the cumulative efforts of record companies,
radio disc jockeys, and print media is not unusual in the pop world, but is the
exception in the world of "art" music.

5. The possibilities of "Illrgetl!d" and "thematic" programming. The programming of the new American orchestra can be diverse and successful, if carefully
developed. Today's orchestras must selVe a variety of musical tastes, working to
attract new audiences while trying not to alienate the old. A common approach to
programming has been to view the orchestra concert as a melting pot, mixing up
repertoire so that there may be something to appeal to everyone. But, as indicated earlier, audiences may resent the "modem" piece sandwiched between two
familiar 19th- Century works, while the new music enthusiasts may be unwilling
to sit through another performance of a Beethoven symphony. A successful alter-
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native for many orchestras has been to target particular programs to particular
tastes. The success of pops programs is the strongest indication that this strategy
works: pops audiences rarely cross over to become subscribers to traditional concert series. In this sense, orchestras may see pops concerts as a marketing failure,
but the pops crowd does keep signing up for the pops series. Similarly, the success of early music ensembles also indicates that a partieular sound can attract an
enthusiastic and loyal audience. Still other approaches have included music for
special constituencies, such as The Women's Philharmonic in San Francisco,
which plays to capacity houses of listeners interested in music composed by
women. In another example of targeting, experiences in Detroit, Louisville, Baltimore, and elsewhere indicate that new audiences of African Americans can be
attracted to music written or performed by African Americans.
Task Force members suggested an interesting set of strategies for nonspecialty orchestras to allow audiences to sort themselves out according to their
interests. "Thematic" programming can present a valid artistic construct that also
works well from a marketing perspective. For example, an evening might feature
20th-Century music of a memorial nature: Howard Hanson's Elegy, the Concerto
for Brass and Orchestra by Donald Erb, and Leonard Bernstein's Symphony
No. 1. In another, more elaborate approach, an evening at the orchestra might
begin at 7:00 p.m. with a half hour of medieval French music; at 8:00 p.m., the
orchestra could begin a concert ranging from Lully to Milhaud; then at 10:30
p.m. a chamber ensemble from the orchestra could play music of Boulez and
beyond. Not all events need be presented on the stage in the concert hall; parts of
the evening could take place in the lobby area, for example. Food service might
be coordinated with the French theme, as might video presentations or exhibitions
of artwork. Audiences would be free to participate in the whole evening or just in
the parts that interested them. 14

14ne Brooklyn Philharmonic's progranuning plans for the 1993-94 season revolve around the thematic pr0gramming idea. The Philharmonic will offer five weekend-long thematic festivals: "From the New World," a Dvoitk:
weekend, will celebrate the centennial of the composeI"s Symphony No.9, including wOlks by Beach and MacDowell, video pojections of contemporaneous artwotk, pre-concert lectures on American Indian, folk. and spiritual
themes in the wOlks, and a piano recital of wmts of that era; "The Russian Stravinsky" will examine the Russian
roots of Stravinsky's music tIuough jWit music and dance performances by the Philhannonic and the Pokorovksy
Ensemble of Moscow, as well as lectures by Richard Tarualdn, author of a forthcoming biography of the composer;
"European Mystics" is the title of a weekend devoted to recent works, including composen such as Arvo PIIt, Giya
Kancheli, Sofia Gubaidulina, and Hemyk G6recki, with pre- and post-concert discussions featuring Kanchdi and
Philip Glass; "Ellington's New Ymk" cambines the Philharmonic with the Mercer Ellington Jazz Band in perf<rmances of QlII!enie Pie, Toke 1M 'A' T,ai". Car4Vl11I, and other wmb; finally, a "Sturm und Orang" weekend will
feature wOlks by Haydn, C.P.E. Bach, Mozart, Kraus, and Benda. and include pre-concert discussions with early
music specialist Nicholas Mc:Gegan and readings from poetry of the period. Allan Kozinn, "Brooklyn Philharmonic Adopts Theme Programs," New York Timu, April 20, 1993.
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6. DeUvering new repertoire in a multi-media

con~xt.

Today it is possible to
extend the presentation of repertoire and the concert experience beyond the concert hall. The presentation of new repertoire can be enhanced by incorporating
the music into other media fonns. Community access cable television and radio,
and public television and radio, can provide forums for composers and orchestras
to introduce new repertoire to potential audiences. As interactive video and CD
ROM become more developed, widespread, and less expensive, orchestras may
be able to utilize such technologies to communicate with audiences, engage their
participation in the creation of new work, and provide them with post-concert
recordings and interactive learning materials. IS

7. Incorporating the expressions ofdiverse cuUures. As indicated above, some
orchestras have found new audiences by programming works by African American composers and by otherwise drawing from the African American heritage.
However, it should not be assumed that there is a direct relationship between the
race, sex, or ethnic background of a potential audience member and the type of
works that will attract that person to the concert hall!' Most people's tastes are
not limited to a single style or sound based on a single cultural heritage. Rather, a
variety of cultural heritages are available to influence the orchestral idiom in a
way that can be of interest to many people. IT these heritages are ignored, American orchestras will miss an opportunity to enrich the repertoire'" Reinvigorating
and refreshing the tradition strengthens it, inducing new audiences to think about
and become involved in the orchestra.
Although the archetypical orchestral idiom is European, there are many
examples of how that idiom can be respected and utilized, yet augmented in our
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own hemisphere. Works that draw on musical traditions of a variety of cultures
that can be programmed by any orchestra include pieces by such composers as
Carlos Chavez, Alberto Ginastera, Bright Sheng, Roberto Sierra, William Grant
Still, Chinary Ung, Adolphus Hailstork, and many more.
American orchestras also can look toward the world of jazz. Three ideas
in particular may be interesting for orchestras to explore. ! The first is to program
from the body of existing works for orchestra that are designed to accompany a
jazz ensemble or soloist. Second, just as a modern orchestra might contain a
string quartet, a brass ensemble, or a string orchestra that performs ensemble
repertoire, jazz ensembles might also be fanned within the orchestra, such as a
big band to perform the classic repertoire of Ellington, Basie, and Herman. Finally, orchestras can work with the jazz community - locally, nationally, and internationally - to commission new works, explore new collaborations and
approaches, and strengthen both traditions. Benny Golson's concerto for double
bass and orchestra is a good example, mixing jazz and classical idioms and utilizing a solo contingent of double bass, jazz piano, and drums.·1 Jazz pianist and
composer Billy Taylor also has written several works for jazz ensemble with
orchestra, including Suite for Jazz Piano and Orchestra, and Peaceful Warrior for
jazz trio, orchestra, and chorus.

8. Some additional suggestions. Finally, some further strategies might include
working with crossover artists whose styles are more nearly identified with pop
culture and therefore more appealing to a new, younger audience. Such groups
and individuals whose work is worth exploring in this context might be the Kronos Quartet, Bobby McFerrin, Nigel Kennedy, David Byrne, and Frank Zappa,·'
among others. Orchestras can take advantage of a growing interest in American

lSEven a '1ow-tech" approech can wort well to engage audienc:ea in appreciacion of a new wOlk. 1be Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra is planning a series of "premiere parties": new works will be played during the regular concert
and taped. The tape will be played immediately following the concert, offering an oppmunity fOl' a second hearing
and discUision of the work.
16See Chapter Two fOl' an extended discUision of the quescion of achieving cultural diversity in the American
orcheslla.

11An clum.,Ie is the Dayton Philhanoonic Gospel Choir, organized by Alvin Parris, profeuor of music theory and
history at the University of Rochester, and Isaiah Jackson, music directOl' of the Dayton Philhanoonic. The 11~
member group is racially mixed and includes members of the Dayton Philharmonic Chorus and othel' singen from
the community. The choir made its debut on a program that 8lso fClllUred AdolphUi Hailstork's Celebratiora, and
Dvmtk's Symphony No.9, "From the New World." It is intcRsting to note that prior to the first performance of
his new wOl'k, Dv~ wrote, "1 am satisfied that the future [music] of this rountry mUlt be founded upon what are
called the Negro melodies. These can be the fOWldacion of a seriOUI and original school of oomposicion to be
developed in the United States." See "The Gospel Acoording to Dayton," SYMPHONY, SeptemberlOctober 1990,

18The wort was premiered at William Patenon College in New Jency by the Wayne Chamber OroheslJa and subeequcndy was perfocmed at Lincoln Center.
19In February 1993, a group of classical and rock musicians perfmned works of Frank Zappa at Lincoln Center for
the Performing Arts in New Y<d Uty. On Nacional Public Radio's Monting Edition~ the day befOl'C the concert,
guitarist Mike Kennealy described how one piece to be played, O..uide Now Agaill, evolved from "an improvised
guitar solo" through a computerized version on the Synclavi~, to a piece fOl' on:heslla. ConductOl' Jad. ~omc
comments that "a lot of Frank's music '.. includes a great deal of ensemble compleXity, a great deal of very difficult
and complex, interescing rhythmic stuff going on...."

pp.S6-S9.
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film music and increased availability of film scores. 20 Also, orchestras can
attempt to relate repertoire to community events and concerns, as when the Grand
Rapids Symphony dedicated a concert to the AIDS cause. The centerpiece was
John Corigliano's Symphony No.1, the composer's personal response to having
lost friends to the disease. 21
Involving the audience in the process of composition can also be an effective tool for opening the minds of listeners to new works. Use of interactive technologies may provide ways of demonstrating to audiences the challenges of
making compositional choices and the stimulation of the creative process. It is
also useful to focus educational projects of the orchestra on the com~sition
process, allowing young students to begin to use the tools of composition, and to
hear the results as played by a full orchestra.22

their own time and place. Aaron Copland said that his job as a composer was
to write music showing what it felt like to be alive "today" - in his moment If
orchestras lose this voice of the composer - if they don't constantly add to their
"contemporary collection" - then they risk losing their vitality as artistic institutions. The music comes frrst. Everything else "is commentary." 23
(If

-I

Looking Ahead
Orchestras are sometimes characterized as museums of music, entirely
places where the great masterpieces of the ages are preserved and presented. But
the great museums are always adding to their collections and expanding their
focus, thus helping audiences develop their own cultural identity through works

20A spring 1993 listing of concerts containing film music appears in the April 1993 edition of Film Score Monthly
published in Amhent, Massachusetts, by Lukas Kendall. John Waxman, son of Warnei' Brothen composec F~
Waxman. provides the list to this newsletter devoted to film music. Waxman makes SC<lI'eS of the music available
to orchestras. Orchestras represented in the April listing include the Phoenix Symphony Orchestra, Glendale
Symphony Orchestra, San Jose Symphony Orchestra, Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Omaha Symphony
Orchestra, Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra and othen.
2lThis event was especially notable in that it 1inked new repertoire direcdy with a local charitable cause. The sale
of tickets for the concert and post-concert reception netted several thousand dollars for Ihe AIDS Foundation of
Kent County, Michigan.

22S.UC~ a ~ject was earned out by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under composer-in-residence John
Congliano m 1990-91. The Young Composen Project enlisted the participaJion of a classroom of Chicago sixth
graders from the Howland School for the Arts, a public IChool on the city'SlOuth side. These studenlB created their
o~ melodies on the pano and reccrder; the melodies were expanded into full orchestra peces by tIRe Illinois
high school studenlB who worbd c1011C1y with Corigliano. The Chicago Symphony perfcrmed Ihe final works as
part of a series of nine youth CODCCrIB.
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23Adapted from a conmcnt attributed to the Jewish sage Hillel. When asked by a student to "recite the Torah
.tanding on one leg," (i.e., to distill the essence of the Hebrew Bible) he said, "Do not do to others that which you
!We; the reat is conmentary."
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The Music Comes First: Some Questions to Consider

1. What mix of repertoire does your orchestra play? How has this mix changed
over the last decade?
2. Does the mission of your orchestra reflect a commitment to an expanding
repertoire? Have the music director, musicians, board members, others in the
orchestra, and visiting soloists adopted such a commitment?

2. Achieving
Cultural Diversity

3. Who in your orchestra is knowledgeable about less familiar repertoire, including
20th-Century and American works? Are they involved in programming decisions?
4. How much of the programming reflects a contemporary American identity?
For example, have works incorporating such indigenous American genres as jazz
been programmed?
5. To what extent has there been an effort to fmd and program music reflective of
diverse cultures both in America and elsewhere in the world?
6. How much do you know about the repertoire preferences of your audience,
including subscription audiences, single ticket buyers, and perhaps even potential
audience members who are currently non-attendees? What has been the effect on
audiences of any experimentation with repertoire?
7. In what ways has your orchestra experimented with small ensembles (including chamber music ensembles within orchestral concerts) as a way to introduce
an expanded repertoire to audiences?
8. Has there ever been an effort to identify and perform works that allow collaborations with other art forms, with electronic instruments, with film and video, and
with other elements that modify the pattern of traditional orchestra presentation?

ANY CONSIDERATION OF AMERICANIZING THE AMERICAN
orchestra cannot fail to face the difficult issues of race that underlie discussions of
what is now commonly referred to as "cultural diversity."1 Indeed, orchestras that
do not embrace the cultural and racial diversity of America's citizens will miss
opportunities and run the risk of becoming increasingly isolated from the social,
political, and economic realities of American society. This chapter, therefore,
concentrates on the need for American orchestras to become more representative
of the United States' culturally and racially diverse populations, referring to other
elements of the report as they relate to that goal.

Demographic Context

9. What special efforts have been made to present information along with new
repertoire, utilizing the skills and resources of composers, critics, music educa- tors, public radio personalities, and so forth?

What does it mean to discuss "diversity" in relation to the American
orchestra? How do we describe diversity in our communities and begin to relate
it to what the orchestra does? Clearly, the population of the United States has

10. Has the orchestra experimented with targeted or thematic programming?
Have marketing efforts been designed to develop audiences for such programs?
1The symphony orchestra, along with othCl' American institutions and organimtions, bas a regrettable history of
racial discrimination. See D. AntOOte1te Handy, "American Orcbestru and the Black Musician," Symplto"Y Magazine, August/Septernber 1988. Ms. Handy presents a brief overview of the struggle of African-American musicians
to integrate American orchcstras, including numerous citations for flUther reading on Ibis subject.
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AClllEVING CULTURAL DIVERSITY

always been diverse, but the complexion and nature of that diversity has begun to
change dramatically.
In fewer than 20 years from now, African Americans, Latinos, Asian
Americans, and Native Americans will account for one third of the U.S. population - more than 80 million people. These "minority" populations already comprise the majority in 15 of the nation's 28 largest cities. According to Census
Bureau estimates, by the middle of the next century, virtually half of the population will be made up of these "minorities." Our current tenninology of "majority" and "minority" is quickly becoming meaningless. 2
In the face of such dramatic demographic trends, and despite the fact of
cultural and racial diversity throughout our society, orchestras remain largely
untouched by these changes. American Symphony Orchestra League surveys
indicate that about seven percent of the musicians currently under regular contract in orchestras are African American, Latino, Asian American, or Native
American. 3 Survey respondents report that a median six percent of the regular
voting members of orchestra boards are members of these groUpS. 4 Among
orchestra staffs, they make up only eight percent of the work force, on average.!!
Insufficient field-wide statistical data currently exist for the composition of
orchestra audiences or volunteer associations. Although anecdotal evidence
strongly suggests that they, too, are not very diverse, more research needs to be
conducted to detennine current conditions and measure future progress.

overnight phenomena: America has long been a population with diverse cultural
elements. Although orchestras have missed many opportunities to be enriched
and enlivened by our nation's diversity, a change in thinking can bring those
opportunities to life. Orchestras that believe in their missions and the meaning of
their music for everyone can build on the European origin of the tradition, while
developing a uniquely American orchestra whose perfqQllers, staff, direct-service
and governance volunteers, audiences, and repertoire embrace as fully as possible
both the American experience and the communities in which they operate.
Thus, the Task Force urges the orchestra field and individual orchestras to
adopt a long-term goal:

The Challenge
To face the reality of the past squarely, and to understand why orchestras
have been perceived as exclusive and unresponsive is perhaps the most difficult
aspect of the diversity issue. The demographic trends cited above are not

2.-Births. Immi.gration Revise Census View of 21st Century U.S.... TIN Wasltillglml Post. December 4. 1992, p.
AI0.

3TIN Participalioll of Black, HispQ1lic, Asiall, and Native AmericQIIS ill AmeriCQlt OrcJteslTas. 1991-92 inclusiveDCSlI survey by the American Symphony Orchestra League, Lorri Ward. project director. The survey is based OIl
responses from 146 orchestras with total expenses of at least $260.000 annually. Ninety-four pcn:cnt of orchestras
responding to the survey reported at least one "minority" musician; the median number reported was four. The
breakdown of regularly COIlll'aCted positions hdd by "minority" musicians was: Asian Americans (3.4 pcrt:CIlt).
African Americans (1.6 percent). Latino Americans (1.S percent), and Naiive Americans (0.2 percent).
4policiu and ProudllTes of0rcMstra Goventillg Board.r. 1991 survey by the American Symphony Orchestra
League, L<m Want, projcct director.

In order to remain a vital and relevant element of Amerkan society, the
orchestra field as a whole should demonstrau greater inclusiveness and
responsiveness to the demographic and cultural evolution of the United
States, and individual American orchestras should reflect more closely the
cultural mix, needs, and inurests oftheir communities.
This chapter reaffirms the values behind what has been called "affirmative
action" - values that encourage an active search for individuals of many racial
and cultural backgrounds whose participation has much to offer the orchestra.
However, the Task Force is not urging that orchestras set some arbitrary percentage of musicians, governance and direct-service volunteers, or professional staff
who must be from minority groups, somehow achieve that percentage, and then
conclude that orchestras have become "diversified" and all problems solved. The
problem goes beyond numbers to attitudes, thinking, and behaviors that have
impeded inclusiveness. Achieving greater participation by people of color, by
people of all age groups, by people of different socioeconomic status, and by people with varying cultural backgrounds and interests will be difficult and can only
come about as part of a process of profound change throughout the orchestra
organization. Some of the elements of change may include:

• Making the orchestra more inclusive at all levels, strengthening artistic and
organizational quality. Orchestras are challenged to attract, involve, and retain
volunteer leaders and workers from a broader cross-section of their communities,
to develop a more diverse pool of administrative and artistic leaders, and to identify and recruit well-qualified musicians from many racial and cultural backgrounds. And, although orchestras must certainly determine how to market
successfully to heterogeneous populations, marketing cannot substitute for serious organization-wide self-examination. Simply convening a cultural diversity

S1991-92 Salary and Sutf Report, conJidcntiaisurvey by the American Symphony Orchestra League.
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committee will not be enough if the leaders of the orchestra are not committed to
incorporating diversity throughout the entire organization. The orchestra might
begin by identifying those aspects of its activity that are not welcoming to a
diverse population, ranging from characteristics of the hall, concert format, and
ticket pricing, to subtle manifestations of exclusivity or even racism that defy
easy identification or solutions. And, beyond identifying the negatives, the
orchestra can look for new ways to present itself as an inviting leisure time choice
for a wide range of people. Orchestras must draw on all their considerable creative resources to activate a variety of points of entry for many kinds of people.

• An eX]HJnsion of the orchestral repertoire. The universality of music is truly
one of its greatest strengths. The appeal of a great composer's work is not dependent on the color of the listener's skin, and can transcend many cultural differences. Indeed, when we advocate for diversity in cultural institutions we need to
avoid creating false dichotomies about who may be interested in music of particular cultural origins. European-based orchestra repertoire is not "for whites only";
you do not have to be African American to apPreciate the music of the African
American sacred tradition; Latinos can love Mahler; and Jews do not only listen
to /dezmer music. Inclusiveness is achieved through a mix: playing traditional
repertoire; playing and encouraging the composition of "music of our time,"
including the work: of local composers; and drawing from the musical traditions
of a variety of cultural, racial, and ethnic influences. Such an expanded approach
to repertoire can contribute significantly to the orchestra's long-term bonds with
more members of its community. It also has implications for the training and
selection of the orchestra's artistic leaders, for the orchestra's involvement in the
creation of new repertoire, and for the processes through which repertoire is chosen for performance.6

In a difficult climate for music education, orchestras
can seek to identify talented young people of all colors and to nurture their talent, simultaneously involving their families and larger communities, thus
expanding the orchestra circle. This challenge also
encompasses "the need to experiment and to take
some risks with both programs and marketing in
order to compete successfully for the attention of
young people in a world of burgeoning technology,
pervasive popular culture, and growing economic
and career pressures.

"I want a consciousness of music
that transcends
, everything, but,I
also want music
sometimes that
reaftirms parts of
my own cultural
background."

Gateways to Change
The Task Force has identified six gateways to
change for orchestras as they work: toward the goal
of reflecting the diversity of their communities:

- GweruJolyn Cochran
Hadden, Board Member, Boston Symphony Orchestra

• The essential mission and underlying values
of the orchestra;
• Orchestra leadership, including management,
artistic, volunteer, and community leaders;
• The repertoire;
• Education of the community and audiences;

• Drawing a new generation of Americans into the orchestra. The orchestra
field as a whole, and the funders who support it, are challenged to make the training and hiring of a new, diverse generation of players a national priority. The
long-term strength of the orchestra lies in affmning the value of its music for
young people of all racial, cultural, and economic backgrounds. Early exposure
to the greatness of orchestral music and, more importantly, early hands-on"
participation in music making are keys to the involvement of new generations.

• Development of the talent pool and its access
to the orchestra;
• Relationship with the community.

It

6See Chap1er One for a discussion of repertWe.
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Each of these gateways is strewn with barriers - reasons why change cannot happen. This
chapter will try. to identify those barriers and suggest
some preliminary strategies to begin to overcome
them. It then will address how the orchestra field
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might work on a national level to promote greater cultural diversity in the American orchestra, suggesting field-wide initiatives. Some of these may be appropriately undertaken by the American Symphony Orchestra League, perhaps in
collaboration with other national, regional, or local organizations. Finally, the
chapter will present some orchestra models that show how various strategies may
be applied at the local level.

venue, fonnat, and repertoire. Such decisions, if governed by a mission to reach
out broadly to many populations, may be markedly different from "business as
usual," involving more concerts in community venues, more flexible formats, and
more diverse repertoire. Marketing activities also may be different, reflecting a
need to establish new points of contact with potential new audiences.
The orchestra also is a curator of a living musical tradition and can seek to
pass that tradition on to a new generation through professional training programs,
engaging the skills of its musicians and staff in collaboration with educational
and social resources in the community. The orchestra's broader educational function requires working in collaboration with a range of artistic and educational
organizations and individuals. Finally, in order to carry out the many facets of its
mission effectively, the orchestra can focus on creating a hospitable environment
for community participation, welcoming a diverse volunteer force.

1. Mission and vision. A recurring theme throughout this report is that orchestras can benefit from examining what they are about. To be successful, efforts to
define and implement a course of action need the support and energy of the governing board that fonnulates and oversees the orchestra's mission and vision.
Without strong board leadership and considerable board effort, little will change.
Barriers to this process can be significant. A lack of awareness of the
need to change or a fear of change in an uncertain environment may militate
against doing something different. The routine of tradition, a lack of infonnation
about what works, and being unaware of other orchestras that have successfully
taken on the goal of greater diversity may all contribute to organizational inertia.
The urgent pressures on orchestras to meet short-term needs frequently makes it
difficult to undertake an effort that may be perceived as valuable and necessary
but difficult to achieve. The success of these efforts is hard to measure, and the
benefits can only accrue over the long tenn. Furthennore, unrealistic expectations or timelines may result in token efforts that accomplish little, leave board
members resistant to further efforts, and risk doing more hann than good in the
community.
Strategies for influencing mission and values to achieve diversity focus
on inclusive long-range planning that redefines the orchestra in a broader community context. Whatever the final shape of the orchestra's mission and longrange plan, the key is that they be developed with broad participation throughout
the institution. The concept of diversity can be implemented effectively only if it
pervades the institution and is embraced by the orchestra's collective leadership.
The board can begin by reviewing the orchestra's mission statement and
initiating a long-range planning process that includes staff and musicians, as well
as community members. This process can focus on the orchestra as a provider of
music to the total community, viewing music as an aesthetic experience to be
shared widely. The orchestra relates to the community both as a presenter and an
employer, and fulfills multiple functions. Each of these functions, depending on
how they are carried out, may reach different elements of the community, and the
orchestra consciously targets a broader population than has been customary. For
example, as a presenter of live music, the orchestra makes decisions regarding
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2. Orchestra leadership. To prevail in an atmosphere of scarce resources and
competing priorities, and to move boards and orchestras beyond tradition, inertia,
resistance, and tokenism requires committed, creative, and energetic leaders from
a variety of racial and cultural backgrounds.'
Barriers include a lack of vision and understanding of the importance of
increasing diversity within the orchestra, fear of change, the competition for leadership from many other organizations in and outside of the arts, burnout from the
daily pressures of keeping the orchestra organization afloat, and a lack of planning skills.
Many orchestra boards have become large, entrenched structures that
include people who have not kept abreast of changing community dynamics and
values. The criteria for board membership, born out of a competitive nonprofit
environment, may emphasize access to wealth and little else, thus severely limiting the breadth of community representation. Even organizations that are actively pursuing diversity goals may practice a kind of double standard, insisting on
new candidates with exceptional fundraising ability, clout, position, or participa-

1The Detroit Symphony Orches1Ja operates under a strategic plan that includes diversity as an important goal. The
OrcheS1Ja has successfully expanded 1"CJlI'Csentation of African Americans among its volunteer leadcnhip. The
board of 6S now includes 10 African American members, while the executive committee of 29 includes four
African Americans. The Orches1Ja also has foclUed on expanding repertoin:. A major recording program will feature the DSO playing the music of American composen, leading to the inclusion of a variety of American worts in
the subscription series. The Orches1Ja also sponS<ll"ll a yearly African-American Composers Forwn in cooperation
with Wayne State University and the University of Michigan. The Forum is the occasion for both a composition
competition and a three-day symposium. The competition results in the selection mfour works that are performed
by the DSO at llCVeral reading sessions. The winning srore is performed during three aassical Roots subscription
concerts. The 1993 symposium combined lectures, panels, llCminars, and perfonnances to explore a wide range m
African American composers' repertoin:.
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tion beyond that demanded of long-time members. Any such double standard can
harm the organization by limiting the range of available talent and alienating the
orchestra from those it is seeking to include.
Board and management leaders may worry that changes will put distance
between the perceived "core" constituency and the sources of funding represented
by traditional board members, and that a board more representative of the community may not be as effective in fundraising. With orchestras under such severe
financial pressure today, many leaders see little room for risk. Leaders look for
changes and initiatives that will reap short-term financial benefits, and may resist
starting projects that add a short-term financial burden, whatever their long-term
value. Also, good leaders may not stay with the organization long enough to realize the kind of long-term vision suggested in this chapter; the problem of continuity amidst turnover thus becomes significant. The difficulties of overcoming
negative (exclusive or racist) images of the orchestra and presenting an attractive
volunteer or professional career path that draws in new, diverse leaders may also
seem insunnountable.
Strategies for attracting, diversifying, redefming, and exercising leadership to make orchestras more reflective of their communities will vary widely.
The shaping and implementation of a dynamic vision for the orchestra can both
spur and reflect changes in the composition of the board and the structure of the
organization. Chapter Seven will look more closely at the question of leadership,
examining traditional leadership structures and suggesting ways to develop the
orchestra leaders of the future. Awareness that change needs to take place is
clearly the first step: some orchestras' financial situations will drive leadership
restructuring and mission redefmition, but even orchestras in good fmancial condition are affected by the rapid demographic, cultural, social, technological, and
economic changes that characterize modern American society.
Identifying, recruiting, and welcoming people of varying racial and cultural origins to participate as staff and volunteer leaders are also beginning steps
orchestras can take to deepen their connections to the community. In the short
term, the board can begin to broaden its own membership, setting diversity goals,
and examining formal and informal standards applied to the recruitment and continued membership of board members from various backgrounds.
Orchestras can look for board members to fulfill new roles beyond the traditional fundraising emphasis, redefining board roles to incorporate such objectives as diversity, artistic collaboration, musician participation, education, and
volunteerism. Both active recruitment and the process of organizational redefinition can create opportunities for new and more diverse board membership, and
orchestras can begin to discover that broader community representation can have
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the added benefit of opening up new sources of support.
The board also can pay attention to how
plans are developed and implemented, spurring conversations about change and cultural diversity
throughout the organization. Direct-service volunteers and musicians can explore the extent to which
education and instrumental training programs reflect
a commitment to inclusiveness. Board members and
staff can consult with community leaders about community needs and possible orchestra responses.
Other areas may include re-examining concerts and
social events to see whether they support or frustrate
a mission of inclusiveness, allocating more of the
music director's and top administrator's time to community activities, and reviewing the orchestra's budget to determine the extent to which expenditures
reflect or ignore the inclusiveness mission.

3. The repertoire. Reviewing and expanding the
repertoire, as discussed above and in Chapter One,
may be a compelling strategy for orchestras to consider, but it will not be easy to define a new, more
inclusive repertoire, or to implement significant
repertoire changes among American orchestras.
Barriers include the fact that knowledge
about music that reflects a variety of cultural traditions - who is writing it, and who is playing it - is
not widespread among music directors. Most are
trained intensively in the traditional canon of orchestral works and are comfortable performing what they
know. The pressures of a modern conductor's
career, the limitations on rehearsal time, the lack of
experience with new repertoire among players, and
assumptions about what might be popular with audiences all can lead to a mindset against unfamiliar
works. The lack of ongoing supportive relationships
between composers and orchestras contributes to this
mindset New works and challenging programs are

"M

I

any health and
human services
organizations are
working to diversify
throughout and take
advantage of the talents of all people
within the organization. The boards and
CEOs aim for diversity in achieving the
mission, incorporating the diversity goal
in all strategies to
strengthen the organization. They look
at the culture of the
organization-bow
the organization conducts its business
and how people live
and work together.
Are people asked to
assimilate, or do they
feel free to bring
their cultures with
them and contribute
their strengths to the
institution? People
who are asked to
assimilate don't stay
very long. "
- Sandra Gray, Vice
President, Leadership/Management
and International
Initiatives.
Independent Sector
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"We have to think
about what the
orchestra product
both looks like and
sounds like. I have
never gone to a
concert of a major
orchestra when I was
not conscious of the
relative absence of
black faces. In terms
of the sound, I want
sometimes to hear
something that is
close to me, such as
Undine Smith
Moore's work about
the life of Martin
Luther King, Scenes
From the Life ofa
Martyr. It has the

scope of Beethoven's
Ninth-I am entitled
to hear that at a concert."

often perceived as entailing too much risk, requiring
a considerable investment for which the outcome is
unknown. Finally, a dearth of good music criticism
may compound this problem by limiting the ability
of the orchestra to stimulate substantive discussion
and education about new repertoire.
Strategies and resources to address the
question of diversity in repertoire probably will center on field-wide initiatives that support composers,
disseminate information about American works,
underwrite recordings and radio broadcasts, furnish
conductor and musician training in new repertoire,
examine the relationship between contemporary
repertoire and audience development, and provide
funding for commissions, composer residencies, and
the costs of producing new works. However, expansion of the repertoire also can be addressed at the
level of each individual orchestra. Orchestras can
examine their own process for choosing repertoire
and find ways to expand that process. They can tap
into existing information resources for repertoire
. suggestions,' begin to work with composers and
other creative artists in their communities, incorporate living composers and their works in education
programs, and end the ghettoization of works by
people of specific racial and cultural backgrounds
(e.g., only playing the works of African American
composers in February). Orchestras can seek out
and perform music that successfully affirms an
American genre,' while continuing to present more
traditional repertoire as well.

ACIllEVlNG CULTURAL DIVERSITY

outreach becomes particularly influential in the long-teon success of efforts to
increase the participation of a more representative segment of the community.
New participants with diverse backgrounds will come from educational programs
that give a broad spectrum of people "hands-on" experience with the music and
with the organization.
Barriers are significant, including the disappearance of school music programs and the lack of resources in schools, orchestras, and communities to support music education. Orchestras often have a narrow view of education and
carry out education programs without adequate consultation with local school
systems or adequate training of orchestra personnel. Limited expectations, expertise, and preparation may lead to inadequate and inappropriate programs that
compete poorly with pop culture and television for young people's attention. The
orchestra's mission and goals in relation to education may be unclear, leading to
unsuitable measures of success or failure, such as the number of small, restless
bodies warming seats in the concert hall during education programs. A limited
view of education may also fail to recognize the opportunities to reach adults as
well. Finally, the long-teon nature of the educational process sets into stark relief
the disproportion between the enormity of the task and the resources available.
Strategies for addressing the orchestra's role as music educator are discussed in detail in Chapter Five. A key point is the priority the orchestra gives to
education and the extent to which it relates education to diversity goals. Including education and diversity as integral parts of the orchestra's mission implies
that they will be incorporated into planning for all of the orchestra's major artistic
activities; sufficient resources, expertise, and personnel will be allocated to the
education function; and existing education activities carried out by different parts
of the organization (volunteers, musicians, youth orchestra staff, program annotator, etc.) will be coordinated with an eye toward inclusiveness. Effective strategies may include: integrating diverse musical traditions into education programs,
developing multicultural repertoire, utilizing new technologies, and experimenting with new presentation techniques. Also, developing programs that maintain

4. Education of audiences and the community.
-Arthur Johnson,
Board Member,
Detroit Symphony
Orchestra

8See Appendix of repertoire resouroea.
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This report devotes an entire chapter to the vital role
education can play in the overall transformation of
the American orchestra. The orchestra's educational

9F<r example, the American Composen Orchestra and the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra commissioned Hannibal Petenoo's African Portraits, premien:d by the ACO in November 1990 at Carnegie Hall. The Baltimore Symphony gave the work its second performance in January 1991. According to the BSO program no~es,
"Multicultural and multilingual, AfricQII Portraits is divided into two lICtI. It features the archean. the Hannibal
Petenon Quintet, a blues singer, a gospel singer, a gnot, African percussionists. narration, and a chorus."
Latino musical influences lR also important in much American~. Examples include: Dave
Brubeck's La/ielta tU la POI. Aaron Copland's FJ SaM" Mbico, George Genhwin's Cuball Owrtln, Morton
Gould's LatiIJ·Anwrictlll SympIwM~, H. Owen Reed's Lafielta muiCQIUJ, Lato Schifrin's CtllltOl Az~cas, Roberto Siena's Tropicalia. and William Gnmt Still's Dallzas" PQ1IQ1IfI1.
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contact with students throughout their school years may help to ensure that student audiences, many of which are already diverse, continue to return as adults.
Such long-tenn efforts can be collaborative with educational institutions, other
arts institutions, and other groups in the community that reflect different cultural
origins and are concerned with education. Evaluation of education programs will
be most valuable if it measures the program's effectiveness, not simply the numbers of students reached. Finally, for the long-tenn health of the field, orchestras
can become involved in efforts to advocate for arts education, especially the
necessity for musical training in the schools.

orchestra - e.g., the audition system, available career opportunities, and the
organizational culture - may not be attractive or competitive with other possibilities. Although blind auditions are now commonplace, the residual effects of a
history of discrimination against musicians of color are still being seen and felt.
Strategies to develop a new, diverse generation of musicians to participate in the orchestra need to be implemented in the shbrt term, but will not pay
off for years. l1 Initial steps involve establishing training goals, making an institutional commitment to a comprehensive program, and establishing partnerships
with schools and community organizations. Partnerships, for example between
the orchestra and the schools, are vital, because of the support systems (transportation, supervision, summer programs) necessary to ensure that children and
their families can participate in training programs. Partnerships can also help to
identify and secure the substantial funding that long-tenn training programs will
require. Successful musician development programs identify and involve children early, provide continuous training and evaluation as they grow up, and are
comprehensive in their approach so as to create well-rounded adults and musicians. They also provide role models and teachers who work well with children
and to whatever extent possible have racial and cultural backgrounds representative of children in the program.
Training programs and youth orchestra operations also can be integrated
into the overall activities of the orchestra to provide students with exposure and
experience at the professional level. Not every child who enters a training pr0gram will become a professional musician, but the early exposure will serve
young people in any career they choose, and will benefit the orchestra by building
a community of musically literate and aware citizens.
It should be emphasized that the need for development of a diverse talent

5. Development of the Illlent poolllnd its access to the orchestra. The longesttenn educational project in which the orchestra field can engage is the early identification of talented young people, ongoing support of their development, and
then aff"mnative efforts to bring them into the ranks of professional orchestra
musicians, composers, conductors, and soloists. Arguably this is the most effective strategy both to nurture a representative new generation of musicians and to
promote a sense of ownership throughout a broad cross-section of the community.
Barriers include the abdication by schools of their traditional function of
providing early training in instrumental music. The resulting deficiency in music
education has diminished the stature of music in our society, and is compounded
by the absence of early mentorship, a lack of peer support to youngsters who do
study instruments, and few visible role models. In addition, as will be discussed
in Chapter Five, not enough orchestras place a priority on their potential as training institutions. The lack of comprehensive planning and commitment among
orchestras and educational organizations to follow and support talented students
from early identification through apprenticeship limits the pool of potential
orchestra members to those youngsters whose family and community circumstances accommodate the costs of instruments and lessons. 1o Even if a diverse
group of young, talented people is identified and nurtured, factors within the

1000e Alabama Symphony and the Sardis Baptist Church, one of the largest African American congregalions in
Binningham, collaborated on a string instruction program to addIess this problem. The chlD'Ch provided meeting
space, music, and music stands; the Symphony provided ins1l'UCton and scholarship assistance bued on household
size and income. The program formed part of the Symphony's "siring academy" of siring instruction offered
through the Binningham public schools. See "ChlD'Ch, Symphony Team Up," 1M Birmingham News, February 12,
1988, P. IH.
The MERIT Music Program is an example of a comprehensive appoach to music education fOl' ec:onomically disadvantaged youth in Chicago. MERIT's "tuition-fu:e conservatory" provides students in grades 4-12 with
a "struetuIed cuniculum of classes, including group instrumental insttuetion, music theOl'y, mixed ensembles and
numerous perfOl11W1ce opportunities" at no charge. Private lessons are available on a sliding scale based on financial need. The program has been effective in developing skilled young musicians of diverse backgrounds. The
MERIT Music Program is located at 47 West Polk SlIeet, Chicago. IT. 60605; (312)786-9428.

IIThe field of ballet has made a substantive conlribution to this area and offers program examples that may serve
as useful models for the orchestra field. Both Ihe Feld Ballet's New Ballet School in New YOlk and Boston Ballet's CITYDANCE program have demonstrated that it is possible to identify raw talent at a young age and nurtme
it with high quality training. Feld's program has been around for over a decade and has already produced professional dancen of color. BOlton's program is newer, having been established in 1991. Both send ethnically mixed
screening teams into city schools to introduce the concept of ballet and to search out elementary school children
who appear to have potential to develop as dancen. Students lhat are chosen to receive training are brought to the
companies' studios and wOlk with master teaehen during school hoon. In Boston, children begin with once-aweek classes; as the child advances, the commitment will increase to as much as 18 hoon per week. In addition, a
Swnmel' program at Sirnroons College immerses the CITYDANCE children intensively in ballet, folk dance, visual
arts, theater, athletics, music, and other activities. The program also includes efforts to draw families into the ballet
life. As the training progresses and becomes more intense and time-conswning, only some of the children continue, although it is clear that the experience has been extremely valuable to those who leave the program in developing discipline, study skills, and a lasting appeciation fOl' dance. For those who continue, both Feld and Boston
Ballet offer opportunities fOl' apprenticeship and subsequent full membenhip in the respective companies.
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pool is difficult to address exclusively on a local basis. Although the talent pools
are local, providing meaningful opportunities for professional growth and
advancement requires national coordination and funding. Truly significant training efforts will extend from the elementary school to the post-conservatory level,
regardless of a student's location, and will include support programs that foster
collaborations among institutions and communicate effectively about opportunities field-wide.
As a pool of talent is being developed, what strategies can ensure that
those talented individuals are brought into the professional levels, and their
careers advanced in ways commensurate with their ability and desire? Orchestras
may need to examine their hiring practices, exploring criteria and methods, not
only for establishing artistic excellence, but for judging the potential of the whole
person to contribute positively to the orchestra. Apprenticeship programs may be
an effective way to build diversity into the musician pool over time. 12 In the short
tenn, it is also possible to hire more musicians of color as substitutes and extras,
thus bringing them more quickly into the professional ranks and providing them
with the experience and credentials needed to succeed as orchestra musicians.

6. Relationship with the community. The historical orchestra model referred to
in the Theme existed and thrived at the behest of a relatively small, wealthy segment of the community. Although many orchestras owe their founding and early
existence to the generosity and devotion of those patrons, the institutions they
created were more exclusive than inclusive. Today's orchestras have learned that
they cannot exist in such social and cultural isolation.
Barriers deriving from the burdens of history are not easily overcome,
and present special challenges to successful orchestra/community interaction.
The image of the orchestra as an exclusive, arrogant, possibly racist institution
that resists sharing the secrets and nonns of participation is a large part of the
problem. The concert hall sometimes can reinforce that image: many halls that
were built in the days of "urban renewal" displaced old neighborhoods and alienated local communities. Many halls are monumental, overwhelming structures,

12For euroPe, the Detroit Symphony Orchcstra has initiated a Fellowship Program "to directly and significantly
enhance the ClIreCI' development of gi&d African American orchcstral musicians." Two Fellows ue picked each
yClll' by audition before the music dim:tor and the regular audition oommittee. Throughout the year, they 1I1tr:ma1c
study weeks with orchestra participalion ~b. Study ~ks involve IcslOlll, C08Cbing, and audition prcparatioo.
Fellows ue requimi to audition for open DSO positioos in their section, f~ at least one other orchestra, and in
three mock auditions for the DSO audition oommittee. Fellows ue assigned COIIChes and menton from among the
orchcstra's musicims. At the end of the year, the audition committee n:oornmends either that the Fellow be placed
on a priority lOIter for regular DSO open auditions and/or its substitute roster, that the Fellow continue in the pogram f~ a secood year, or that the Fellowship be tcrninated.
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and may cater to patrons who come from more distant parts of the metropolitan area. If the orchestra
uses the hall as a fortress, never taking the music out
into the community and always charging more for
tickets than anyone in the surrounding neighborhoods can afford, misconceptions and poor community relations can be the result. If the orchestra
develops the hall as a community asset, however,
many benefits can accrue both to the orchestra and
the community.
A failure to work with the community to
overcome problems and make the orchestra a good
neighbor and relevant institution tends to compound
feelings of separateness. The barriers inherent in
language and unspoken cultural assumptions can
make a process of community consultation and collaboration difficult; the inevitable tensions may be
exacerbated by poor relationships with the local
media and community leaders. The absence of
effective two-way communication and the resulting
lack of understanding of the community's needs,
desires, and goals may be one of the greatest barriers
to successful policies of inclusion.
Strategies to improve the orchestra's relationship to the community revolve around communi-

cation, panicipation, and inclusion. Communication
may involve meetings of orchestra representatives
with community members to fmd out what concerns
they have, what their needs are, and how the orchestra might meet those needs. Communication may
also focus within the organization, giving different
people opportunities to air their feelings about
orchestra issues, particularly issues of inclusiveness.
"Diversity sensitivity training" also can be part of an
effort to improve communication within and outside
the orchestra. I ] Participation implies that everyone

"0rchestras are
going to continue to
be in center cities;
. I they are indeed
among the last of
America's cultural
institutions locked
into the center city.
This could present
a significant opportunity for cities and
for orchestras.
Perhaps through
the arts this nation
will begin to accept
diversity."
-James M. Rosser,
President, California
State University, Los
Angeles

13Many COIpOI'ldiODl have resources and specialiats in the area of diversity training and might be willing to share
that expertise on a po bono basis with orehestru.
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in the organization can be part of identifying community needs and establishing
programs to respond to those needs. Also implied is the participation of community members - on advisory committees and as direct-service and governance
volunteers - in working toward the orchestra's diversity goals. Finally, inclusion will demonstrate that the orchestra has made sincere efforts to incorporate
consistent and significant involvement of a many-faceted community in all
aspects of the orchestra's life.

Field-Wide Initiatives To Achieve Cultural Diversity

The Task Force recognizes that it is unrealistic to assume that individual
orchestras can take full responsibility for meeting the challenges and overcoming
the barriers described above. Orchestras and organizations that support them
need to look at broad, field-wide initiatives that will strengthen the process for a
broad spectrum of orchestra types and sizes. Examples of organizations that
might help in the development of new field-wide initiatives include: the American Symphony Orchestra League, the National Endowment for the Arts, Meet
The Composer, the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
(ASCAP), Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI), the American Music Center, the
American Federation of Musicians, the International Conference of Symphony
and Opera Musicians (ICSOM), the Regional Orchestra Players Association
(ROPA), various broadcast organizations, the National Guild of Community
Schools of the Arts and national funders of orchestras, as well as regional, state,
and local arts agencies and foundations. New initiatives may include:
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• Musician mentoring programs that pair orchestra musicians with promising young students in the inner cities; .
• Youth orchestra scholarships for inner-city youth;
• Other strategies and support for youth orchesuas to help them beCome
more culturally and racially inclusive;
• Funding of composer-in-residence programs centered on creating new
works that reflect the cultural traditions of the local community, and
efforts that involve youth in the community in the process of composition.

2. Advocacy. The field's efforts to nurture a generation of diverse orchestra
musicians, volunteers, and audience members will be hampered until a national
awareness of the value of the arts and arts education is achieved. A wellinfonned and coordinated advocacy program for music education at the local and
national levels should be a priority for the orchestra field. In concert with other
national arts service and advocacy organizations, such a program can make the
case to the U.S. Department of Education and the nation's governors for the arts
as an essential human service endeavor, not a dispensable education "extra."
Working with state and local advocacy groups, the effort can concentrate on
drawing school boards' attention to the importance of arts and music education.

3. In!onnation. Action will be aided by knowledge. Orchestra leaders need to

1. Developing the Talent Pool. Having acknowledged earlier the essentially

know where to find personnel of diverse racial and cultural backgrounds, what
repertoire is available, and to what extent other orchestras can demonstrate success at achieving cultural diversity. For example:

national nature of this challenge, consideration of national action is the next step.
The goal should be to increase the number and scope of professional training programs and youth orchestras that provide special opportunities to young musicians
of color. Strategies might include:

• National organizations can share and promote the availability of information about orchestra musicians, soloists, conductors, and administrators of
color as a resource for recruitment.

• National funding for orchestra/school collaborations to provide instrumental instruction and long-term follow-up;

• The American Symphony Orchestra League can continue to update its
Inclusiveness Survey annually.14 The survey, if conducted consistently'
over time, will furnish a clear method of tracking the progress of change.

• Fellowships for young instrumentalists, conductors, and composers of
color;
14nte survey has been conducted twice since 1990. The 1992 edition, cited in footnote number thMe. is the most
recent version available. Plans call for the survey to be updated annually.

-so
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Also, the survey provides orchestras with info~tion about other orchestras' efforts to improve their cultural and racial inclusiveness. Such models
can inform the development of strategies in other communities, and enable
orchestras to judge the potential effectiveness of various proposals
for programs and projects.
• Compilers of rePertoire databases can work: to include more contemporary
American works, including those by composers of color, and to disseminate information about such databases to orchestra managers and musicians, conductors, libraries, and schools of music.
Infonnation may also be provided in the fonn of training. Nationalorganizations can help to develop training programs that provide orchestras with the
necessary skills and knowledge to implement the strategies presented in this
chapter. For example:

S. CoUaboration. The goal of cultural diversity implies collaboration: only
through reaching out to new partners will the orchestra field create the necessary
new connections with diverse populations in communities around the country.
Some ideas that have been proposed include:
• Working with national youth organizations such as Big Brothers and Big
Sisters to develop a plan for classical music youth clubs that could be
implemented locally by orchestras and local youth organizations. Such
programs could incorporate volunteer work and service to the community
by young musicians in exchange for music classes, free concert tickets,
performance opportunities, and assistance in acquiring instruments and
instruction.

• Training for musicians that enables them to communicate effectively with
nontraditional audiences in educational and community settings.

• Developing a program of cooperation between the orchestra field and
other national organizations such as the Urban League, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the National Council
of La Raza, and the National Association of Negro Musicians, that represent a variety of racial and ethnic groups.

• Training for orchestra boards, staffs, musicians, and direct-service volunteers to enable them to develop and maintain effective relationships with
the diverse groups that make up their communities.

• Convening regional and national meetings of orchestra and other arts
leaders where information about successful collaborations with social,
civic, professional, and cultural partners can be shared.

4. Evaluation. It is also important for the orchestra field to generate agreed upon
methods of evaluating progress toward the cultural diversity goal. Such evaluation can become a positive tool, providing evidence to political leaders, community members, and funding sources of the orchestra's commitment to diversity, as
well as suggesting to orchestras how strategies might be further refined. Strategies for national organizations to pursue together may include:
• Developing criteria to evaluate the orchestra's service to the community
and the effectiveness of programs designed to engage people of diverse
backgrounds. Such criteria could be based on the collection and analysis
of orchestra/community demographic data. Strategies that employ qualitative evaluations, such as focus groups, can also be explored.
• Working with the funding community to determine what diversity criteria
can responsibly and reasonably be applied when judging orchestra grant
recipients
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Designs for Change
While field-wide initiatives will be critical to moving toward greater
diversity in American orchestras, each orchestra organization can make and
implement its own commitment to diversity. Thus, the various strategies presented are useful to consider as they apply to the barriers that real orchestras of many
sizes and types face every day. The Task Force offers models of three different
orchestras. The models are not intended as prescriptions, but rather as an impetus
to discussion about achieving significant progress toward cultural diversity in the
orchestra field.

Design One: A suburban community orchestra
This orchestra is typical of many community orchestras in the size of its
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budget (under $200,(00), its six-concert season, and the enthusiastic support it
enjoys from its musicians and audience. The repertoire of the orchestra is largely
traditional; the high school auditorium that is the orchestra's home is always sold
out, mostly to an older, white audience. The musicians, who are paid per service,
include people from all walks of life, some of whom travel up to an hour each
way to come to once-a-week rehearsals. The immediate area in which this
orchestra is located is largely affluent and white, although the overall metropolitan area from which it draws its players and audience is mixed racially and economically. More than half a dozen similar community orchestras, as well as an
orchestra of international reputation and professional chamber ensembles, operate
within the metropolitan area. The orchestra also sponsors a youth orchestra of 50
students from elementary through high school levels.
Many orchestras in similar circumstances might see little need to embrace
a difficult and potentially expensive goal of reaching out to a broader community.
This orchestra recognizes, however, that it operates in a larger context than just
its immediate community, and that it has the potential and the opportunity to
strengthen and expand its level of service to a wider constituency. The 25-member board includes two African Americans; the orchestra itself counts nine members of minority groups, including African Americans, Latinos, and Asian
Americans. The board recently added language on inclusiveness to its mission
statement. The challenge for this organization is how to turn a consensus to strive
for diversity into a plan for action. Having made the statement on inclusiveness,
the orchestra now faces the task of choosing a course that is consistent with its
scope of operation and limited resources.

been very popular with its existing audience. The scope of American music has
been limited to Gershwin and Copland. Given the small staff and limited financial resources of this orchestra, the music director takes on the challenge of furthering the diversity goals through repertoire development She uses the cultural
and racial diversity of their metropolitan area to find and work with a variety of
local composers, knowing that a composer's personal involvement and interaction
with the orchestra and audience are excellent ways to introduce new sounds, as
well as to attract new listeners from a cross-section of the community.

(c) Volunteers. With this orchestra's limited staff resources, volunteers of
all types are vital to any significant initiatives. The governance volunteers on the
board work with members of the orchestra's volunteer association to develop
cooperatively an action plan for increasing diversity. The board begins by directing the nominating committee to seek more board candidates with diverse backgrounds. They also focus their efforts on the youth orchestra, which has a good
record of attracting participants of diverse backgrounds, especially Asian Americans. Although the parents of youth orchestra players are very involved with the
youth orchestra, their allegiance and support has not been solicited for the adult
orchestra. The board initiates a plan to encourage personal contacts by orchestra
board members and other volunteers with the youth orchestra players and their
parents to help solidify these relationships. These families are invited to a variety
of orchestra events, and selected youth orchestra members are sometimes invited
to participate in rehearsals of the adult orchestra.
(d) CoUaboration. The orchestra looks for arts organizations and commu-

(a) Analysis of the future. The community context in which this orchestra operates is not static. The board recognizes that it needs a better understanding of how the community has been changing and how it is likely to change in the
future. What will the community look like in 10 years and how will the orchestra
reflect the changes? The board diversity committee asks county offices to provide them with demographic trend data and projections. These projections indicate how the community is likely to develop in size and composition of
population. The orchestra uses this data to help plan its diversity strategy. It
defines the community broadly, to include not only people who live in the immediate area, but those who shop, work, and visit as well. Research on population
trends in the larger metropolitan area in which the community is located also
helps the orchestra plan programs for a potentially larger audience.

(b) Repertoire. This orchestra has presented traditional repertoire that has
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nity groups in the inner city that might be interested in joint projects. 1S The
orchestra manager works through the community arts council to contact art galleries, community arts centers, church and secular choirs, youth organizations,
and senior centers in order to introduce them to the orchestra. He invites directors of these various groups to rehearsals and concerts and discusses possible collaborations such as joint programs and exhibits, arts education services to young
people, and presenting concerts with jointly developed repertoire in a variety of
venues. Board members begin to visit and support African American cultural
organizations in the community. Finally, the fundraising committee of the board

ISAn excellent resource is the Gilide 10 Blade Organ;zat;olU, published annually by the Philip Morris Companies,
Inc. It contains profiles of political, educational, cultural, and professional organimtions in the African American
ronununity, and is available free of charge by writing to: Mark V. Monteverdi. Specialist - Public Programs, Pbilip
Mmis Companies, Inc., 120 Park Avenue, 25th floor, New York, NY 10011.
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focuses on securing resources to institute an area-wide concerto competition for
young musicians of color. The competition incorporates an educational component, and involves the winner in perfonnances and school visits in the inner city,
providing positive peer role models for local youth.

dilemma subject to short-term actions and evaluation. Given the overall difficulties of audience development, this approach has fostered a growing perception of
failure. The orchestra recognizes the need to reverse this trend by addressing the
larger questions of diversity and by devising strategies to establish relationships
in the community, to tear down barriers, and to build a wider long-term base of
support. Therefore, the orchestra initiates a process of coftlsultation with the community, expanding the existing advisory committee to include representation from
many of the area's racial and ethnic communities. This committee becomes the
entry point for focusing on the community's needs and how the orchestra might
meet those needs. The orchestra convenes a series of meetings with community
leaders who voice their opinions about the orchestra and the barriers to wider participation. 17
Consultation also takes place within the orchestra, eSPecially focusing on
the musicians' ideas about how the orchestra can extend its appeal to young pe0ple of diverse backgrounds through educational projects. The orchestra's volunteer corps consults with community members on how they are perceived in the
community, and what the barriers or advantages are to volunteer involvement in
the orchestra. II
SPecific projects are undertaken only as they emerge from this consultative process. Those projects address audience development, for example, by utilizing Personal networks to distribute tickets to members of the community who
have never attended the orchestra's Performances. They also focus on outreach to
young people and on ways the orchestra can be involved in widely supported
charitable causes in the community. III

(e) Making choices. With its small staff, this orchestra cannot take on a
major load of new programs and initiatives. Board involvement in implementing
the projects is significant, as is musician involvement. The diversity committee
of the board proposes a sequential diversity plan containing Periodic checkpoints
to measure how orchestra personnel and income are affected and to inform any
necessary modifications. The board and staff work together to choose which
efforts to try frrst and when and how to phase in new activities. The board commits to raising funds for the plan's implementation.

Design Two: A professional orchestra in a medium-sized city
This orchestra presents a 39-week season and maintains an annual budget
of $5 million and a salaried staff of 20. It recognizes the importance of working
with its culturally and racially mixed community, and pursues projects to include
more diverse musicians, audiences, and repertoire. It actively seeks relationships
with the Latino and African American communities through an advisory committee, concerts in churches and cultural centers, a relationship with the local Links
organization, us concerts featuring African American and Latino artists, and receptions sponsored by locally-owned businesses.
However, progress toward a deePer relationship between the orchestra and
the community has been slow, and the orchestra board and management feel the
need to focus limited resources for greatest effect. And, although efforts have
been made to include people of diverse backgrounds throughout the organization,
neither the orchestra musicians nor the board members reflect the community'S
racially and culturally diverse population.

(a) Community consultation. The orchestra has tended to look at the
question of encouraging greater diversity as primarily an audience development
16rhe Links, Inc., il a national organization of African American women devoted to education, local cultural
enrichment, health and weIlDCII, and service to communitiea. More than 8,000 Links members belong to 241 chapters in the continenlB1 United Statea, NlIIIlUl, Hawaii, and Germany. Four specific programs - Services to Youth,
Nalional Trends, International Tlatds, and Arts - &Ie comIinaJed by the national Links office and implemenled
by local chapters as appropriate to each ronmunity. The Links nalional headquctcrs is locallCd at 1200 Musachusetll Avenue, NW. Washington, D.C. 2OOOS-4S01; (202)842-8686.
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17The Baltimore Symphony OR:beatra began such a CClIllultative procesl in 1988 by inviting 140 community leaders, mostly African American, to two meetings, one during the day, and one in the evening. These leadeD were
asked to lhale their viewl of the BSO and how they thought the BSO could addresl their interests. OR:hestra leaders listened and took careful notes without engaging in extended discussion at this early ltage. Four areu of concern emerged: (a) education, (b) I11IIJteting and public ~lations, (c) BSO linkages with organimtionl in the African
American community, and (d) inclusiveneal in the organizalion at all levels. A community outreach cormnittee
was set up with four IUbcommittees to addresl each of those CClIlc:eml and a ltaff member with a background as a
conununity organizer was hmd to ooordinaIe the outreach project This gIUsrootII participation resulled in a number of specific programs and projects, IOIDC more IUcc:ealful than others. One IUch project was a pognun entitled
Li~, Gifted, aM Black, a joint project of the BSO and the American Symphony OR:hestra League, consisting of
readings of unpublished works by four composen of color. Two thousand people. primarily African American,
attended this well received event The BSO'I Associates (the orchestra'i volunteer association) have also become
involved, working effectively to bring new people from divCI'IC b&ckgrounds into the organization.
18See Chapccr Six for a discuasion of broedening the pod of on:beatra volunteers.

19m one cxarqJle, The HOUItoo Symphony inviled the Boys C10ir of Harlem to participate in a special CClIlcert
benefiting the United Negro College Fund The concert wu co-sponsored by two significant organimtions in
HOllItoo'1 African American community: the HOfISIoft DefenMr, and The Linb.
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"0ur naturaIorI'

entation to increase
audiences is not the
most productive way
to go about the larger effort. If we start
out defining goals
narrowly as getting
more people of color
into a subscription
series, we won't be
successful. We will
spend a lot of money
and produce little
change. Instead we
need to go into communities and determine jointly with
them the objeclives- ask community members what
their agenda is
instead of urging our
agenda on them."
-John Gidwitz, Executive Director, Balti·
more Symphony
Orchestra

(b) Repertoire. The orchestra engages in a

number of creative projects to originate and present
culturally diverse repertoire. It continues a program
to commission American composers to create new
works. Works by composers from both North and
South America are included throughout the repertoire, and conductors from the Americas are invited
to guest conduct. The orchestra also secures funding
from a local foundation to take on a "conducting fellow" from Latin America and to engage a composerin-residence who will create repertoire related to
local cultural traditions.2O
At the core of these efforts is a music director
who is committed to increasing the scope of the
repertoire performed by the orchestra, and who has a
personal and professional interest in learning about
music from a variety of cultural sources. The music
director spends considerable amounts of time getting
to know and working with performing and creative
artists in the community who represent these many
cultural strains. Indeed, this willingness and enthusiasm for artistic collaboration and development of
new repertoire was a key criterion for the board and
musicians in selecting the current music director.
(c) Marketing. The orchestra finds that

appealing to a larger variety of groups to hear traditional as well as new repertoire requires focused

20An excellent example of incorp<nting regional musics into the orchestra reperklire was a concert by the Omaba
Symphony in recognition of the Columbus Quincentenary and the 12Sth annivenuy of Nebrub statehood. To
honor the Omaha tribe, the orchestra programmed a concert of three worts: the Second Suite from the opera, 1M
Saaed Tru, by Henry P. Eames, a composer who lived in turn-of-the centmy Nebraska and who incorporated
Omaha Indian themes into his work; arias from the opera Daoma. by Charles Cadman, also based on Omaha musical material; and a specially commissioned work by Douglas Hill called Ceremottiallmages. This latter work is
based on the ceremonials of the Helushb (Wurior) Society of the Omaha Indians, and combines a woodwind,
brass, and percussion ensemble with Native American drummen and Bingen. Omaha Symphony music director
Bruce Hangen writes about the work: "Hill has achieved a true synthesis in a work of art that also n:aches out and
grabs your very soul. In performance, one can hear the powerful result, but equally dynamic is the visual impect of
seeing performers from two heretof<R hismcally and culturally autonomous 'nations' actually coming lDgether
- finally, after all these years. The use of Native American material and performers elevates and intensifies the
emotion, far surpassing token efforts at multiculturalism and building utistic and societal bridges." See Bruce
Hangen, "WestMeets West: Voyage to a Native Anaican Heart1and," SYMPHONY, MaylJune 1993, pp. 9-10.
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marketing efforts and a willingness to devote more resources to single ticket buyers who will not necessarily evolve into subscribers. The orchestra's development office has interested several local foundations and corporations in
supporting its efforts to become more inclusive. Several successful grant requests
have included funding for a public relations staff member dedicated to building
contacts and relationships with targeted-audience print-and broadcasting media,
including foreign-language outlets. The orchestra begins running advertisements
and printing program notes in Spanish (the dominant second language in the community), and incorporating discussion from the stage in both English and Spanish
at selected performances. The orchestra also reduces ticket prices for some concerts and actively markets discount tickets to community groups.
(d) Board. The board is continuing to examine the reasons behind the

lack of diverse participation in its activities. At several facilitated sessions on the
issue board members confront such questions as: are some board members
recruited without regard to their personal interest in the orchestra, but only
because they are "minorities" and have connections or resources the orchestra
deems valuable? What level of activity is necessary for continued board membership? Are new board members discouraged from active participation by
expectations of assimilation? Have they really been asked for their perspective
and for their unique contributions, or have they only been asked for their names,
their faces, and their money?
The board also votes to reduce its number, simultaneously creating a nongoverning board of advisors; governance and advisory members participate in a
diversity training workshop as part of their membership obligation. These workshops are presented on a pro-bono basis by a local corporation, and are scheduled
regularly, with every participant of the orchestra, including direct-service and
governance volunteers, staff, and musicians, attending at least once during the
year. The workshops cover topics such as understanding and valuing diversity,
understanding culture and cultural differences, working in a culturally diverse
organization, and developing support for diversity initiatives. Z1

2 lOne company that provides diversity training calls itself a "multicultural human resources training and program
development consulting finn." The typical components of a session of their diversity training pocess include: (1)
awareness, including CUII'eDt demographics and trends, and an evaluation of the inclusiveness of the organization in
question; (2) sensitivity, including teaching par1icipants to see issues from cultural penpectives different from their
own; and (3) skill building, including teaching participants the skills needed to work effectively in an environment
of diversity, especially communication skills and tolerance. Everyone in an organization is involved in training,
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(e) Musicians. The problem of not having many musicians of color in its
ranks is significant for this orchestra, especially as it works to establish better
community ties. Although this problem is systemic in the orchestra field and
requires long-term, nationally coordinated efforts to solve, the orchestra still
makes some efforts on its own. To complement its conducting fellowship program, the orchestra seeks funding to institute a fellowship program for young
musicians of color from throughout the United States, giving such musicians a
significant apprenticeship opportunity.22 The orchestra solicits the involvement
and support of the community in recruiting and retaining musicians of color. At
the same time, it works with community music schools, churches, and other organizations to identify talented, local musicians who are qualified to play or sing
with the orchestra or to participate in its youth orchestra program. It also
employs artists from many different racial and cultural backgrounds as guest conductors and soloists.
(J) Educational outreach. As the public schools in this orchestra's community reduce funding for arts education, the orchestra tries initiating some lowcost educational collaborations with local nonprofit organizations. Organizations
such as the Junior League, Big Brothers, Big Sisters, YM/YWCA, and other
groups that work with young people have become partners with the orchestra and
with community music schools. These organizations all work together to use
existing resources to get youngsters to concerts, open rehearsals, and other
orchestra events. They also work collaboratively to seek grant resources to
finance opportunities for young people to begin to study instrumental music.
Some orchestra musicians become involved in these partnerships as mentors,
teachers, and advisors. 23

22The Houston Symphony, the Shepherd School of Music at Rice University, and the University of Houston
School of Music began a joint progmm in 1992193 of minority internships fOl' graduare students of music pcrfOl'mance. The internships arc privately underwritten and available to students of African American, Latino, and
Native American descent Each intern re<:cives a $5,000 stipend and a tuition waiver at one of the two participating
schools, plays selcc1led rcheanals and pcrformancea with the Symphony for two to three holD'l per week, and has
availalie a Symphony musician as a mentor throughout the year who povidcs advice and coaching.
23Musicians of the Milwanbc Symphony 0r0bcs1Ia have voluntcelal to provide pivatc lessons to young minority
musicians through the MSO Minority ScholU'lhip Program. Students arc choscn by audition, and each student
meets with a musician volunlCcr for a half-hour lcsson once a week. The program wu initialed by orchcstra memben and has involved more than 30 of them as acbcrs and mentors. Some of the students in the progmm a1Bo par_
ticipatcin the Milwanbc Youth Syq»honyOn:hcstru.
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Design Three: An orchestra in a major metropoUtan area
This orchestra is a major operation, with an international reputation for its
high standard of performance, a multi-million dollar budget, multiple concert seasons, several concert spaces, and a large salaried staff. The orchestra is working
to expand its appeal and service to the community in a major metropolitan area
that, like so many, has entrenched patterns of racial, ethnic, and class separation.
The orchestra not only sees the need to increase the reach of its artistic mission,
but understands the imperative to act as a positive social and cultural force in the
community, helping to break down barriers and to bring people together.
Although the orchestra has taken a number of steps to improve its record
in the area of diversity, only a few staff members are from minority groups. In
addition, this orchestra finds, as do many others, that it is difficult to recruit a
diverse group of musicians and to attract a broadly diverse audience to its concerts.

(a) Leadership. The orchestra has kept its board relatively small (under
30 members) and has constituted a larger advisory group of almost 100 members;
new board members often come from this advisory group. Since current board
members do not reflect the diverse racial and cultural groups that make up the
local community, the nominating committee of the board has taken on the task of
identifying and recruiting prospective members who are more representative for
both the board and the advisory group. The board chainnan is committed to the
concept that the board might have a significant symbolic role in the community
beyond its governance function for the orchestra. He is building the board diversity recruitment campaign on the premise that the board can become a model for
cross-cultural communication and cooperation in the community as the orchestra
begins to reflect successfully the complexion, needs, and concerns of the community.
(b) Mission, values, and planning. The orchestra develops a long-range
planning process that includes diversity goals in all aspects of orchestra operations while keeping the essential artistic mission intact. A substantial effort is
made to ensure that the process is truly inclusive, calling upon all orchestra participants for ideas and involvement, as well as consulting with representatives of
the community. The planning process becomes a primary tool for setting priorities and allocating resources to achieve diversity goals.
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(c) CoUaboration. The orchestra begins to look beyond traditional partners in the arts into the social service arena, where much of the community's concerns and resources are centered. With the orchestra hall located in the midst of a
major metropolitan area's inner city, the orchestra works hard to connect with the
local neighborhood. The orchestra's board and staff recognize the organization's
potential to encourage efforts in urban revitalization and to steer young people
into productive and socially acceptable behavior. They begin by organizing programs in conjunction with schools, childcare, and after-school centers that bring
children into contact with orchestra musicians and their music. Through these
efforts, the orchestra begins to touch large numbers of young people who would
otherwise be completely alienated from classical music. 24 The orchestra subsequently begins similar programs with churches, which often cut across ethnic and
class lines more effectively than any other community institution.
Finally, in an effort simply to introduce more community members to the
orchestra, a series of concert/receptions are arranged that target particular geographic markets in the metropolitan area. These events enable community members to come to the symphony hall for an introductory concert and reception at no
charge.

give individual coaching sessions, and sit in on youth orchestra rehearsals, sharing stands with the youngsters. In addition, the young people come to rehearsals
and performances of the professional orchestra and have an opportunity to discuss them with their instrumental mentors.

(d) Talent uvelopmenL A small training program is started to identify
talented young people in the local public schools and provide instruments,
lessons, and youth orchestra scholarships from the elementary through the high
school years. About 25 youngsters participate at anyone time.1'l In addition,
individual members of the orchestra work with a local multi-racial youth orchestra. The adult players are allowed to use paid services to help with sectionals,

24n.e Los Angeles Philharmonic participates in a pogram called "LA. 's BEST." Created in 1989 by Mayor Tern
Bradley and administered by the Community Redevelopment Agency, L.A.'s BEST is a combination
eduealionallchildcare enterprise that provides supervised in-school adivilies from 2:00 to 6:00 p.rn. fm' 3,000 children of working parents who would otherwise be "latchkey" children. The program operates in the 15 elemenlary
schools of the L.A. Unified School District that are most vulnerable to neighborhood street gangs and drug aclivity.
The L.A Philharmonic presents chamber ensemble performances in these sdlools. Each school is visited four
l:imes, by four diffen:nt ensembles (sbing, woodwind, brus, and percussion). The progmrns introduce the insar.
ments, allow the children to play percussion insl1'UJnents along with the ensemble, and feature other interactive elements, as well as lime for actual perforrrmnce of repertoire. L.A.'s BEST children also attend Philbannonic youlh
concerts in the concert ball.
25This pognun is based 011 an actual initiative available to studenlB in Boston. sponsored by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, BOlton Univenity, the New England ConservalDry of Music, and the Greater Boston Youth Symphony
Orchestra. Project STEP (String Training and Education Program) identifies and encourages young musicians of
color to pursue the study of string instrwnents. The talented students are discovered with lhe oooperaIion of teachers in the public schools; they are provided wilh instruments, funds, and music; are coached, guided, and given
recital opportunities; and are enc:owaged to involve their families. The annual budget of Project SlEP in Boston is
$170,000, with funds provided mostly by foundations.
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(e) Strategy and publkity. Adhering to the pripciple that it is easier to
build upon success than attempt to resurrect success from failure, the orchestra
consciously begins with modest efforts that have clear support and can demonstrate early and favorable outcomes. The training program, for example, concentrates on a small number of children and works to assure multi-year funding. An
after-school program starts by targeting a single neighborhood, working carefully
with the community to avoid pitfalls and discover the best avenues of success.
Plans for new projects call for successful models to be established and publicized
before any expansion takes place.
The public relations activities related to the orchestra's diversity initiatives are also conducted with care. The orchestra is eager to continue to serve its
traditional constituency while actively welcoming new people into the institution
and its programs. Public relations staff work to develop the new media contacts
that will allow them to target different communities most efficiently. General
public relations materials begin to change their look as well - for example,
including more pictures of persons of color who play in the orchestra, work on
the orchestra staff, attend orchestra programs, and train young musicians.
The issues these three orchestras face are mirrored throughout American
society. Every orchestra, arts organization, nonprofit group, and for-profit business is challenged by the rapid pace of demographic change, the legacies of old
prejudices, the inadequacies of the educational system, the constraints of limited
finances, and the pressures for short-term results. Each orchestra's success at
achieving cultural diversity will depend on the depth of its commitment, the
involvement of its leaders, the inclusiveness of its process of change, its willingness to commit resources, and its patience to measure results over a generation.

Looking Ahead
The changes urged by this chapter may be difficult, take a long time to
implement, make people uneasy along the way, and cost money, but the imperative to change cannot be avoided in the orchestra field. Making the commitment
to face old issues of racial discrimination, explore new ways of expressing musi-
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cally the rich fabric of American culture, and become a cultural and educational
force for young people of all backgrounds will help orchestras aff"mn a positive
role as community institutions and become artistically, socially, and economically
stronger in the process.

ACHIEVING CULTIJRAL DIVERSITY

Achieving Cultural Diversity: Some Questions To Consider
1. Do you feel that greater diversity is needed within your orchestra institution?
If so, in what parts of the institution, and why? How conscious are various
orchestra participants of the diversity issue and its significance for your orchestra?
2. What is the demographic breakdown of the community and of your orchestra?
What is it anticipated to be in the year 2000?
3. In what ways is your orchestra involving the community in discussions of the
diversity issue? Do you have a sense of the community's assessment of the
orchestra's efforts at inclusiveness? Do you know what the community perceives
its needs to be in relation to the orchestra? How can your orchestra work to
involve and reflect the community at every level? What specific activities might
improve the orchestra/community connection?
4. What are some of the diverse cultural and artistic traditions present in your
orchestra's community? Has the orchestra made an effort to incorporate some of
those traditions in orchestra programming? For example, has the orchestra taken
steps to program works by local composers, and composers representing diverse
cultural, racial, and ethnic influences?
5. Has the orchestra made connections with community-based organizations outside of the music field that can help build a bridge to people who have not participated before in the orchestra's activities?
6. Do audience development and school-based educational programs reflect a
culturally inclusive point of view about orchestra repertoire and the orchestra
institution as a whole?
7. What is the demographic breakdown of your audience? Of your volunteer
corps? Has the orchestra developed specific strategies to develop the diversity of
audience and volunteers? What strategies could help you retain present audiences and volunteers while increasing diversity?
8. How many of the musicians who play in your orchestra are African American,
Latino, Asian American, or Native American? H the orchestra has salaried and
per-service players, what is the breakdown for each category? Does your orches-
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tra recruit and employ musicians of color as substitutes and extras? What has
your experience been in recruiting musicians from more diverse backgrounds?
What steps, if any, can you take to increase the diversity of the musicians? Has
your orchestra been involved in any programs to nurture young talent in the community? Do you sponsor a community-based youth orchestra?
9. How many of the voting board members of your orchestra are African American, Latino, Asian American, or Native American? Do any of these board members serve on the executive committee? Do you feel that greater diversity is
needed on your board? What specific steps in recruitment have been taken to
address the challenge of board diversity?

3. The Relationship of
Musicians and'!the
Orchestra Institution

10. How many salaried staff are African American, Latino, Asian American, or
Native American? How many serve in non-clerical positions? Are recruitment
or training strategies in place to increase these numbers?
11. What has your orchestra done to involve present audiences, musicians, governance and direct-service volunteers, and staff in diversity efforts?
12. What specific evaluation strategies have been put in place to assess progress
in the area of cultural diversity? Are outside observers a part of that process?

THE MUSICIAN'S DESIRE AND ABILITY TO FIND EXPRESSION
through music is what brings the art form to life. Orchestras exist because musicians want to play great music and people want to hear them play. The orchestra,
as a collection of talented and hard-working musicians, attracts the support of its
audience and community. As one Issue Forum participant put it, "I don't know
anyone who has ever bought a ticket to attend a board meeting."
The previous chapter discussed the issue of cultural diversity largely in
terms of "community," and community can be a key idea as well in considering
the relationship of musicians and the orchestra institution. As the orchestra
works to reflect the demographic and cultural composition of its community, to
serve better the community's needs for cultural and educational services, and to
redefine its social as well as cultural role in a changing society, the relationship
with the musicians becomes paramount. Musicians are the orchestra institution's
primary communicators through their music, their activities as teachers, and their
visibility as artists and role models. They can be an abundant source of the ideas,
creativity, and energy needed to accomplish new goals. Indeed, the collaboration
of musicians and the orchestra institution of which they are the core is essential to
the evolution of the new American orchestra.
The Task Force finds, however, that "collaborative evolution" is not
always an appropriate description of current relations between musicians and
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orchestra institutions. Musicians, board members, and staff in orchestras around
the country have used words such as acrimony, conflagration, confrontation, division, and catastrophe to describe tumultuous instances of conflict and current
conditions of anxiety and mistrust.
Yet these same individuals, with equal emphasis, express their desire that
the orchestra be an institution that:
• Provides the community with excellent music;
• Enables musicians and others associated with the institution to develop
artistically and professionally and to attain personal as well as collective
artistic goals;
• Fosters an internal atmosphere of openness and communication;
• Has the flexibility to respond to community needs.
This chapter expresses the hope that all participants in the orchestra institution can begin to work together to put the music fust and to strengthen their
commitment and responsiveness to the communities in which they operate. How
can orchestras overcome histories of conflict and conditions of mistrust to identify and build on common ground? How can orchestras develop an approach to
problem solving that includes musicians as significant and effective partners?
How can mutual artistic aspirations be realized in an institutional context that is
reflective of and responsive to communities? The Task Force does not offer simplistic answers to these questions or recommend a particular model. Rather, they
hope that the ideas presented in this chapter will serve as a basis for further discussion in orchestras and orchestra-related organizations around the country.

mE RELATIONSHIP OF MUSICIANS AND TIlE ORCHESTRA lNS1ITUTION

early AFM addressed such issues as the danger of
musicians being stranded on a tour and not being
paid, competition from military bands, and the
importation of foreign players into American orchestras. l
Later concerns by players in major symphony
and opera orchestras that the AFM was not meeting
their needs for aggressive bargaining with orchestra
boards and managements led to the formation of the
International Conference of Symphony and Opera
Musicians (ICSOM) in 1962. ICSOM worked to
develop orchestra committees composed of musicians that represented musician interests along with
or instead of AFM union representatives. ICSOM
subsequently became a special "conference" within
AFM, with a joint strike benefit fund established in
1970 for symphony and opera musicians. ICSOM
represents 47 member orchestras, made up of
approximately 4,300 musicians. 1 Regional orchestras are represented by the Regional Orchestra Players Association (ROPA), formed in 1984, also as a
special conference of the AFM. ROPA orchestras
now number 45; the organization also participates in
the strike benefit fund and cooperates with ICSOM
on other projects. 3
According to Philip Hart, "during its existence, ICSOM has seen a substantial improvement in
pay, working conditions, and the general status of

"In the 1950s and
early 60s there was
hardly an orchestra
manager around
!
who assumed his
job was to provide
a full living wage
for musicians. Bet, ter wages and
working conditions
began to develop
about 35 years ago
because of union
activism.',
-Henry Fogel,
Executive Director,
Chicago Symphony
Orchestra

Historical Perspective
American orchestra organizations and their relationships with musicians
have developed and changed radically since a group of musicians got together in
1842 to form the Philharmonic Society of New York. From the part-time, casual,
and ill-paid early days of musician employment in symphony orchestras has
grown the increasingly professionalized and better-paid career of the modern
symphony musician. Musicians have been represented by a national union since
the organization of the American Federation of Musicians (AFM) in 1896. The
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IPhilip Hart, Orpheus in 1M New World, W.W. Norton & Company, 1973, p. 100. Historical infonnation regarding the unionization of musicians is drawn from chapter five of this book on the history of the symphony orchesba
in the United States.
2Deborah Torch, "What is ICSOMT' IflkmatiotUll MusiciOll, TM Symplwftic Workplace 1992, American Fedemtion of Musicians, P. 5.
3A new organization of orchesba musicians was started in 1985 by musicians of the Seattle Symphony Orchestra.
The International Guild of Symphony, Opera. and Ballet Musicians (lGSOBM) grew out of musician dissatisfaction with the American Fedemtion of Musicians Local 76 in Seattle, and is not affiliated with AFM. IGSOBM repraentl four «ehesbas in the Seattle area.
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orchestra players.'" ROPA can cite similar advancements among players in its
member orchestras.' The number of weeks covered by contracts expanded, pay
increased, pension plans were established, and benefits, such as health and dental
plans, were initiated.
These accomplishments have occurred, however, against the backdrop of
the frequently tense relations among musicians, boards, and managements indicated above, as well as the ever more difficult financial situation revealed in The
Financial Condition of Symphony Orchestras. The growth of professional
orchestra management - even in mid-size and smaller orchestras - has encouraged increasing specialization and separation of tasks. As administrative staffs
and boards have grown, interaction with artistic personnel has decreased. These
artistic personnel sense a shift in emphasis from the musical considerations that
govern their professional lives to the promotion and dissemination of a "product"
that they have little say in shaping.

Current Context
While orchestras provide the greatest number of individual artists with
full-time employment and a living wage of any nonprofit art form in this country,
the orchestra field in America does not generally include the individual musician
in many of the institution's functions. In most orchestra organizations, board
members, administrative staff, and the music director all have a role in setting
organizational goals and determining operating procedures. This triumvirate
(described in Chapter Seven as the triangle of board chairman, executive director,
and music director) makes decisions regarding financial, administrative, programming, and operational activities. Artistic decisions are made primarily by the
music director, who has fmal say over the orchestra's musical output. The musicians do not have a defined role beyond the business of rehearsing and producing
music; they mostly are not included in other aspects of orchestra operations and
decision making. Musicians generally relate to management through orchestra
committees that focus on concerns about wages and working conditions. In
unionized orchestras, negotiations take place periodically for a new contract; such
negotiations often become the only outlet for pent-up anxieties and dissatisfaction

4Hart, p. 116.
SJames A. Miller, A StJUly ofRegioPUll Symplwlry OreMsITar, 1977178 - 1986187, dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 1990.
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on both sides of the table. Negotiations themselves,
as two-sided processes based on juxtaposed, predetermined points of view, tend to accentuate divisions
and may obscure real needs, even though they do
produce written agreements. Cooperative action and
long-term planning issues become difficult to discuss
in most negotiating contexts.
Managers and board members on the one
hand, and musicians and music directors on the
other, often remain relatively uninformed about the
nature of each other's work and goals. Although all
agree that the overall goal is to make good music,
musicians' primary objectives within that goal have
to do with making a living wage and having control
over their artistic and professional lives. Managers
look to maximize output, to minimize cost, and to
keep a difficult job as manageable as possible, often
by controlling information dissemination and limiting the number of people involved in decision making.
Lack of access to honest, complete, and regularly communicated information contributes to the
mutual lack of trust reported by many Issue Forum
participants and to a perceived gap between "us" and
"them." Meanwhile, an unfavorable external financial environment has made it increasingly difficult
for the chief administrative leader' in many orchestras both to keep the organization in the black and to
honor the financial commitments made to artistic
personnel. Financial pressures have led to contract
concessions by musicians, orchestra closings, work
stoppages, and an inflammation of adversarial relations across the field. Musicians may see the origins
of orchestra financial problems in a lack of competence or effort on the part of boards and managements, while those boards and managements may
blame what they see as unreasonable demands for
salaries, extended seasons, and benefits on the part
of musicians.

,

"The next few
years will be critical for orchestras.
Musicians and
/
management have
to work together to
secure our
future."
-John Rommel, Principal Trumpet, The
Louisville Orchestra
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"There IS· no

A Culture of Conflict

doubt that if it
weren't for union
solidarity, the quality of second-tier
orchestras wouldn't
be what it is today;
nor would there
have been as many
jobs created."

Clearly, all participants in the orchestra institution come to this discussion about relationships
perceiving the stakes to be very high, with both institutional survival and personal and professional wellbeing on the line. A culture of conflict seems to
have developed in which issues of control predominate over questions of mutual interest. Communication is circumscribed. This conflict puts at risk the
orchestra's fundamental relationship with its community. Any organization preoccupied with internal
difficulties tends to overlook its external relationships, potentially misreading the community's tolerance for and interest in the organization's troubles,
and missing opportunities to build allies and institutional support.
Many factors feed this culture of conflict in
the orchestra organization:

- Kenneth Wi/laman,
Cellist, Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra

History. As described above, relations between
musicians and their orchestra institutions are replete
with tension and confrontation. Each struggle for
advancement on the part of musicians and containment on the part of management has left its historical
mark. Individual and institutional memories are
long; past grievances and disappointments continue
to color current attitudes and discussions, feeding the
atmosphere of mistrust. In addition, musicians have
ample evidence that traditional collective bargaining
has served them well in terms of promoting orchestra
quality, creating full-time jobs, providing living
wages, and promoting better working conditions.
Training. There are few opportunities for musicians, conductors, managers, and governance volunteers to receive the kind of training that will prepare
them for all aspects of their roles within the orches-
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tra institution. Many conservatories and schools of music have been guilty of
subordinating and even demeaning the career of the orchestra musician, producing graduates who excel as musicians but are ill-prepared for the business and
personal aspects of a career in the orchestra. 6 Conductors enter the world of
orchestras with little or no knowledge of how to bring balance to the complex
nature of their artistic and administrative roles. And although managers and
board members may have a variety of skills, all too often they are ill-prepared to
work effectively in the culture of the orchestra institution.
The Task Force feels that all orchestra participants need well-rounded
training that develops their awareness of the total organization and how it functions. Such training will take a broad view of the personal and professional skills
that enable people to work effectively together.

Communication. The culture of conflict both feeds and is fed by a lack of willingness to share information. The status quo of two sides confronting each other
with bargaining positions every three years does not constitute good, ongoing
communication. To the extent that musicians feel they do not know what is going
on, and managements feel they must protect their bargaining stance by keeping
institutional and financial information from the musicians, mistrust and misapprehensions are reinforced. Without full information about the daily activities and
concerns of various parties in the orchestra organization, it is difficult to be sensitive to one another's needs, anxieties, and priorities. Lack of information also
feeds a sense of powerlessness and a conviction that real concerns are being
ignored.
Decision making. Closely tied to faulty communications in the organization is
the sense among many musicians that they lack influence and access to decisionmaking processes. The orchestra is cast as a paternalistic institution. As one
Issue Forum participant put it, in what may have been an unintended double
entendre, "The board decides, while we go play." This sense is mirrored in man-

tYrhe field of professional rrwsic education has begun to recogni2z the need to view orchestral performanclC as a
likely and desirable career choice for many of their studenll, fer which the studenll should receive specific training.
In 1991, the Manhattan School of Music created a degree program in orchestral performance. The propam.
includes extensive focus on orehestral ~, C08Ching, and perfcxmance, as well as classes on the orchesblll
institution and the business aspects of the orcheslra, and opportunities for substantive interaction with profeniaoal
orchestra musicians.
Also, according to Charles Webb, Dean of the Indiana University Schad of Music, "today many IChocU
recognize that a luge number of graduates will become orchestra musicians. We have instituted orchestra repa-lOire classes; we try to give them a variety of experiences so that charn~ music and Ido literature will also be pm
of their lives. Criticism of music school practicca is justified, but it has not gone unnoticed and schods lie rnakiDa
changes."
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"MuSlclans
.. are
the orchestra's primary stakeholders.
They have the most
to lose if things go
badly. They need
to have ownership
in the institution in
which they have
such a large
stake."
- William Vickery,
President and Managing Director, The
Saint Paul Chamber
Orchestra
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agement's frustration that their ability to manage is
limited by contractual guarantees that have considerable influence on orchestra operations. A number of
orchestras have responded by including musicians as
representatives on board committees and as voting
members of the board. Hard questions remain
among all parties as to whether the numbers of musician representatives are adequate; whether bargaining stances are compromised by joint governance
activity; how a substantial number of musicians on
the board effects fundraising; and, finally, whether
musician board membership is a solution to organizational problems. These questions are complicated
further by the function of the executive committee,
which, in many orchestras, is the forum for final
decision making. Board members who are not on
the executive committee, whether they are musicians
or volunteers, often feel left out of the decision-making loop.
People. The effectiveness of any decision-making
structure is ultimately dependent on the people who
work with each other on a day-to-day basis. Clearly
understood and fairly applied criteria for hiring and
evaluating all personnel can be critical to building
trust in the organization, yet hiring and evaluation
processes in orchestras are perceived as uneven.
While orchestra boards may be willing to take a year
or more to find the right music director, the qualifications of potential orchestra managers are often less
scrupulously examined. The qualities a board seeks
in a manager may not be those the musicians fmd
important. A candidate's track record in building
relationships may not be an important criterion in the
board's view, but the inability of a manager to develop and maintain effective relationships with musicians, volunteers, and community members may in
fact seriously weaken an organization.
Facing up to the reality of individuals not
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perfonning to expectations, whether they be staff, board, management, or musicians, is very difficult Poor performance by key individuals, if allowed to continue, may have grave consequences for the organization. In particular, the
quality of musicians' lives depends on the effectiveness of the managers with
whom they work. Yet formal evaluation mechanisms in many orchestra institutions are less than adequate, and people are understan.qably reluctant to suggest
that colleagues may not be executing their jobs well. In troubled organizations, in
particular, pressures build to either lay or escape blame. Fear - of loss of power, .
of being used, of the institution going out of control, of being fIred or discredited,
of betraying obligations to others - can become the operative emotion governing
decisions and relationships.

Overcoming the Culture of Conflict
It is not necessarily destructive to have friction and struggle in an organization. Out of disagreements can come productive work and creative solutions.
And, in many American orchestras, good managers and boards are working well
together with committed and involved musicians. Yet too many other orchestras
have arrived at a situation where the culture of conflict described above, and the
negative message it sends to the community, threaten their existence.
The support of ticket buyers, contributors, volunteers, and community
leaders may dwindle as orchestras in conflict have less capacity to respond to a
changing environment. The orchestra field as a whole may be less able to convince national opinion leaders and fonders of the relevance of orchestras and the
music they play. The culture of conflict also takes a great toll within the orchestra: time, energy, and intellect spent dealing with internal strife could be more
productively employed on the stage, in the office, and in the community.
The obvious question about how to resolve the conflict and change the
culture is another major challenge for the orchestra field to face. Although the
Task Force found broad agreement on the need for change, immediate, easy
mechanisms for change were not as apparent. There is no convenient place to lay
blame and demand reparation; no magic wand to wave over the field to make
things better. Rather, addressing the relationships between musicians and the
orchestra institution will take time, will be difficult, and will require patience,
generosity, and openness on all sides.
It is not clear what needs to be done next. However, the Task Force can
suggest the general outlines of an ameliorating process which can take place at
both the national and local levels. Nationally, representatives of managements
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over long periods, whether in orchestras, families, or international relations,
dwelling on the history of hurt and mistrust can prevent any constructive solutions from emerging. Past grievances are not irrelevant, but how they are
addressed can make a critical difference. A constructive focus on the lessons
learned from the disagreement, incident, malfeasance, or slight can ensure that
similar situations are avoided in the future. Rather than perpetuating conflict, the
memory of a conflict may guide the way to a more productive relationship.
Unfortunately, it has been the case in a number of orchestras that the
process of airing and then moving beyond the hurts of the past has only happened
as a result of a catastrophe - a strike, orchestra shutdown, or painful contract
negotiation. One Issue Forum participant wondered, "Do we have to go through
Armageddon before there is real change?" The Task Force hopes that the answer
to that question is an emphatic "no." Beginning by airing the grievances may be
helpful and even healthy, particularly in a situation where contracts are not on the
line, and perhaps with a professional facilitator presiding.

If all participants in the orchestra can start
from such a common purpose, heretofore unresolvable issues may take on greater clarity. For example,
if both musicians and management agree to pay
greater attention to ticket buyers, potential ticket
buyers, and community members in discussing differences of opinion, the two-way struggle for status
and power can give way to a more productive consideration of what may be in the best interests of the
institution.
Within the more global perspective advocated throughout this report, the orchestra's need to
reach out to members of the larger community can
. be a solid and practical basis on which to develop
common ground among musicians and other members of the institution. "We have to get into the habit
of giving to the community without always asking
from the community," stated one Issue Forum participant. Musicians, managers, and volunteers alike
can all have the desire and the ability to give to their
communities, and can all recognize the value of such
giving to the long-term health of the orchestra.

Developing common ground. Good working relationships for the future can be

OPening the doors of communication. Information

built upon the needs, interests, and aspirations that all parties have in common.
Although the exact shape and wording of mutual goals might vary from orchestra
to orchestra, the Task Force suggests that most of them will revolve around the
essential theme that:

represents power and control, and the practice has
been not to share information continually and widely. Official communication is often constrained to
fonnal, adversarial processes, and informal communication breaks out in the form of rumors and gossip.
The establishment of multiple means of communicating, and the sharing of organizational information
among all participants, are vital to improving the
musicians' relationship with the orchestra institution.
Many means exist for accomplishing this objective,
including frequent and regular written communications, open meetings, convening special and fully
representative committees, and more frequent opportunities for infonnal exchanges among musicians,
volunteers, and staff.

and unions can meet for serious, open discussions among orchestra players, managers, music directors, and volunteer leaders. Such national discussions can
inform similar processes in orchestras around the country, for it is at the local
level that the long-term resolutions will be cultivated. Some identifiable parts of
the process include:

Getting beyond past grievances and disagreements. When conflict has existed

Orchestras exist in orur to make good music and to serve as a resource
for their communities.
Although no one suggests that there is exact consensus about the meaning of this
statement, the two elements of "making good music" and "for their communities"
are key to the mission of all orchestras. Together those elements delineate not
only the artistic purpose behind the orchestra, but the reality that every orchestra
exists in a community context. Musicians, board and community members, and
orchestra staff all have a stake in building common goals and identifying activities to reinforce them.
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"We have to rec.!

ognize the changing zeitgeist in
communities about
the importance of
orchestras. The
idea that it is a
community priority
to create an orchestra that plays as
well as the best in
the country can no
longer be assumed.
Orchestras have to
establish their
worth in the community - that
could mean playing
well; it could also
mean doing education well."
-Thomas Wolf,
President, TM Wolf
Organization, Inc.
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On the national level, increased communication can also break down barriers that lead to suspicion and mistrust. The 1991 decision on the part of orchestra managements to allow the American Symphony Orchestra League to release
financial information on the orchestra field is certainly a step in the right direction. More dialogues, seminars, joint problem-solving sessions, and informal
opportunities to share information are needed.
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• Participation in selection of the executive director;
• Involvement in senior-level staff meetings;
• Involvement in programming and repertoire decisions;
-/

• Participation in planning and scheduling of rehearsals, concerts, and tours;

Creating mechanisms for substantive involvement by musicians in orchestra
decision making
Many of the fundamental organizational decisions affecting orchestra
musicians are made in board meetings, and thus many musicians and others in the
orchestra field advocate including orchestra players on the boards of their institutions. This model is being implemented in a substantial number of orchestras.7
In orchestras working under a partnership or cooperative model,S musicians fonn
a large portion or even majority of the board.
Inclusion of musicians on orchestra boards may be a positive step for
many orchestras, yet it is clearly not a solution in itself, nor is it appropriate for
all orchestra organizations or all musicians. Additional and alternative mechanisms exist and others need to be invented' Strategies for expanded musician
involvement may include:
• Inclusion as nonboard members on board committees;10

• Participation in selection of guest artists and guest conductors;
• Participation in fundraising activities;
• Initiation, involvement, and execution of educational and communityoriented programming.
Often, questions of organizational ownership and involvement can be
addressed fust by recognizing and acknowledging needs and then by shifting perspectives. For example, boards, managements, and music directors need to recognize that musicians in the orchestra feel strongly about all issues that affect
their lives - not only repertoire, guest artists, schedules, and acoustics, but marketing, public relations, education, finances, and fund raising as well. IT mechanisms are implemented to include musicians in identifying and addressing those
issues in ways the musicians find fulfilling, a big step will have been taken
toward realizing substantive musician involvement in decision making.

• Participation in selection of new players and conducting staff;
7The American Symphony Orchestra League's 1992 survey of Polici~s aNI Proc~s of OrcMslTa GOllentillg
BOQTds (p. 59) found that 62 peroent of the 329 orchcltrU responding included moaicians on their bo8nl. Of the
204 orcheslrU with one or more musicians on the board, 80 percent included the moaicilUll u v<lting mcmba'a.
The appoinbnent of musicilUll to orchestra boards decreased significantly in orcbealrU with an annual budget
exceeding $9.9 million. Of those luge budget orcbeltrU, only 11 pen:ent include musician boanI members.

Creating mechanisms for successful resolution ofconflict. As indicated earlier,
the process of contract negotiation has brought many benefits and contributed to
the professionalization of the orchestra field. Yet, the posturing, expectations,
anxiety, and disappointment that can arise out of the traditional negotiation
process can also be harmful and scarring. Traditional negotiations can reinforce

SThe slrUclurea of partnership and cooperative ~heslrU are described in greater detail in Chllpter Seven.
9At the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra. fm' example, a Committee for the Future was CClIlStituted after a devutating strike in 1988/89. It began with 12 board membera. 12 musicians, and key staff, and bu subsequendy been
expanded to include 17 musicilUll and 15 board membcn. Initiated u a fm'Um for sharing information and viewpoints, it hu evolved into a forum for discussing policy. For ex~e, when the Committee mcmba'a miBed concerna about the way the pops series wu scheduled, a joint ataff/musicians/board tat force was created to develop a
new approach that baa been implemented successfully. Financill1 information is discusaed in great depth. u are a
wide range of policy issUCI. Information discussed at the Committee is shared with the entire achestra at "town
meetings" that are aaended by musicians and key Itaf[ While the Committee fm' the Future does not have formal
governance authm-ity, the inf<Xm8tion sharing and policy discussions are given very serious considcntion. The
spirit of cooperation and understanding that informs the Committee bu begWl to alter the style and culture of the
organization. An institutionll1 planning process bu included 20 musicians on the planning committee. The natlR
of nqotiations also bu been altered n<lticeably, since all parties enter the nqotiations from a basis of sbared infm'mation. In 1992, musicians and management were able to agree on the tennI of an additionll1 conlJact year with

lOrbe Seatde Symphony, for example, in addition to including an acbeatra and a chorale repesentative on the
board, involves orchestra and chorale membcn on board oomnitteea, including the annual fund committee, the
education committee, the executive committee, the finance committee, the financial planning tat force, and the
government relations conunittee. According to the American Symphony Orchestra League's 1992 survey of Policies aNI Procedur~s of Orchestra Gove17lillg Boards (p. 59), 70 pen:ent of the 329 achestras responding included
musicians on board committees. "MusicilUll typically serve on the artistic adviscry committee, the long-range
pllllning committee, the marketing committee, and the education committee. They may be fOWld on lI1moat any
board committee. In more than 90 percent of the committee memberlbips, the musician is a v<lting member."
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divisions and mistrust, obscure common ground, and encourage a negative mindset focused on what individuals gave up, not on what the organization gained. In
addition, negotiations consume a great deal of time and organizational energy and
potentially have very disruptive outcomes. The challenge is to determine how to
get the benefits of the negotiation process without the potentially devastating
organizational impact, and how to establish ongoing mechanisms for conflict resolution.
One mechanism some orchestras have tried is "mutual interest bargaining." The essence of this idea is that both sides approach a negotiation as a cooperative enterprise among partners, not as a hard bargaining session between
adversaries. On a practical level, it means that the parties avoid coming to the
bargaining table with a list of demands. Rather, all parties present explanations
of their real needs, work to identify common problems, and then fashion creative
solutions. Such a process begins most effectively from a basis of trust, so that
mechanisms for the establishment of mutual trust ~ay be the fll'St step for many
orchestras to consider. 11
A major trust-building measure may be the establishment of the kind of
ongoing communication discussed earlier, where disclosure of information, open
discussion, and cooperative action become the norm, not the exception. Such
ongoing communication can transform even the traditional negotiation process by
establishing a long-term basis of trust throughout the organization. If everyone is
looking at the books, then everyone has the opportunity to understand the financial situation of the orchestra. If a committee of musicians and staff members has
designed an educational program that they wish to offer to schools, then it is more
likely that the orchestra's schedule can be altered to accommodate it. If musicians are actively participating on a long-range planning committee, then it is less
likely that new directions for the orchestra will seem inappropriate to artistic personnel. If managers are listening throughout the year to musician concerns, they
will understand the origins of bargaining positions on key issues. As one Issue
Forum participant said, "the system will only be as good as the ongoing dialogue
that sustains it."

Building in flexibility. The ultimate reason for working to improve the musicians' relationship with the orchestra institution is to make it possible for orchestras to fulfill better their artistic and community missions. In this report, the Task
, Force presents suggestions for how orchestras might rethink those missions and
the programs that bring them to life. Many of these suggestions center around the
imperative both to strive for excellence and to reflect the community, responding
to its needs with expanded repertoire, innovative programming, new concert formats, training and educational projects, social and charitable involvement, artistic
collaborations, and other strategies.
Many of these strategies fly in the face of traditional concerts and traditional organizational arrangements. Orchestra sizes, concert lengths, location and
timing of concerts, rehearsal patterns, and the nature of education services are just
some of the aspects of traditional arrangements that may need to be reconsidered
to accommodate reshaped missions and priorities.
The new American orchestra will require flexibility from all of its participants. The imperative for that flexibility cannot be imposed by one group on
another; it must be mutually developed. If, for example, orchestras around the
country begin a process of consulting with their communities, that process must
include musicians, staff, and volunteers. Everyone concerned with the orchestra's
future needs to hear what community members have to say and then work together to build a responding consensus around new orchestra goals.

Looking Ahead
Throughout this report, the Task Force urges orchestras to embark on a
process of change, to begin consultation about change, to experiment with
change, to re-examine and redefine themselves as institutions. It is not an exaggeration to say that the success of all of those endeavors rests on the ability of
orchestra organizations to transcend the culture of conflict and to move cooperatively into the future.

IIThe Louisville OrcheslJa baa bcglUl using mutual inten:at bargaining. Bef~ negotiations commenced unclei' the
mutual interest model, training was provided to musician and management rcpesentativcs by a local caporation.
Although the process is still in its early stages, pre1ininary responses have been pcsitive.
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The Relationship of Musicians and the Orchestra Institution: Some Questions To Consider
1. What are the attitudes in your orchestra among lay and management leaders,
the orchestra committee, and the musicians in general regarding the need and
potential for change in the relationship of musicians with the orchestra institution?
2. What is the role of musicians in developing and implementing the mission of
your orchestra?

4. Varying the
Concertgoirlg
Experience

3. Are musicians involved in key organizational decision making? IT so, what
are the mechanisms for incorporating musicians' perspectives? What are the
musicians' perceptions of their involvement in decision making? How could
musician involvement be expanded in your orchestra?
4. Do musicians serve on the board? on board committees? on other orchestra
consultative or decision-making bodies?
5. What types of ongoing communication are in place in your orchestra to assure
a productive dialogue among management, musicians, board, and direct-service
volunteers?
6. What strategies are in place to address conflict?
7. How well is infonnation shared among all orchestra participants? What specific vehicles are in place to assure a regular flow of information to and from the
musicians?
8. Are there ongoing training opportunities for all orchestra participants in decision making, conflict resolution, organizational development, and the change
process as they apply to orchestras?
9. What is the musicians' role in developing a meaningful relationship with the
community? To what extent are musicians involved in the planning and design of
community and education-related programming?
10. To what extent has your orchestra explored new approaches to achieving
agreement that aim at finding mutual interests and promoting long-term trust
among the parties?
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IN CITIES THROUGHOUT AMERICA TONIGHT, THE LIGHTS WILL
dim in concert halls, civic centers, and auditoriums. The orchestra will cease its
familiar pre-concert cacophony. The concertmaster will rise, the oboe will sound
an A, and the tuning will begin. The conductor will stride out onto the stage,
acknowledge briefly the polite applause of the audience, mount his podium, and
then promptly turn his back. He will raise his hands and all will be ready to reenact yet again the ritual of the symphony orchestra concert.
The audience tonight might very likely hear a short, bright overture, then
perhaps a major concerto with a distinguished soloist, and after a 20-minute intermission, will return to the hall for a full-length symphonic work, written by a
European composer who lived in the 19th Century. 1 When the concert is over, the
audience will applaud and depart.
Will they come back? Will their children fill their seats as time goes on?
Will new faces join the faithful subscribers in the concert hall?
Increasingly, American orchestras are finding that the answers to these
1See Chapter One for a discussion of symphony orchestra repertoire statistics. The contention of a nlUI'Owing
repertoire is furthel' borne out by a content analysis of orchestral prognuns over the last SO yean published in the
July/August 1992 issue of SYMPHONY. Chicago Syrq>hony Orchestra Executive Director Remy Fogel describes
the "disappearance of Baroque music and, to a lesser degree, what we call the 'Classical' period" from modem-day
orchestra programs, when compared to programs of SO years ago. On the other end of the spectrom, Fogel found
that orchestras continue to program only about 20 to 30 pcn:cnt of their programs "from music written in the prier
40 yean."
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questions are no longer clear. The conventions of the 19th-Century European
aristocratic orchestra concert, faithfully copied by American orchestras, have
remained little changed over time. Yet, this model for orchestral concerts now
may be further removed from the realities of our society than ever before. New
repertoire has been created, but relatively little of it has become standard fare for
orchestras and their audiences. New technologies bring music and entertainment
to people in ways the founders of orchestras never could have imagined. New
demographic patterns and altered routines of work and leisure challenge the traditional content and presentation of orchestra concerts. In addition, potential audience members who are not in the concert hall typically have had little or no
experience with, or exposure to, the orchestra and its repertoire. Having popular
culture as the main point of reference, many find the orchestra concert alien, boring, pretentious, and sterile. Others who enjoy the orchestra repertoire are turning to audio and video technology as a convenient concertgoing substitute of
unprecedented quality.
Historically, orchestra conc,erts have been sold by subscription - a series
of 10, 15, or even 20 perfonnances, usually presented in a centrally located venue
between September and June. In recent years, subscribers have asked for and
been offered shorter, more flexible subscription packages of three to six concerts.
Special single concerts or multi-eoncert festivals may also be offered. While the
packaging of the product has changed, the orchestra concert itself has changed little in the past 50 years.
Pops concerts are an exception: their features include a less fonnal atmosphere, thematic programming, spoken commentary, and familiar, entertaining
music packaged as shorter works. Pops concerts are sometimes billed as a family
concert for all ages. These concerts do generate income and promote good feelings on the part of audiences, but they are unlikely to provide a solution to the
larger problems of the orchestra. Pops audiences do not tend to "graduate," as
once was anticipated, by becoming subscribers to more complex or traditional
programs.
The nature of the problems facing orchestras in the United States today
has been summed up in the pronouncement, 'There are too many orchestras in
this country offering too many concerts." Put in the economic language of The
Financial Condition of Symphony Orchestras, it is not audience demand that has
driven the creation of more product; rather, the increased volume of concerts
derives from other factors such as efforts to create year-round employment and
longer seasons. Whether the assertion of "too many orchestras..." is true is hard
to say. Taken in the abstract, one may question whether the country can support
all of its orchestras. In reality, however, only local community members can

decide whether or not they want their orchestra.
It is clear that many orchestras find their concert "na-shows" increasing,
their audiences aging, their marketing costs rising, their fundraising becoming
more challenging and expensive, and their income gaps growing. Orchestras will
find it difficult to go through the process of re-evaluation described throughout
this report without attending to the most public aSpeQt of their operations, the
very core of what orchestras do - their concerts. This chapter asks and presents
some possible responses to the following question:
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How can orchestras vary the concertgoing experience in ways that are
enriching, that expand the audiences for orchestral music, and that help to
make the orchestra more viable and relevant to the broader community?
To begin to answer this question, this chapter will explore the elusive concept of "quality," outline some factors that may affect the concertgoing experience, describe a model orchestra that has worked hard at varying the experience it
offers, and present an imaginary evening at this orchestra's concert hall. Some
principles distilled at the end will summarize the many ideas presented throughout the chapter.

A Question of Quality: Toward a Transcendent Experience
There is no quick fix, no single new concert format, no programming gimmick that can address the issue of fading interest in the orchestra and its concerts.
The discovery of the roots of the problem lies in an examination of the entire
orchestra institution, as presented in this report.
This chapter takes a somewhat narrower approach, however, by concentrating on the orchestra's essential product - the concert - and analyzing the
nature of that product. What is this concert we are attempting to vary? Where
does the concert experience begin for an audience member? Where and when
does it end? What are the goals of the concert experience for the orchestra and
for the audience? What makes a great concert experience, or an uninspiring, dull
one? What does "quality" mean? Is it technical perfection or is it something
more than that? If quality can be defined and improved, will that bring audiences
flocking to the concert hall? What steps can the orchestra organization take to
enhance quality and performance impact? What conditions in the organization
will undennine it?
There are many excellent orchestras throughout the United States, whose
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"A great performance doesn't
have to be technically immaculate.
Rather, it happens
when everybody
involved projects
something really
quite indescribable."
- Ernest Fleischmann,
Executive Vice President and Managing
Director, Los Angeles
Philharmonic

players have been trained in top music schools; some
are distinguished soloists in their own right. Many
superb conductors lead orchestras with the highest
reputations for musical excellence both in recordings
and live performances. Listening to these orchestras
on their best nights, one can discover at least one
indisputable meaning of musical quality: a real sense
of occasion created in the concert hall - a feeling
that something momentous, moving, exciting, and
inspirational has occurred. However, the consistent
achievement of such quality in the concert hall and
the ingredients of excellence in the concert experience extend beyond the training and reputation of the
players.

Quality begins with a special mix of musical
inspiration, technical prowess, enthusiasm, and
excitement, but goes further to encompass the t1Jerformance impact" ofthe entire evening: the Performance itself, the acoustics of the hall, and other
characteristks of the venue, including amenities,
comfort, and convenience.
Three elements set the stage for such quality.
The first element is the creative process that culminates in the performance. At the heart of the transcendent performance are the chosen repertoire and
the musicians who play it. Their talent, honed by
thoughtful, inspired, and well communicated musical
leadership creates the sound that people come to the
concert hall to hear.
The second element is hall acoustics. The
Task Force appreciates that judgments of good sound
in the concert hall are subjective. It may be easier to
identify "bad" acoustics than to propose solutions
that the orchestra can afford to implement, or that
everyone agrees result in "good" acoustics. The
point is to acknowledge that the hall itself is a
dimension of the orchestral instrument, and to recog-

VARYING 1HE CONCERTGOING EXPERIENCE

nize that the audience's perception of sound throughout the hall profoundly
affects the quality of the concert experience.
The third element of quality is a set of interwoven and dynamic relationships both within and outside the orchestra. These relationships encompass the
conductor, the musicians, the composers, the repertoire, staff, governance and
direct-service volunteers, the audience, and the commODity. For example, oIthestras may fmd that the musicians' involvement in orchestra decision making, their
satisfaction with their musical and professional lives, and their participation in a
process of change are key to concert success. Musicians who are encouraged to
participate in repertoire and concert planning can playa meaningful, creative role
in shaping the artistic product. Their involvement has the potential both to vary
and to improve the concertgoing experience dramatically, in both tangible and
intangible ways.
Furthermore, significant changes in concert practices need the commitment of all the lay and professional leadership, not just the musicians. This commitment may include not only new repertoire, but also new approaches to
programming, new concert formats, new ways to attract audiences, and more.
New directions in programming may involve the conductor and the musicians
working closely with the staff, and need the full support and enthusiasm of the
board. Those directions might derive from an effort to gather information from
the community in order to respond more fully to the needs and expectations of
potential audience members. Without these relationships it becomes much more
difficult to generate the transcendent performance that ultimately is every orchestra's mission.

Factors Influencing the Concertgoing Experience
Chapter One presented a discussion of the music - the "what" of the
concert experience - and Chapter Three looked at the musicians - the "who."
This chapter explores the "how." The premise of the chapter is that the concertgoing experience of each audience member, although it is centered in the quality
of performance, actually is composed of many elements, extending well before
and after the performance itself. The experience for most audience membersthe basis on which they decide whether to continue their interest in the orchestra
- does not begin and end in the concert hall. Rather, the concertgoing experience is part ofa person's total life experience: it may prove most compelling and
attractive in the long term if it is better integrated into the lives of the audience.
Every contact between the orchestra and the audience member before, during,
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and after the concert can influence the success or failure of the orchestra's core
effort to deliver a transcendent perfonnance.
The Task Force has identified six sets of factors that could work to
enhance the total "performance impact" of the orchestra for many audience members: (1) information, (2) communication with the audience, (3) the visual element, (4) the concert ritual, (5) the concert environment, and (6) the larger
personal and social context The suggestions included under each area are neither
prescriptive nor exhaustive. The Task Force urges each orchestra to expand this
list in creative ways that are appropriate to its own mission and community.

VARYING TIlE CONCERTGOING EXPERIENCE

• Oral program notes before works are played, infonnation about upcoming
programs, pre- and post-concert seminars, lectures, and "talk-backs" with
orchestra musicians, conductors, composers, and orchestra staff;
• Opening the stage to audience members before and after performances;
, !

• Using supertitles, especially during presentations of concert operas, oratorios, and other choral and vocal works;

1. Infonnation. Conceiving of the concert as a complete educational

• Scheduling lecture concerts and open rehearsals to demonstrate the
process of making music;

experience can help the orchestra to become a more integrated part of the audience's lives. There are many ways in which orchestras can provide their audiences and potential audiences with information and context for musical
performances. Some examples include:

• Organizing an effort to make orchestra personnel and board members
available before perfonnances to greet and converse with audience members;

• Creating better program notes, written by someone with whom the audience could talk and meet before, during, or after the concert;

• Performing works without a conductor occasionally in order to enhance
the direct communication between audience and musicians.

• Mailing program notes in advance to subscribers and other ticket buyers;
• Providing oral program notes on a short-range radio station or on tape,
enabling concertgoers to listen while driving to the hall;
• Making program booklets more informative and interesting, with articles
on a variety of musical topics and even a seating chart that identifies players as well as instruments;
• Thinking about the concert as just one part of a total information package,
which might include CD's, video, and printed information about the
music, the composers, and the perfonners.

2. Communication with the audience. Most orchestra audiences are
essentially passive; increased interaction between the orchestra and audience
members can only enliven the concert experience for everyone. Key to this communication may be increased verbal connection with audiences, e~ecuted with a
high level of professionalism as a valid part of the concert presentation. Possible
strategies include:
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3. The visuol element. Orchestra managers can be mindful of the complaint voiced by some audience members that performances are visually dull,
while remaining aware that many audience members appreciate the opportunity
offered to their own imaginations by the essentially aural experience of the
orchestra concert. Orchestras may want to consider both subtle and overt visual
alterations, including:
• Improving lighting and interior decoration to give the hall a warmer, more
welcoming feeling;
• Altering the standard dress code of the musicians;
• Placing musicians on risers if hall acoustics can accommodate such
a variation;
• Engaging stage and lighting designers to improve the overall presentation
of the orchestra, as well as to enhance specific performances;
• Using concert hall spaces for displays of visual art;
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• Commissioning video works related to the repertoire for showing during
perfonnances. 2

4. The concert ritual. The common progress of an orchestra concert often characterized by a short opening work, a concerto with soloist, an intermission, and then a longer symphonic piece - can be reassuring but dull even to aficionados, and somewhat mysterious or even uncomfortable to the newcomer.
Orchestras can alter that ritual in many ways, including:

VARYING lHB CONCERTGOING EXPBRIHNCB

5. The coneerl environment. The overall ambience and presentation of
the concert hall is critical to welcoming and making an audience feel comfortable. As indicated earlier, acoustics play a significant role in transmitting the
quality of perfonnance to the audience. Beyond acoustics, orchestras may consider other characteristics of the concert environment that affect the concertgoing
experience:
.f
• Amenities such as inviting lobby seating and outdoor seating, an orchestra
bookstore, interesting visual displays, and wann lighting;

• More variety in the kinds of works presented;
• The inclusion of small ensembles and solo performances during the
orchestra concert;
• The acknowledgment of applause whenever it occurs, even if it is at the
"wrong" time;
• Changing the presentation of the musicians, such as a general entrance of
all musicians at the beginning of the concert, and additional opportunities
for the musicians to remain standing to acknowledge applause at the end;
• Some informative comments from the stage or in the program book about
concert behavior, such as applause and coughing;

• Ease of entrance to the hall at concert time, which can be a negative factor
if placement of the box office, for example, crowds together "will call"
and future ticket sale lines with entering patrons;
• Lobby and outside plaza areas, which can be used at least occasionally for
pre-concert activities such as lectures, displays, discussions, and performances, or as places in the hall where the audience can anticipate or
reflect upon the concert over refreshments;
• Other services that can seem important especially when they do not meet
expectations. Convenience and cost of parking; and quality, choice, and
cost of food are just some examples.

6. The larger personal tIIId social context. Finally, orchestras do not
• Shorter, perhaps one-work concerts and concerts with different starting
times to accommodate people with different schedules;'
• Concert-related activities during intermission.

2The illCOlpOl'8tion of visual elementl into orcbealJa concerta necesaarily will vary in diffCl'Cnt martetl. A focus
group study fOl' the Pittlburgh Symphony, for exan1Jle, teVealed that existing audiences considered lIJl orchestra
performance already to be a visual experience, but they "liked the idea of the occaaional use of multi-media - utilizing on-stage cameru to relay video images of the conductor lIJld performers to on-stage moniton 01' a projection
screen to the rear of the stage." PiUsb1lTg1t Sympltorry Maruling cI: Promolioll.r SIllily, Tripp, Umbach &; Associatea, August, 1991.
3The New Y<d Pbilharmonic offers two aeries of hour-long concerta: The Rush Hour Series includes three c0ncerts from 6:4S to 7:4S p.rn. on weeknightl that feature infmnal commentary from the podium lIJld a post-concert
reception at which audience members are invited to meet members of the orcheslra. Casual Saturdays are three
one-hour matinees followed by informal diacuasions with members of the orcheslra.

exist in a vacuum - they perfonn for audiences whose members live in communities. Orchestras can relate more actively to different elements in the community
to attract new audiences, and those new audiences will themselves enrich the concertgoing experience in unique and perhaps unexpected ways. In order to build
such new sustaining relationships, as well as to continue to attract existing
patrons, orchestras may want to consider:
(a) Reflecting community composition and concerns. As discussed in
Chapter Two, many cities in the United States are experiencing rapid demographic change, developing an increasingly diverse mix of ethnic, racial, and linguistic
populations. This rich cultural blend is often visible on the streets, in the schools,
in the restaurants, in the foods offered in grocery stores, in a proliferation of community newspapers in different languages, and in a variety of artistic events and
organizations reflecting different cultural traditions. In many orchestras, however, there is little sign of these changes, and most orchestras today do not reflect
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the racial and cultural diversity of their communities either on the stage or in the
audience. In not reaching out to the full range of cultural traditions in the community through repertoire, programming, and hiring practices, orchestras can circumscribe their potential role in the community, and limit their possible audience
and pool of supporters to a smaller percentage of the population.
(b) Community collaborations and programming outreach. Many
orchestras are among the oldest and most established arts organizations in their
communities, but these communities may contain many other artistic resources as
well, including individual artists of all kinds, professional and community choral
groups, community arts centers, dance groups, and more. Creative collaborations
with such groups can include:
• An orchestra-sponsored chamber music program that takes chamber
music out into the community, reaches new audiences, and involves the
orchestra musicians with students;

VARYING 11IB OONCBRTGOING EXPBRIBNCE

• Making programming more accessible by focusing on the pre-concert
experience particularly, experimenting with different mixtures of activities, including music, lectures, and refreshments;
• Providing options for a variety of concertgoers to become involved with
the orchestra, given the commitments of time,tnoney, and energy that
they are prepared to make;
• Challenging the schism between popular music and art music in repertoire;
• Encouraging personal contact between current orchestra subscribers and
potential audience members;
• Making it possible for potential audience members to sample by telephone
the works to be perfonned;
• Providing childcare during concerts;

• Developing relationships with other musical and cultural organizations,
leading ideally to new collaborations that change the concertgoing experience;

• Training all personnel who deal with the public, such as box office staff,
to provide a high level of friendly, efficient, and informed customer service.

• Developing concerts in collaboration with community artistic leaders such
as choir directors and teachers, who share in programming decisions;
A Design for Change
• Staging a day of music-making involving every music organization in the
community and encouraging amateur performance;
• Presenting occasional "no admission fee" public concerts as a community
service and to raise the orchestra's profile.
(c) Making the concertgoing experience more accessible to a broader
public. Potential and new audience members can find the orchestra a somewhat
intimidating and not very welcoming institution. In addition to all of the suggestions already offered, other techniques could encourage people to choose an
orchestra concert as a way to spend time and money. Possibilities include:
• Redesigning the concert season in order to create more points of entry into
the concert experience, such as lecture concerts, community concerts,
chamber concerts, and other variations on the traditional format;
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These factors represent a substantial number of changes to consider and
possible approaches to take. What might one orchestra look like that has as its
overriding purpose the creation of a completely "user-friendly" concert experience?
The Task Force offers a design that attempts to answer this question. As
elsewhere in this report, the design is not presented as a prescription, but rather as
an impetus to discussion about the nature of changes necessary to vary the concertgoing experience successfully. This imaginary orchestra is relatively new
and is unencumbered by history and tradition. It directs all of its energies to creating the greatest "performance impact" for its audiences.

I. Mission statement The orchestra's mission statement concentrates on
four points: (a) the essential goal of artistic excellence, but with an unconventional programming mix, including an increased commitment to American music,
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music of our time, and other diverse repertoire; (b) a strong statement about the
role of the orchestra in the larger community, including a commitment to an
active program of community involvement; (c) the dedication of the orchestra to
presenting the repertoire as a living art form to the broadest possible audience;
and (d) a view of the orchestra as a tool for lifelong education.

work without orchestra in the middle of an orchestra program. Not only does
such programming provide a change of pace for the audience and an opportunity
for a soloist, but it also allows the orchestra additional time during rehearsal for
preparation of new and challenging repertoire. New and unfamiliar works are not
relegated to the beginning of the program, but are integrated throughout the concert evening.
.1
In general, the pattern of three-work concerts is broken and the canon of
works is significantly expanded. The orchestra explores cross-cultural collaborations involving theater, dance, and musical artists from a variety of cultural traditions. A feature of the most recent season, for example, was an appearance of
Japanese Kodo drummers with the orchestra.
Recognizing the irony that jazz is considered by many to be the foremost
expression of American music, but that many American orchestras never program
or commission the work of jazz composers, the orchestra begins to commission
works by contemporary jazz composers, as well as performing jazz-inspired
works from previous eras. Works such as Milhaud's The Creation of the World,
Ellington's Harlem, Stravinsky's Ebony Concerto, and excerpts from Gershwin's
Porgy and Bess appear on programs.

2. Governance and leadership. The nominating committee of this
orchestra's governing board actively recruits new members who reflect the
diverse demographics of the community while exhibiting the essential criteria for
election to an orchestra board: the love of orchestral music and commitment and
ability to work for the organization that provides it. The board seeks potential
sources of effective leadership by tapping diverse communities-geographic, cultural, racial. The nominating committee searches for successful business people,
effective entrepreneurs, and skilled professionals, including educators and artists,
who can bring wisdom and resources to the organization. This new, diverse
board is convinced of its stake---economic, personal, political, social-in the
orchestra's success and becomes a group of deeply involved and effective leaders.
Deciding also that the organization would benefit from direct participation
by musicians in decision making, the board includes orchestra musicians, some
elected by the musicians and others nominated by the nominating committee. In
addition to representation on the board, the musicians have a role in program
planning and in marketing. Musicians are also on the search committee for the
music director. Recognizing that artistic leadership is key to the orchestra's success, this committee seeks a music director with a commitment to the highest
standards of artistic quality who is capable of instilling a sense of musical excitement in the orchestra. The music director is also expected to communicate the
orchestra's philosophy both through the programming and as the orchestra's principal spokesperson in the community.
3. Programming and the concert experience. The orchestra pursues new
approaches to programming and presentation with the assistance of an advisory
committee composed of volunteer leaders, musicians, management, and staff
from within the institution and representatives from the community at large.

(b) Guest artists. The orchestra presents internationally known soloists,
but also places an emphasis on appearances of talented young artists. The orchestra includes its own musicians as soloists, as well as other outstanding musicians
from the community.
In engaging guest soloists, the orchestra looks for excellent artists who are
also willing to participate in residency activities during their stay with the orchestra. Guest artists visit and perfonn in schools and other community locations,
conduct seminars and master classes, and participate in special events for orchestra subscribers. The performances themselves often deviate from traditional concert formats. An enthusiastic audience response often leads to an unscheduled
encore in the middle of the program.
Presentation of guest artists is coupled with special efforts to personalize
their image with the audience, using such tools as articles in the program book,
pre-concert interviews, appropriate remarks from the stage, and post-concert
"talk-back" sessions.

(a) Repertoire. The music director works with the advisory committee to
put together a repertoire that is varied and eclectic, that juxtaposes various musical eras and styles: old and new, long and short, large orchestra with small ensemble, and unusual combinations of instruments. The orchestra mixes
presentational formats within concerts. For example, soloists sometimes play a
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(c) Incorporating elements of pop culture into some concerts. The
orchestra programs a series that includes elements of pop culture yet still respects
the orchestra's artistic mission and integrity. The series tries different strategies,
including:
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• Utilizing film in concerts, either by presenting silent films with appropriate live orchestra accompaniment, or by relating film and repertoire,
showing a film one night and staging a concert the next, or combining
fJ..1m and music in one evening;
• Experimenting with puppets in programming, beyond the typical use in
children's concerts. Indonesian shadow puppets and sophisticated marionette presentations captivate adult audiences as well;
• Incorporating a visual component, using projections on scrims or screens,
produced in collaboration with photographers, videographers, or other
visual artists;
• Presenting an interactive concert that gives audience members the opportunity to influence the direction of the concert and sound of the music.
The orchestra engages interactive theater artists and electronic composers
to collaborate in this effort;
• Inviting pop artists to participate in orchestra programs through commissions and performances of existing "crossover" works, and working with
such artists as John McGlaughlin, Laurie Anderson, Bobby McFerrin, Pat
Metheny, David Byrne, and Frank Zappa.
(d) Concert presentation. The orchestra stresses variety in concert formats, programming shorter concerts, multi-media programs, lecture concerts,
open rehearsals with lectures, and other less traditional approaches. Each concert
is designed as an integrated event of music and information, with the exact format
depending on the music, the participating musicians, and the expected audience at
the concert.
Verbal communication is stressed throughout the concert experience.4 In
the most effective of these concerts, this communication is accomplished by a
conductor or member of the orchestra who can integrate lectures with music making' who has a penchant for the unconventional, both in repertoire and stage presence, and who has the support of fellow musicians. The repertoire includes both
standard and lesser-known works, offering material of interest to a broad range of
audience members.
The orchestra makes the most of its core asset - the musicians - by featuring them in concerts, personalizing their image with the audience, and utilizing
the media to promote them both individually and collectively. Pre- and post-con-
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cert activities utilize musicians from the orchestra to
perform ensemble pieces related to the concert program, accompanied by engaging speakers who talk
about the works.
Starting times are planned to meet the needs
of the audience: the orchestra plans a new matinee
series and an early Tuesday night series. Childcare
options are provided for selected weekend afternoons and early evening concerts at a licensed childcare facility near the concert hall. Concerts at
community venues also feature flexible starting
times and availability of childcare.

(e) The visual element. The orchestra works
to alter the visual image presented by the orchestra.
It has engaged professional lighting and stage
designers to show the orchestra at its best, and has
introduced color into the dress of the musicians. The
orchestra experiments with video presentations in the
hall during concerts, including the use of largescreen monitors that display close-up views of musicians.

"In my generation, the younger
generation of con..,ductors, speaking
to the audience is a
significant part of
what interests us."
- Steven Martyn ZiJce,
Music Director, Symphony ofthe Shores

(0 The concert venue environment. The
orchestra's home concert hall is a comfortable, moderate-sized, and acoustically excellent auditorium. A
contemporary visual artist is commissioned each

'Such concerts as the Milwaukee Symphony's Classical COllversalioflS, the San Diego Symphony's Classical Hw,
the Kansas City Symphony's SympMIIJ 101 <r other similar efforts by orchestras around the nation are distinguished by their use of verbal communication from the stage in cmtbination with the music.
Through Classical COllversalioflS, the Milwaukee Symphony Orcheslra promotes a relaxed, informal
atmosphere in which musical excerpts are performed by the Orchestlll to punctuate commencary by associate <:00ductor Neal Gittleman. The COfIVersalWru culminate in an unintarupted perf(XOl8DCC of the work being examined.
San Diego's Classical Hits are full-length evening concerts targeted to high school and college students.
The concerts are preceded by a lecture <r inten'iew featuring one of the archestlll's musicians. Conductcr Mmry
Sidlin namtes throughout the program.
In the SymplwllJ 101 series, the Kansas City Symphony combines four concerts from its main subscription series with four concert previews held the Wednesday before the concert, led by Music Director William
McGlaughlin, guest artists, and Symphony musicians. Subsaibers receive a study guide including guest artist
biographies and program notes. Kansas City alao holds discussion programs peceding subsaiplion concerts that
include contemporary music. The discussions are led by the composer or by a classical music expert from the
Kansas City area.
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year to "dress" the hall; this project is coupled with a public relations effort that
generates some controversy, attention, and press coverage, and spurs an increase
in visitors to the hall. These visitors fmd plenty of opportunities for social interaction. The hall becomes a place that people want to visit whether they are
attending a concert or not. Places to sit, food and beverage service, and art displays all contribute to the ambience. Food services at the concert hall are of high
quality and tied in with the total concert experience, with some evenings featuring a multisensory experience through matching music and food from the same
country.5
Part of the lobby has been turned into a display area for the work of local
visual-artists. A video area is set up to show material related to upcoming concerts, including information about the composers and their works, and a1x>ut
guest artists and orchestra musicians. The video area is used. after concerts as
well to extend the concert experience with additional information programming.
A "public green room" is established where audience members meet the musicians before or after the concert or during intennission. The room is also used. as
a "talk-back" area after the concert for musicians, orchestra staff, and management to hear audience comments and answer questions.

using various church and community choirs' along
with the professional orchestra chorus.
Many orchestra concerts occur outside of the
concert hall, as well, in venues that include schools,
colleges, neighborhood centers, and museums.
Orchestra size and repertoire for these concerts
depend on the size and acoustical capabilities of the
venue and the expected audience. Concerts in community venues are followed by a reception organized
by the groups involved, welcoming the musicians to
their community. Pre-eoncert activities are designed
to make the concert an appreciated and attractive
community event. Such community concerts have a
low admission price, or even no admission price
where appropriate. Funds to underwrite the concerts
are sought from community-oriented foundations
and corporations that are not likely to support general orchestra operations.

4. Community involvement. A policy of open communications and

5. AudUnce development Public relations,

active involvement governs the orchestra's relationships with the audience and
the larger community. The orchestra holds periodic community meetings involving the music director, executive director, and other senior orchestra staff', together with church, arts, education, and government leaders. The purpose of these
meetings is to improve existing relationships and establish new ones, as well as to
initiate discussion of specific programming plans to implement with the community. These projects include rehearsals and performances with church choirs;
involvement of the music director in the music making of community ensembles;
performances of choral works featuring soloists from the community performing
with the orchestra chorus; formation of an all-city choir featured in concerts; presentations by small groups of musicians in schools, community centers, prisons,
and senior centers; and projects that involve students as volunteers and interns,
giving them opportunities to participate in the process of concert production.
An annual "mega-concert" in the concert hall heralds the opening of the
orchestra's winter season, with repertoire chosen to allow for the inclusion of
community members - a performance for example, of a major choral work

marketing, and audience development are a major
focus of the organization. The orchestra staff
includes a director of customer services who concentrates on the external constituencies of the orchestra
and coordinates marketing, audience development,
and 1x>x office functions. Every planned activity of
the orchestra is accompanied by a clear, written audience development component. A number of successful strategies have emerged:

SMany orchestra halls have exclusive agreements with a food service operakr who can be asked to offCl' special
foods and beveuges for specific concerts.
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"The focus
should be on the
quality of performance in service to
,the cultural life of
the community,
rather than programming by the
numbers."

, f

•

-Dou.glas Kinzey,

Director ofMarlcetmg, Dallas Symphony

Association

(a) Opportunities are available before and after
the concert, and during intermission, for the
audience to talk with musicians and orchestra
staff. Board members are present at each concert to greet audience members; all wear identifying pins so that orchestra patrons know who
they are. They often engage audience members
in substantive conversations a1x>ut the program
and the orchestra in general.
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(b) Orchestra staff, management, musicians, and governance and direct-service volunteers are all eligible to participate in an orchestra speakers bureau.
Participants are trained to go out in the community and speak to community
groups and students about the orchestra and their own involvement in it. In
this way, the orchestra is able to fulfill easily and at minimal cost the many
requests for guest speakers received from the community.
(c) The orchestra presents a chamber series. The series contributes to the
perceived value of a subscription (it is offered as a specially-priced bonus to
subscribers), the variety of orchestra offerings, and ultimately the bottom
line of the operation. It includes solo artists and ensembles, with a focus on
emerging artists. The events help build relationships between the orchestra
and the community by engaging some local musicians, making it possible
for various community constituencies to attend concerts in the series at
reduced cost, holding the concerts in neighborhood locations, and planning
residency activities in association with the series (such as public lectures,
seminars, and career discussions for young people).
(d) Five members of the orchestra perfonn in a jazz ensemble. These individuals are presented in concerts throughout the community. In addition to
providing high-quality, accessible music to new audiences, the programs
undo the perception held by some that orchestra musicians are overly serious
and inaccessible artists.

VARYING TIlE CONCERTGOING EXPERIENCE

(i) The board holds quarterly breakfast meetings with invited community
members and leaders to solicit their responses to orchestra policies and programs and to hear their suggestions for improvements and changes.
(j) The orchestra holds an annual open house to present the orchestra's philosophy and plans, and to stimulate new ideas and . suggestions.
These open
f
houses are attractive social occasions as well.
(k) Each year, the orchestra makes an effort to acquire underwriting for at
least one "no admission charged" concert designed to .attract fIrSt-time classical music concertgoers in underserved communities.
(1) The public relations staff routinely targets alternative media opportunities
for advertising and story placement. They work with ethnic and foreign language newspapers and radio stations, community newspapers, corporate
newsletters, student groups, homeowners associations and neighborhood
newsletters, and publications of community centers and religious institutions.

(m) The orchestra has instituted a series of dinners with the musicians as
part of some subscription packages, enabling· small groups of orchestra
patrons to dine with the conductor, orchestra musicians, and/or guest artists.

6. Research. The research efforts of the orchestra encompass the ticket(e) The marketing department has constructed a standard display that it takes
to malls and community fairs to publicize the orchestra. The display
includes visual and audio components and usually is accompanied by an
orchestra musician, as well as a staff member.
(0 Coupons are distributed to subscribers and ticket holders to enable them
to bring a friend to a concert at no charge.

(g) The orchestra has instituted a program of ongoing communication with
orchestra patrons that goes beyond requests for subscription renewal and the
annual fund campaign. Using print and electronic media, as well as direct
mail, the orchestra provides patrons with infonnation about the music, the
composers, and the musicians.

buying public, special constituencies, and the larger community. Research is
organized to support the orchestra's programming, community outreach, and
audience development efforts, providing infonnation not just about ticket-buying
habits, but about such things as the strategic position of the orchestra within the
local and regional entertainment sector. When looking at special constituencies,
such as younger audiences, two-career families, and ethnic minorities, the orchestra examines what they do in their leisure time, the patterns of their daily schedules, and what they might look for in an orchestra concert. The results of
research are used to infonn the programming process, concert scheduling, ticket
pricing, and venue selection in order to match the orchestra's products with identified audiences. In addition, the orchestra contributes information to city economic development authorities in their bids to attract new business.

(h) The orchestra holds frequent open rehearsals free of charge to the community.
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An Evening at the Concert Hall

Instructions to Ourselves

The concerts presented by this orchestra look and sound very different
from the traditional concert described in the beginning of this chapter. The oboe
still plays an A, but there the similarity ends. Some of the audience arrives early,
directly from work, to attend a pre-concert lobby "picnic." Inexpensive boxed
dinners are available; informal, patio-style tables are set up; and an early music
ensemble plays. The concert begins at 7:30 p.m.: the conductor enters, but does
not tum his back on the audience. Rather he begins by talking engagingly about
the concert program. In his talk, he refers to the discussion he had that afternoon
about the concert with a group of high school students on the local public radio
station. Several musicians then come forward from the orchestra to demonstrate
the core musical ideas of the first work. Before the second work, which is two
movements from a symphony-in-progress by a locally-based composer, the composer comes on stage to talk about the impetus and ideas behind the composition.
The orchestra plays several alternative openings to the piece, and the composer
explains the artistic process of shaping the opening passage. This presentation
has been carefully scripted and rehearsed, yet projects an informal as well as
informative ambience.
During intermission, the composer is available in a "talk-back" area
where she solicits the reactions of audience members. Also during intermission,
the orchestra's volunteer association hosts a special reception to welcome friends
and family of local choir members who have been invited to sing with the orchestra in the post-intermission part of the program, which includes Michael Colgrass's The Earth Is a Baked Apple. During this work, video monitors project the
text, as well as related video images commissioned by the orchestra from a wellknown local artist.
In the final work of the program, Ravel's Bolero, included as a virtuostic
tour de force for the orchestra members, the monitors show close-up images of
the musicians as they play. After the concert, some audience members leave
quickly to pick up their children from the orchestra's cooperating childcare facility. The hall's late-night lobby cafe is open to serve other patrons who wish to
linger over some light meals and desserts. Orchestra board members, staff, and
musicians are present and mingle with the audience members to talk about the
orchestra and the performance. In the auditorium, the community choir members,
their friends, and families have all gathered on and around the stage to talk informally with a group of musicians, staff, and members of the board. The evening
breaks up slowly as audience members and concert participants savor the ambience of music, creativity, and community that permeated the concert.

This chapter has shown that "varying the concertgoing experience" clearly is not a matter of tinkering with a program or two, but rather implies extensive
change throughout the orchestra.
The exact details of those changes will vary m:np orchestra to orchestra.
The Task Force proposes, however, that a few guidelines may help American
orchestras to vary and revitalize concertgoing experiences in their communities.
Note that the first four "instructions" draw from other chapters in this report,
demonstrating once again the interrelatedness of all the issues we are considering:
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1. Increase diversity in orchestra personnel and board membership to reflect
more faithfully the local community. Put this diversity to work in guiding the
content and format of orchestra performances (Chapter Two).
2. Initiate greater musician involvement in orchestra governance and decision
making. Work with musicians from the beginning in re-evaluating the orchestra's
concert practices. Build a consensus for change that allows for necessary adjustments in contractual arrangements in order to implement new modes of concert
presentation (Chapter Three).
3. Expand the repertoire, emphasizing high artistic standards, increasing the presentation of American music, music of our time, music from a variety of cultural
roots, music by "crossover" artists, and rarely performed works (Chapter One).
4. Emphasize that the music director is a creative leader who inspires the orchestra's musicians, can guide a process of change, and can be a positive force in the
community (Chapter Seven).
5. Establish a dialogue between the orchestra and the audience, to draw the audience out of a passive mode of receiving music, to include information in orchestra presentations, to solicit audience reaction to and even participation in the
performance and choice of repertoire, and to create a welcoming atmosphere for
concertgoers.
6. Be willing to experiment with a variety of presentation formats before, during,
and after the concert; acknowledge the importance of the visual component in
concert presentations, as well as the use of verbal communication; try collaborative efforts with other art forms, interactive audience projects, the use and adapta-
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tion of technology, and other departures from business as usual.

Varying the Concertgoing Experience: Some Questions to Consider

7. Pay attention to the environment in which the concert takes place, and through
which the concertgoer travels to and from the concert. Consider arrangements
and amenities that make it easier and more pleasant to attend concerts, such as
childcare, food service, and concert timing.

1. Does your orchestra have ways to gather reliable information on PeOple's use

8. Ensure that the performance venue provides the appropriate acoustical
enhancement for the orchestra. No amount of improvement in other areas can
compensate for inferior sound.

Looking Ahead
These "instructions" represent only a starting point for orchestras as they
consider how to "vary the concertgoing exPerience." Implementing the necessary
changes may take years; there will be difficulties, arguments, and setbacks. The
process will reinvent itself as new opportunities for change arise, and the orchestra's awareness and dedication to its concert presentation and style is strengthened. The goal is worth the effort: a revitalized and healthy orchestra with many
years of exuberant music making ahead.

of leisure time, their entertainment interests, and their response to new orchestra
initiatives?
.f

2. What approaches have been developed to involve all orchestra participants in
planning for new presentational formats, repertoire, and audience amenities?
3. Is there consensus in the orchestra about what is meant by offering a "quality
experience?" Does that consensus reflect community perceptions and needs?
Have these needs been translated into specific new initiatives and approaches to
programming and concerts?
4. How does the choice of repertoire together with the format, length, and scheduling of concerts and the selection of guest artists contribute to making the concert exPerience offered interesting and exciting to a broad public?
5. Has your orchestra experimented with smaller ensembles and solo performances during some programs? Have you attempted to experiment with the concertgoing experience by collaborating with other art forms, incorporating jazz and
popular music into programs, developing presentations involving film, or other
projects?
6. What specific efforts have been made to incorporate information into concert
presentations, such as comments from the stage?
7. Are lectures, discussions, and program notes designed to interest and inform a
wide range of audience members?
8. Are there opportunities for informal interaction between orchestra players and
other participants on the one hand, and the audience and the community on the
other, both inside and outside the concert hall? Does the music director participate?
9. Is the concert hall a friendly and welcoming place? Does the hall accommO-
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date opportunities for socializing, eating, drinking, and purchasing gifts and
amenities related to music and the orchestra?
10. Has the orchestra analyzed the visual elements of its presentations including
concert auditorium lighting, musicians' attire, displays of visual art in the hall,
and the incorporation of video works into some concert presentations?
11. To what extent do the acoustic proPerties of the hall enhance the enjoyment
of those in the audience and the performance of those on stage?

5. The Orchestra as
Music Educator

THE ISSUE OF THE ORCHESTRA'S ROLE IN MUSIC EDUCATION
goes to the very heart of the orchestra's mission in American musical life and in
the larger society; it encompasses many disparate constituencies in both the musical and educational worlds; and it touches on fundamental issues of orchestra
oPerations. The Task Force looked at the education issue in the context of the
entire orchestra institution. It examined not only how a transformed view of
orchestras' educational role could improve the overall condition of American
orchestras, but also how orchestras might make a more significant contribution to
education in the United States.
The education question brings into sharp focus the extent to which survival of the orchestra as an American institution depends on its successful integration into the larger goals of the community in which it operates. The
orchestra's mission in education starts with the importance of music education
itself - of involving People of all ages in the creativity, accomplishment, enjoyment, and spiritual and intellectual nourishment that music can provide. The
Task Force views a broadly conceived, revitalized educational role as a key ingredient in the transformation of declining or unstable American orchestras, as well
as an imperative for all American orchestras if they are to continue as vital,
flourishing institutional members of American communities.
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"Th·IS d·Iscusslon
·

Definitions and Context

is really about
survival of a sound,
a repertoire, a way
of life, and the continuity of art
music... We should
examine how the
institution of the
orchestra can serve
as a catalyst so that
music and the
music experience
can continue."

The Task Force has identified three types of
educational activities in which orchestras engage:

music education are increasingly unavailable as a part of school programs. General music is offered in only 35 percent of small secondary schools and 20 percent of large secondary schools. The percentage of schools offering instrumental
instruction has shown significant decreases since the early 1960s. 1 And, at the
elementary school level, 55 percent of school districts do not have a full-time
music specialist on staff. 2
1
Community schools of music are working hard to fill some of the unmet
need for music education. According to a survey conducted by the National
Guild of Community Schools of the Arts, the involvement of community schools
in public school music has increased substantially. Yet, the Guild's report on the
survey points out that community schools are far from complete substitutes for
school-based music education:

- Donald Thulean. Vice
President. Orchestra
Services, American
Symphony Orchestra
League

• School-related education programs for
youngsters from pre-school age through high
school;
• Community-based education for a broad
audience of all ages;
• Professional training.
It should be made clear from the beginning
that the purpose of music education, as the Task
Force sees it, is not "audience development" defined
narrowly as the propagation of ticket buyers. Such a
narrow purpose can only lead to a narrow view of
success and failure. It may often be worthwhile to
engage in educational programming that is not aimed
primarily at increasing ticket sales either in the short
or long term. However, audience development,
viewed as building a larger group of individuals who
are receptive to the orchestra's mission and product,
is a desirable outcome of an orchestra's educational
program. This definition implies that the orchestra
judges the efficacy of its education efforts in relation
to: 1) a broader understanding of and interest in
music throughout the community; 2) the extent and
nature of the orchestra's community relationships;
and 3) participation in music by individuals at all
skill levels, of all ages, and in a variety of settings.
The turmoil in American education and the
severe financial strictures being felt in school districts throughout the country are reflected in a dismaying turn away from music education programs in
the schools. School-based music education is a field
in decline: both instrumental instruction and general

"Despite the trend toward greater involvement, the Directors of community schools ... argue that the opportunities ... are best conceived as complementary to the traditional classroom arts education, not as a chance to
supplant it; the teaching strengths of community schools lie in specialist,
small group or one-on-one practical instruction, not so much in providing a
broad contextual experience of the arts. As a result, even those community

1FCC' example, the percentage of elementary schools offering string instruction decreased 40 percent in the period
from 1962 to 1989, while piano instruction declined 77 percent. Statistics on the decline of music education come
from Charles Leonhard, TM StatlU ofArts EdMt:atioll ill AmericQII Schools, The University of Dlinois, ~gn.
Urbana. 1991, p. 175. Leonhard also found significant declines in junior high/middle schools offering general
music, orchestJa, and music appreciation (e.g., while almast 70 pen:ent of junior high schools offeml orchestra in
1962, in 1989 only 17 peroent did).
The Novembcz 1992 issue of TM MlUic EdMcators JollTNll (p. 19) offen the following infomatiOll:
"Music-related purchases account for about a third less of Americans' spending than they did ten years ago.
according to MlUic USA 1992 published by the American Music Conference (AMC)....Musical sales accounted fCC'
0.087 percent ofpenonal oonswnption in 1991, oompared to 0.128 pen:ent in 1981, a 32 percent decreue•••• Nwnben! of woodwind and brass instruments decreased 18 and 24 peroent respectively, and unfretted stringed instruments held steady....The decrease, in some part, reflects the decline in the number of students taking up music,
according to Karl Bruhn, executive director of AMC."
A further indication of diminishing interest in music education are statistics that show a steadily decreasing numbcz of bechelor degreell awarded in the field. In 1983/84.4.4 pen:ent of all bechelor degrees awarded in
the United States were in music education. By 1987/88 that figure had decreased to 3.1 percent. Daniel V. Steinel,
Data 011 M lUic Ed1IcatiOft, Music Educators National Conference, 1990.
2As cill:d in Growillg Up Compku, Music Educators National Conference, 1991, p. 12.
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schools who may in some respects have benefited from the erosion of the
arts in public education lament the situation and confirm that their own
schools function best in School Districts that are strong in the arts."3
Throughout the orchestra field, great variation exists in the extent to
which orchestras are fulfJ1ling a role as music educators through programs in the
schools or the community. The extent to which orchestras engage in professional
training is also variable (what Chapter Two refers to as "development of the talent
pool"). Many orchestra musicians are teachers, and some orchestras have welldeveloped high-level professional training programs." Yet, many orchestras do
not take on the training role in a continuing, committed fashion. For example,
youth orchestras are a common model of professional training for students from
the very young to the pre-professional level, and the American Symphony
Orchestra League counts 174 members of its Youth Orchestra Division. However, in recent surveys of the League's member youth orchestras, only about 25 percent of the orchestras responding said that they were sponsored by or affiliated
with adult professional orchestras.
Recognizing the precarious condition of music education, and the orchestra field's potential effectiveness in building a love for music and music literacy
among students and adults in American communities, the Task Force urges
orchestras to consider:

A broadly conceiJ1ed educati01Ull role, riewed as a J1ittd part of the "new
American orchestra" - indeed, as a central opportunity for creating the
American orchestra ofthe 21stCenlury.
The chapter will look more deeply at the current role of music education
in orchestra missions, examine the challenges facing orchestras in utilizing the
full potential of their educational character, and outline the many assets orches-

3The survey definel community schools of the arts as "specialist. private, nOil-degnle granting sclIool[s), offering
systematic and sequential instruction by qualified faculty in one <r more arts disciplinel including music, dance,
drama, a'CaIive writing, and the visual arts. The instrucdon is primarily skills based but can include the histcxy and
theory of each medium" In 1985186, 18 community music schools reported reaching 9,671 children through public
school pograms. By 1989190 this figure had grown to 30,718 children reached by 36 cormnunity music schools.
See Richard Evans and Howard Klein, Too /1iITiluic For RDiOW1i, a study of the members of the National Guild of
Community Schools oflhe Arts, The Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund, New YOlk. 1991, p. 34.
"The Bostoo Symphony Orchestla spoos<n the Tanglewood Music Cen1ler FeJIowship Program for coIlege-age and
young professional musicians, the Boston University Tanglewood Institute f<r talenled high sclIod students, and
the Tanglewood FeJIows in conducting and COiJ1'OSition. Students study and perform with BSO musicians and
other distinguished faculty.
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tras bring to this challenge. It will then go on to describe specific actions that
orchestras and music educators may take together to make orchestras effective
and influential music educators.

Current Conditions
Although educational programs are widespread, the educational function
of the orchestra, with a few exceptions, is clearly relegated to a secondary role
within the institution. In most orchestras, schedules concentrate on core subscription concerts that are not conceived within an educational framework, with all
other concerts, including education concerts, treated as adjunct activities. The
volunteers, the musicians, and the staff tend to view education as essentially separate from, and secondary to, the orchestra's primary artistic mission. The very
conception of an orchestra "service" into which education activities are commonly made to fit is based on the format of the traditional subscription concert, not on
the varying needs of effective educational presentations.
This "secondariness" is manifested also by the low priority given to education in setting orchestra schedules; the degree of attention paid to education
programs by the staff, musicians, and board; and the fact that many of these programs are inconsistent with current theory and practice in the education field.
The attitude is reflected generally in budgets and staffing, as well as in the repertoire, rehearsal time, and level of professionalism associated with the much-derided "kiddie concert."
Similar attitudes and assumptions extend beyond the orchestra. Conservatories and music schools train orchestral musicians to a very high performance
level, but provide them with little or no training or experience that would prepare
them for an educational role. In fact, by neglecting the performer's need for basic
presentation skills and educational expertise, music schools severely handicap
their graduates' effectiveness in the world of professional music.
At the same time, it is clear that individual orchestra musicians have a
great deal to offer as music educators, both by precept and example. Typically,
some of the most outstanding instrumental teachers in the community are also
members of the orchestra. In performing together, orchestra musicians set a
remarkable example of expert teamwork in action - an example that deserves to
be valued and promoted. Student musicians at all levels, who often feel isolated
from their peers, need such encouragement and validation from older musicians
who have achieved a high level of professionalism.
Conductors, staff planners, and others involved with educational program-
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ming need to examine their assumptions about how to deliver education
concerts.' Although orchestra education programs are generally presented with
the best of intentions, too often the educational approach is fundamentally inconsistent with what is known about the learning process. Either it is assumed that
the listener knows more than is actually the case, or faith is placed in the power
of music itself to overcome any barriers to hearing, understanding, and appreciation. In fact, insufficient attention paid to presentation techniques, choice of
repertoire, sequence of activities, and the relevance of the experience to the life of
the listener can prevent the concert from having any significant impact on audiences. Recent studies of human development and learning can infonn orchestra
planners and perfonners, helping them to understand better the experience level
and perceptive qualities of the audiences for which education concerts are
designed.1i
And simply focusing on the education concert is not enough. Education is
a process, not an event. The single concert "event" that has characterized the
educational programs of so many orchestras only has relevance if it is connected
with other activities that enhance its meaning. Orchestra collaborations with public and private schools, community music schools, museums, private music teachers, and other performing arts organizations are essential to producing effective
educational programs. Committed, informed, and creative collaborations will
challenge traditional approaches to music education. Success may depend on
orchestras' ability and willingness to evaluate their educational programming in
light of new information, and to innovate in response to the needs and opportunities presented by their communities.

SThe YOWlg Audiences Arts-In-Education Institute is a national prognun devoted exclusively to arIs-in-education
training for artists and educatorll, including a focus on classical music. During the five-day summer Institute session, participants aI1end workshops on learning theory and demonstrations of effective presentation slcills, discuss
child development issues, and explOl'C application of new technologies. Participants are grouped in interdisciplin8l)' teams to develop programs that are tested with an audience of children at the end of the session.
6Work at "Project Zero" of the Harvard Graduate School of Education has advanced learning theory in ways that
are particularly useful to music educators. Multiple Intelligence Theory defines intelligence as the ability to solve
problems and to make things in a cultural setting with cultural support, and divides intelligence into six categories:
linguistic, music, math and logical thinking, self, kinesthetic, and spatial. Most adults are a mixtule of intelligences; a IUIIIOW view of music that focuses solely in the music realm - addressing only listening skills and musical concepts - misses the connections, for ex8Jt1)le, with kinesthetic approaches, and the importance of the self.
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The Orchestra's Assets

"Above all, we

Orchestras come to an enhanced educational
role with a considerable list of assets and advantages, although some have not been realized. All
these strengths need to be brought to bear in meeting
the challenge of making the orchestra an effective
music educator.

need to think
broadly about what
the orchestral organization as a whole
can bring to education."

The institution ofthe orchestra. The orchestra as an institution can play positive educational
roles in the community. Many people already view a
viable symphony orchestra as a significant community and educational asset, a contributor to the local
economy and cultural life, and an enticement to business and individuals to locate in that town or city.
These positive aspects of the orchestra's community
standing suggest that the orchestra can successfully
expand its role by bringing its own institutional
assets to bear in addressing community educational
needs. For example, the orchestra is a possible professional training resource for teachers and a potentially powerful advocate for music education among
school administrators, school board members, and
parents. It has the musical resources to serve as a
center for ongoing community education in music; it
is a natural venue through which to pursue professional training initiatives. In an even broader sense,
the orchestra can be seen as an institutional as well
as a musical model, as an archetype for teamwork as
well as for continuous participation by citizens in a
cultural life.

f

- Lyle Davidson, Project Zero, Harvard
University

Musicians. Performing musicians and composers could well be the most significant educational
asset available to the orchestra field as individual
artists, teachers, role models, and mentors. They can
be the means by which the orchestra reaches out to a
broad range of constituencies with information,
instruction, entertainment, guidance, and messages
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"0rchestras are
a great, safe place
to fail; they are
really a resource
for the practice of
failure and success.
Every live performance is a human,
risk-taking endeavor."
- Libby Larsen.

Composer

of cultural inclusiveness and positive social behavior. They can teach, play, and coach music; they can
talk about music and about their lives, familiarizing
people with musical life, and communicating a positive message about musicians, the orchestra, and the
arts in general.

Management and staff. Administrative personnel, especially those whose positions emphasize
communication with the world outside the orchestra
(e.g., top management, development personnel, marketing staff), can also be viewed as an educational
asset. They, too, have an educational message to
carry to the community and can serve as role models.
In their role as communicators, they can work particularly well with school and community representatives to facilitate effective dialogue and to plan,
coordinate, and implement new educational initiatives.
The performance process and event. What
orchestras do best - that is, make music - is often
asked of them least in the conventional model of
orchestra as music educator. The power of the
events that an orchestra can stage, the sound that an
orchestra makes, the emotions an orchestra performance can evoke, the barriers of culture and language that can be overcome through the music these assets are not to be underestimated. Inherent in
an orchestral event are meaningful messages about
concentration, problem solving, positive relationships, the ability to communicate, intracultural relationships, and other issues of great relevance to
educators. Not to be forgotten is that the orchestra
performance may be viewed as a form of theater:
these weighty messages can be delivered as entertainment, a change of pace, even fun, though still of
lasting substance.
The muskal repertoire. Without the music,
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of course, there is no education, no message, no entertainment. Ultimately, the
music is the message - it can transmit and reinforce values, good and bad; it can
either enhance or stifle communication; and it has the potential to help people
fonnulate a collective identity and feeling of community, or to augment feelings
of separateness and exclusion. Careful choice of repertoire and perfonning excellence are the best tools the orchestra has to approach history and culture, to give
an outlet to a range of voices, and to inspire the community'S devotion to the
music and the music makers. Such considerations do not always govern repertoire choices in the traditional approach to education programming, where familarity, brevity, simplicity, and ease of performance may be the most common
operative criteria.

Community ties. Although there has been some weakening of the mutual
commitments between orchestras and their communities, as discussed in the
opening Theme, the ingredients for a strong mutual relationship in support of education are still present in considerable variety and quantity. In many towns and
cities, the orchestra is an institution with considerable organizational depth and
stability. Individuals affiliated with orchestras as governance or direct-service
volunteers often have clout in their roles as business people, philanthropists,
activists, and policy makers. This encouraging condition is suggestive of a potentially powerful coalition with school and community-based education colleagues,
which could draw on the resources and participation of other arts organizations as
well, to advocate for education as a whole and for arts education in particular.
Access to funding. A related asset is the orchestra's proven ability to
secure funding from public and private philanthropic sources. Public sector contributions to orchestras have decreased, and competition for both private and public resources has intensified. Yet, the orchestra's community ties, its access to
decision makers, and its fundraising expertise can serve it well as it seeks funding
for new directions in education.
Volunteers. Orchestra volunteers, including board members, volunteer
associations, and other support groups, are a powerful tool for advocacy, funding,
and participation in a redefined educational mission.
Performance venue. The orchestra's perfonnance facility and how it is
used also can playa part in shaping the educational experiences that the orchestra
offers. An expanded view of this facility as an accessible focal point for a range
of musical activity in the community may significantly enhance the orchestra's
community role and importance as an educational institution.
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Mobility. The orchestra is not confined to a single perfonnance venue,
however. With some logistical adjustments, much music can happen almost anywhere. The orchestra, and especially its chamber ensembles, has the ability to
take its musical and educational message out to the public, giving the community
a greater stake in its continued existence and health.

Articulating the Challenges
Clearly, with these assets behind them, orchestras have a great potential to
be effective and influential educators. Indeed, excellent programs in individual
orchestras have been developed, but they have often been vulnerable to inadequate funding or staff changes, or other factors. If the orchestra field as a whole
is to develop education programs that are sustainable and that contribute to the
overall health of the field, fundamental questions of mission become important.
First, what is the mission of music education in society? Second, what kind of
role should the orchestra field assume in music education? And third, what might
orchestra educational programming accomplish? How does the orchestra as
music educator fit into the two streams of educational philosophy - education as
essentially utilitarian and vocationally driven, and education as the ideal way in
which we become citizens together culturally, socially, and politically?
The Task Force does not propose to answer fully these questions in this
report. Rather, it hopes that orchestras will pose such questions, and others, to
spur consideration of their own educational role. However, as the orchestra field
tackles the re-examination of the role of orchestras as music educators, the Task
Force offers the following guides to action.
Break down the dichotomies within repertoire and roles. In thinking
about an orchestra's educational mandate there is a tendency to raise the false
dichotomies and unhelpful choices discussed in the opening Theme. Questions
of repertoire, for example, are often encumbered by excessive discussion about
old vs. new, European vs. American, classical vs. popular, kids' music vs. adult
music. In matters of individuals' roles, we distinguish between professionals and
amateurs, for example, or those who perform vs. those who teach. A different
approach would be to reach beyond the traditional classifications and categories
on which we have relied in the past. As one Issue Forum participant asserted,
"We need to get back to fundamentals - the place and role of music itself in our
lives."
Can we challenge these dichotomies? What if orchestra musicians were
not viewed only secondarily as educators, for example, but had a legitimate edu-
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cational role built into their lives as performers?
How would that shift affect their musical activities,
relationship with the orchestra, and their involvement with the community? What if opportunities
were created to integrate the efforts and activities of
professionals, amateurs, and students? What new
educational situations would be created by such an
effort, and how would the reach and influence of the
orchestra be enhanced? What other such questions
can the orchestra field pose to help imagine new possibilities and to lead to change?
Develop a new vision of the orchestra musician as educator. As implied above, a new concept
of the orchestra's educational role may require
assigning greater value to the musicians' educational
function. Musicians are the primary deliverers of the
orchestra's educational message and program: they
speak the "universal language" of music that can
breach social, political, and economic barriers; they
are impressive role models, living testaments to the
value of hard work and concentration, and to the
rewards of a musical career; their work, at its best,
demonstrates a glorious model of human communication, cooperation, and interaction. Such a vision
of the potential of the orchestra musician as educator
challenges the field to rethink conservatory training,
hiring practices, contract procedures, ongoing development and training of both musicians and managers, and the involvement of musicians in program
conception and implementation.

"B ecause the
.1

enthusiasm of
musicians for
music is conta~
gious, they must
playa role in
designing and planning education programs. Without
their involvement
and commitment,
the results are less
than satisfactory."
-Ruben Gonzalez.
Co-Concertmaster.
Chicago Symphony
Orchestra

Think long-term. Orchestras, like many
other nonprofit organizations, live from crisis to crisis: How can we meet our fundraising target for this
year? Is there a possible new funder for next year's
youth concerts? How are we going to make up for
the deCrease in subscription ticket sales in a faltering
economy? In such an atmosphere, the idea of a reexamination of the fundamental educational mission
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of the orchestra is apt to get lost or seem impractical. The irony is that unless the
challenge is met to think beyond short-tenn crises, the long-tenn outlook for the
orchestra field may be bleak.
Good education programs, in particular, require a long-tenn view: They
frequently have long gestation periods, and the cooperative development of curriculum by the orchestra and schools is often an extended process. Programs outside the formal school system can require even longer development time. Thus,
education is a part of the new American orchestra's strategy for long-tenn survival: significant change rarely happens overnight. It may take several generations of students, teachers, musicians, families, board members, and managers to
establish a truly comprehensive approach to education.

Engage in a national dUzlogue about music edueation thai translates
into local action for cluznge. Education in general, and arts education in particular, is currently the topic of many conferences and conversations.7 Central to the
discussion is the idea that the arts themselves not only provide students with valuable and creative educational experiences, but that the arts can bring a larger set
of benefits to bear on the entire educational system, becoming a tool to transform
educational approaches throughout the curriculum. Useful information and consensus is beginning to emerge, including the articulation of standards for assessing student achievement in the arts and an emerging definition of arts education. I
There is as yet, however, little consensus within the orchestra field regarding the proper educational role of the orchestra in relation to schools, the larger
community, and professional training. The challenge will be to translate the ideas
that emerge from national discussions into local expression. Ultimately, the collective efforts of individual orchestras will determine the extent to which the
orchestra field contributes to a national revitalization of educational excellence.

7 Examples include the America 2000 Arts Education PartneDhip Working Group, convened by the Getty Cenler
for Education in the Arts and the John F. Kennedy Cenler fOl' the ~cnning Arts; in early 1993, the Working
Group IUbmitted to the Secretary of Education Tile Power of.M Am 10 TraM/onrc &bu:aIioft, a report and mcommendationa reguding arts education. Other ex8Jl1)les include development of vduntary national cuniculurn content standards for the arts under the leadership of the Consortium of National Arts Education Associations
(including the Music Educators National Conference which is in charJe of the development of music standards),
the development of student assessment procedures in the arts through the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, and projects of the National Guild of Community Schools of the Arts.
8Tbe definition accepted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress in the Arts includes four components
of an education in the arts. At a mininmm, students should: (1) make and perform art, (2) understand its place in
culture and hiswry, (3) perceive and respond to its qualities, and (4) make judgments about art and understand the
bases upon which those judgments rest
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Work in concert with other fields and constituencies. The orchestra field
cannot hope to succeed in redefining its educational role if it works in isolation
from the schools, families, and community interests that determine educational
priorities, funding, and curricula. The challenge for the orchestra field is to
develop consultative processes within communities that match the assets of the
orchestra with the needs of those communities. SUc~, processes might open up
entirely unexpected avenues for orchestra involvement in education, with contributions from a full range of orchestral personnel, including musicians, management, and staff, as well as board members and other volunteers.
Can orchestras be a platform for teaching music's own special insights
about human life and human institutions, as well as musical concepts and skills?
How can orchestras make a broad range of otherwise routine subjects come to life
for students of all ages? Can orchestras work cooperatively with other arts organizations to make the arts a more integral part of community life and educational
priorities? What partnerships can be established that would give orchestras a significant role in the training of the next generation of musicians?' All of these
questions can inform discussions as orchestras explore the possibilities of collaboration in strengthening their educational role.

Think transformationally. The summation of all of these ideas is the
notion that making the effort to think: in new ways about the orchestra's role in
society may open up an entirely new universe of possibilities. This requires that
every structure upon which an orchestra is built, every assumption about what
orchestras should or should not do is confronted and questioned. How can
orchestras harness their primary activity - making music - to move in the
direction of playing new and unaccustomed roles? What if orchestras redefined
themselves, not as purely musical institutions, but as chiefly educational or social
service endeavors with an artistic mission and a vital community role? What
effect would such a redefinition have on orchestra programs, priorities, and funding? What opportunities would emerge for orchestras to link themselves with
positive community values and outcomes and to channel interest and participation
in music through those new connections? Can an exploration of transformative

9ne.Music Educators National Conference (MENC), in partnership with the National Academy of Recording Arts
.t Sciences, Inc. (NARAS), and the National Association of Music Merchants (NAMM), launched a national advocacy campaign fOl' music education in 1990. The three organizations fonned the National Coalition for Music Education which has begun a grass-roots effm to influence, at the staliC and local levels, decisions about cunicula and
budgets. The Coalition has published Growi"g Up Complete: TM Imperative/or Music EdllCatiofl, and distributed
an Ac.iOfl Ki./or Music EdllCalio,., containing a manual desaibing how to mount a community campaign fOl'music
education, videotape&, and brochures.
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"The day has
passed when the
Junior League can
save a music education program.
Everyone in town
must feel their children will be
deprived if that
program ceases to
exist."
- Geraldine Kidwell,
Music Supervisor,
Amarillo I.SD.

change in the orchestra field fmally focus the attention of educators, school boards, legislators, private
sector funders, and other influential members of the
community on the devastating prospect of a nation
without music education?

Nine Strategies for Advancing the Educational
Mission of Orchestras
How might orchestras begin to reconsider
their roles as educators in the community? Many
strategies will emerge as orchestras contemplate the
field's current practices in education, ponder the
ideas offered above, and harness their assets to focus
on education. The Task Force offers nine strategies,
and challenges the field to think of others:

1. Reconsideration and redefinition of the
orchestra's institutional and educational missions.
The result of an effort to re-examine the orchestra's
educational role in the community might be a new
understanding of the goals of the organization,
reflected formally in a new orchestral mission statement or an addition to the existing mission statement. This statement would describe an educational
mission for the orchestra, and ultimately be reflected
in the reallocation of resources toward programs to
carry out that mission. The emphasis and exact
wording of such a mission statement would differ
from orchestra to orchestra, but the Task Force can
suggest some elements that might be considered.
First, although it is clearly the purpose of this
chapter to elevate the edu~ational mission of the
orchestra, the orchestra's artistic identity and mission
is always the guiding force behind orchestral programs and planning. The fIrSt task for the orchestra
is to express how it regards the role of music itself in
today's world. The musicians, board, staff, man-
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"0

agers, and direct-service volunteers can articulate
most eloquently why they devote themselves to the
rchestras have
orchestra and believe in it. It is the artistic identity
been arrogant in
of the orchestra, after all, that makes the orchestra's
their relationships
potential contribution to the community unique. The
purpose of music education is not simply to develop ., with the schools;
a "taste" for the music, but rather to encourage a love
programming has
for music through exposure, participation, availabilihad nothing to do
ty, and knowledge. It is the strength of that music
and everything it represents that makes the orchestra
with curriculum;
a valued member of the community and participant
we have done
in the educational process.
At the same time, the redefined orchestral
everything except
mission can build on that artistic strength to position
ask educators how
the orchestra as an agent of education, and to join the
to educate."
orchestra's commitment to the acknowledged needs
of the community - e.g., literacy, respect of cultural
diversity, development of leadership skills, anti-drug
-David Ball. Executive
efforts, improved school performance, and social
Director, New Hamp10
shire Symphony
outlets for children and youth.
Orchestra
Finally, the mission can state an explicit link
to professional training activities and reflect an
ongoing commitment to work with the community,
offering a vision of the orchestra as an integral participant in the life of the community - cultural, educational, social, economic, and political.

l~e London Sinfonietta is an example of an orchestra that has redefined its mission and programs with an educational focus while retaining its artistic identity, quality, and reputation as a leader in the performance of CODtempo1'81)' orchestral repertoire. Beginning in 1983, with the appoinbnent of an "Education Organiser," the Sinfonietta
has initiated such programs as: courses for teachers that enable teachers from throughout Europe to work with
artists on cUIIiculum ideas related to Sinfonietla performmces; in-school COlllpOlIition projects that enable students
to compose w<ds that are perf<ll1DCd by the Sinfonietta; projects that involve students in explorations of world
music; the London Sinfonietta Voices as a tool to encourage students and teachen to use the human voice as a
means of composition and personal expression; collaborations with institutions of higher education to provide
coaching in 20th-Century repertoire, composition workshops. and performances by the Sinfonietta of student
~~;.~arious creativ.e and composition pn¥cts in
and w~ in adult education for peoJie with learning
disabilities. The consulemble work that the London Sinfometta does In the schools in the United Kingdom is tied
closely to the U.K.'s National Curriculum in Music.

PJ.OOns:
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"The orchestra in
the role of an educator will embrace
and engage the
community in
developing programs, recognizing
the incorporation
of the rich
resources of its
people and institutions, to act as a
catalyst for growth
in the culture of a
larger
community."
-Sample mission statement drafted by an
Jssue Forum breaJcow
group
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2. Structural tUld organizatio1Ull changes in
thi! orchi!stra, including thi! redefinition of personnel roles. The implementation of extensive changes
in orchestral missions and programs implies adjustments in how the orchestra does its business. These
adjustments may include management and personnel
structure, board organization and committees, use of
volunteers, and musician hiring, contracts, and compensation. Some of the changes could be very difficult to carry out. Again, change happens more
smoothly if it is the result of a consultative, consensus-building process, and if it is allowed to happen
over time, not overnight
The orchestra board may begin by examining
its role, structures, and priorities, establishing an
education committee, if one does not exist already.
If there are no board members with any interest or
expertise in education, then the board may want to
recruit some. To give an education committee real
clout in the governing structure of the orchestra, its
chair might be a prominent community and board
member, and he or she can sit on the board's executive committee. To ensure that the education committee is broadly representative of the orchestra's
operations and interests, participation can be extended to the orchestra's music director, executive director, musicians, composer-in-residence, and volunteer
leadership. The board as a whole can set an example
by committing itself to ongoing music education for
its own members, and to a learning process about
educational and community issues. Board members
may commit themselves as well to additional
fundraising for the orchestra's educational initiatives.
Management and staff changes also may
reflect a reorientation toward education. Job
descriptions of the music director and the executive
director can be changed so that education and training are featured more prominently in their responsibilities. H the orchestra has a director of education,
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including that individual in senior staff ensures their participation in management
decision-making processes affecting the educational mission. If there are no personnel devoted to education, securing such personnel may become a high
fundraising priority. Salaries for education personnel will affect the orchestra's
ability to recruit individuals with competence, knowledge, experience, and training both in music and in the education field, including ~eaching and administrative experience.
New education goals may spark a reevaluation of the role of the music
director. The duties of the music director may shift or expand to include direct
delivery of educational programming, working with students and student ensembles, and active involvement in community issues. Similarly, orchestra management personnel may take on a more direct role in community issues and
relationships.
Perhaps most challenging is the reconstructing of relationships with musicians to allow for a more flexible, expanded role for them in the delivery of educational services. Questions that need to be addressed include:
• Definition of a "service" for educational purposes (i.e., is the current definition of a service broad enough to encompass meaningful educational
activities?);
• Number of services that will be devoted to traditional concert presentations, vs. the number and nature of services that will derive from new educational approaches;
• Using rehearsals for educational purposes;
• Use of audio and video recordings of the orchestra for educational purposes through broadcasting and other means of distribution;
• Training opportunities for musicians;
• Participation by individual musicians in educational and training roles;
• Participation by small ensembles from the orchestra;
• Involvement by musicians in decision-making and evaluation processes;
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• Criteria for hiring musicians, including assessment of interest in and affinity for educational roles.

3. Reordering of budgeting and funding priorities and the reallocation
of resources. The wotk outlined in litis chapter clearly is going to cost money
and staff time. Resources are tight and getting tighter, so most orchestras will not
have extra funds suddenly available for an expanded education effort. Rather, the
funds may come over time from refocused fundraising efforts that flow directly
from board decisions about priorities. These efforts may also benefit from the
consultative processes and new relationships and partnerships described above. It
will assist the orchestra's efforts in the long run if potential funders - both public and private - are involved from the beginning as the orchestra redefines its
mission. Orchestras will discover new funding opportunities if they are attuned
to the needs and philanthropic priorities of foundation and corporate funders that
go beyond the arts, encompassing the educational and social aspects of arts education discussed throughout this chapter.
Funds may also come from the reallocation of existing resources within
the orchestra's budget. The Task Force perceives that current expenditures on
education programs are inadequate to support the kinds of initiatives suggested in
this chapter. One group of Issue Forum participants suggested moving a number
of weeks of orchestra services from the subscription concert series and devoting it
to a newly enhanced education operation ,11 making the argument that a temporary
loss in revenue would need to be dealt with by the orchestra board in the short
term, but that the long-tenn outcome might be increased revenue from a broader
range of philanthropic and public-sector sources.
Partnerships with community constituents may lead to funding of education programs from philanthropic sources. It would be a mistake, however, to
claim naively that an orchestra's development office should be able instantly to
open the doors of education funders. It will take time to build the necessary relationships and the credibility to compete for scarce dollars. It will take creative
programs arising out of the significantly different vision of the orchestra's role

11At least one major American orchestra has reported to the American Symphony Orchestra League that it is discussing this sort of "service conversion" idea. 1Deir tentative plan is to eliminate two weeks of pops concerts in the
Sommel' season, using those two weeks of services throughout the year to enable musicians to teach, perform community service, and/or play for conmunity groups. The orchestra will compile a list of such opportunities from
which the musicians may choose. Musicians who have additional ideal will be able to submit them to a review
committee for approval. The pops concerts were c:hosen for conversion because the musicians were not enthusiastic
about playing them, and because subsaiption revenue for those weeks has beat declining. The m:hesba believes it
will be able to replace the lost revenue through new and increased sources of local funding as it demonstrates better
ties with the community.
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that this chapter has been describing. It will take
some hard choices about where the orchestra's precious dollars will be spent in the short tenn in order
to ensure the institution's long-term future.

4. Consultlltion. If orchestras plan new educational initiatives without consultation, it will be
difficult to sustain long-term, productive change.
Orchestras need good information and insights into
community needs on which to base their planning.
The best infonnation will come from a variety of
sources - children and parents, general education
teachers, music and other arts specialists, principals,
curriculum supervisors, school board members, community music school directors and teachers, conservatory, college and university professors, orchestral
musicians, governance and direct-service volunteers,
representatives of community arts organizations, the
business community, foundations, public sector funders, the media, and more.
For an orchestra exploring the kind of change
suggested by this chapter it might be useful to initiate a consultative process with these community
members that, in its beginning stage, could take as
long as a year or more. This sort of consultation is
not an avoidance of action; it is in fact a crucial
action in itself, for orchestras too often are viewed as
unilateral actors, out of touch with potential constituencies. Such a process can give the orchestra
board, staff, and management an opportunity to ask
the community about its perceived needs and how
the orchestra might bring all of its assets to bear in
meeting some of those needs. Exploring with the
community its educational needs - whatever they
might tum out to be - will not only give the orches-

"perhaps orchestras could reconsider the distribution
of their resources
1 between the regular subscription
series and so-called
"extras," such as
education. If
youth, family, and
special outreach
concerts had a bigger share of staff
and rehearsal time
and participation
by guest conductors, soloists and
composers, then
more people in the
community might
think of the orchestra as being for
them."
- Robert Xavier
Rodriguez, Composer
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"Funders are
looking to partnership models where
available resources
are applied to existing needs. Instead
of recreating the
traditional relationship of arts
organizations as
victims of handouts, change the
balance to provide
services which are
meaningful to
foundations and
corporations.',
-Mitchell Korn,
President, Artsvision

tra valuable infonnation, but it will build lasting
relationships and lead to goals that can be mutually
pursued by otherwise disparate groupS.12
Although the consultation process around
education can be arduous and long, the benefits to
the orchestra can be considerable, including new
allies, a clearer definition of the orchestra's role in
the community, access to new sources of funding,
and a potentially larger audience for orchestra services. The process also can be revitalizing within
the orchestra if it allows for participation by all of
the organization's internal constituencies, including
volunteers, musicians, management, staff, and audiences.
Mechanisms for conducting such a process
can vary, depending on the circumstances of the
orchestra, and the size of the community. They may
include:
• The establishment of a board committee to
oversee a community needs and resources
assessment;
• The assignment of staff or hiring of a consultant to conduct such an assessment;
• The convening of a community advisory
council, the life of which might extend
beyond the initial assessment period, thus
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assuring continued community involvement. Any such council would
reflect the composition of the community in tenns of ethnicity, geographic
location, interests, organizations, and points of view represented.
Whatever methods are chosen, it is essential to have the necessary expertise to collect and interpret the data in a meaningful way. Specific assessment
tools that can be employed include:
• Meetings with students of different ages and levels of musical involvement, teachers, and parents in school settings or through school-related
organizations or community schools of music;
• Consulting directly from the beginning with teachers about how the
orchestra can relate most effectively to the curriculum, educational goals,
and the needs of the students.
• Utilizing orchestra board members, musicians, and management to attend
gatherings of various community and civic organizations to communicate
the orchestra's interest in working with the community and to solicit their
participation and views.
• Establishing a special committee of orchestra musicians and management
to consult with music educators in conservatories, college and university
schools of music, and community music schools regarding the professional training role of the orchestra.
• Distributing surveys to teachers and community members, perhaps in the
course of a meeting at which orchestra representatives are in attendance;
• Distributing surveys to audience members by mail or at perfonnances;

12The Milwaukee Symphony Orcheltra. with auiltance from a consultant, conducted a carnmunity USCII~nt to
de1eImine an appropriate educational role for the orchestra in the community. The OIChestra first uked schooll
what they needed; it also aeated ongoing mechanilms for soliciting information, from the community. The result
wu the Arts in Community Education 0" ACE program. ACE ilKlOlpOOtel muaic into all curriculum ueu from
kindergarten through the 12th grade. and is implemented by a partnership of the MSO, Milwaukee ac:hoo1l, and
other cultural institutionl. "AI part of ACE, childmn •.. ltudy such ueu u: the Itructure of sound md ins1rUrDenti
in acience clul; vocal text and composition in language uti; the social conccxt of mJlic and itl composetl in the
humanities; and rhythmic IbUcturel and notation in mathemalica." In addition, the program featuml in-schad perfonnancea fO" ltudentl and parents; attendance at MSO concerts; a "Music DilOOVery Box" in claaarooma for c0ntinual handl-on experience with music; and annual uaellmentl through portfoliol and journall compiled by
ltudents, teachers, and parenti. See "MSO Launches an •ACE' of an Education Program," ApplalUe, a magazine
of the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. Match 1991.
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• Training ushers to conduct surveys through one-on-one conversations
with audience members.
The danger inherent in this entire effort, of course, lies in the expectations
it can generate for change. The worst possible outcome would be to spend a year,
devote time, energy, and resources, recognize the need and opportunities for
change, and then go back to business as usual. A consultative process thus must
begin with the orchestra board's commitment to change, and the recognition that
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it will require time and money, that it is a long-tenn process, and that it can cause
discomfort as old habits and assumptions are challenged and even discarded.

s.

The creation and nUrluring of a broad range of relationships within
and outside of the orchestra. This theme has already been reflected in the suggestions and recommendations made above. The relationships, coalitions, partnerships, and joint projects can take many fonns and touch many segments of the
community, and open up remarkable possibilities for education defined most
broadly.13 Some of the varied possibilities identified by the Task Force include:
(a) Working with church music leaders to identify joint perfonnance projects, or other opportunities to build relationships with church-affiliated
amateur and professional musicians.
(b) Working with or helping to establish an Arts in Education Working
Group consisting of arts professionals worlci.ng in education in the community. Its purpose would be to discuss joint programming opportunities, repertoire selection and curriculum relevance of programs, as well as joint
fundraising strategies. Such a group can begin its work by publishing a
resource guide letting teachers in public and private schools and community
music schools know what is available for students and teachers from cultural
groups in the community.
(c) Active participation by orchestra board members in local community
efforts for obtaining education funding and determining educational priorities, including advocacy for music education in the schools.
(d) Establishment of an orchestra music education planning group to include
orchestra musicians, teachers, and senior students, as well as management

13The Philadelphia Orchestra bas undertaken a comprehensive program to change the orchestra's approach to education in the long 1eIm. For the first time, education has been included u a significant part of the orchestra's longrange plan. The orchestra has formed an Education Advisory Council c:on¢sing 41 teachers, pincipals, and
supervisors from a variety of disciplines. The oo:hestra's education department coUabomtes din:cdy with indi~d
ual clusroom leachers. Before sending orchestra musicians to clusrooms to prepare students fOl' an upconnng
concert, the content of their presentation is discussed with the teacher and tailored to the class's needs. Musicians
who do the in-school presentations are trained by the orchestra's education department. During education concerts,
musicians who visited schools are recognized and identified on stage. In addition, the orchestra is now col1abomting with the Philadelphia Musemn of Art to aealIc visual at exhibits that complement the orchestra's education
concerts, focusing on a conmon concept. The orchestra plans a similar col1aboration with a science center.
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and staff representatives. The group conceives
of and plans the orchestra's educational program for the year.
(e) The development by the orchestra of an
inventory of community groups and local partnership opportunities to use as a resource for
initial consultation and planning, and for the
ongoing evolution of education projects. The
list can include youth groups, senior centers,
places of worship, hospitals, arts organizations,
local businesses and business groups, local and
state arts councils, state composers organizations, state humanities councils, civic organizations, public libraries, and more.

6. The overhaul of training assumptions
and practices for teachers, conservatory students,
musicians, administrators, and others. The challenges described in this chapter are not for the
orchestras alone. The orchestra is made up of people
who are trained, and whose views and assumptions
are shaped, by a variety of institutions. Those institutions, too, must examine their goals, assumptions,
and methods, and take a new look at the potential
power of education as a guiding mission for orchestras. Conservatories, college and university schools
of music, departments of education, schools of arts
administration - all have a role to play.
Conservatories and schools of music, in particular, will have to respond as the demand for
orchestral musicians with an interest in and commitment to an educational role increases. 14 To prepare

"The orchestra
has to be committed to education,
but it alone can't
fix K-12 education
and it cannot
. replace public
schools. It does
bring the strength
of music making to
its new mission,
which it carries out
through carefully
chosen and strategically placed partnerships."
,

"

-David O'Fallon, Staff
Director, Arts Education Partnership
Working Group, JOM
F. Ke1l1ledy Centerfor
the Performing Arts

t~lIOCn's University in Ontario, Canada, offen a program specially designed to train artists who wish to become
.,,¥OIved in community uti and education activities. The Artist in the Community Education Program (ACE) in
die fl-.culty of Education "enables students to function utistical1y and administratively in any community." In
llldcIlion to allowing students to oontinue working u practicing musicians or artists; the prognun provides training
•• tho management of community arts programs, usessment of community arts needs, preparation of educational
rNIII!I'WI, data gathering and analysis, and utist-in-residence opportunities. Information is available from ACE,
PIIQAI.y of Education, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.
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perfonnance majors for educational roles, conservatories and schools of music
can:

training responsibilities. IS Orchestra administrators may have all the will in the
world to implement education programs, but they may have insufficient knowledge of educational structures and theories to playa constructive role in developing education programs. Direct-service volunteers may have great enthusiasm for
the orchestra's education efforts and be eager to participate, but need more substantive knowledge and training in presentation technigpes. Governance volunteers may be busy and preoccupied with governance and fundraising issues, but
need to refresh their minds and to demonstrate through their own actions that
education - particularly music education - is a lifelong enrichment process.

• Require education workshops or course work;
• Sponsor community education programs and provide scholarships to students who teach in the community;
• Give credit to students who undertake community education projects individually or in groups;
• Encourage interaction between music students and school teachers, where
each benefits from the other's expertise and interests.
Similarly, institutions of higher education that are training music specialists and general education teachers need to focus on music as an effective educational tool throughout the curriculum. Working with orchestras or conservatories,
teacher training institutions can provide workshops and course work, and require
participation in such programming as part of education degree programs. Those
colleges and universities offering arts administration degree programs have a special obligation to incorporate course work, case studies, projects, and internships
on arts and music education into their degree requirements.
While tending to the next generation of musicians, teachers, and administrators, it is, of course, vital to improve the knowledge and skills of those currently in the field. School districts should think of music as a necessary part of
in-service training programs and a requirement for all teachers and administrators; teachers can benefit from release time and credit granted for musical activities. Orchestras can work with schools to provide those opportunities.
Orchestras also have internal training needs. Musicians may be ideal
mentors, teachers, and role models, but they will need some training and advice
before they are sent out into the community as educators or take on professional

ISMilwaukee Symphony Orchestra enscmbles scheduled for in-school prescntations participate in a process of
training and preparation. Ensembles lII'C assigned to a grade levc:J. with input from ensemlie membell, who then
receive background rmterial bued 00 the CUlTCDt theme fill' thal grade. In the first training seasioo, the ensemble,
assisted by a trainer, develops an outline fill' the presentation, identifying three to four key ideas that they wish to
communicate. Based on thesc ideas, the ensemble chooses music and assigns a speaking Ide to each member. At
the second session. the ensemble plays and talb through the components of the presentation with the trainer, and
makes modifications to ensure it is efTedive and age lIppI'OPriarc. The final session with the trainer is a complete
run-through to make final refinements before the in-scbool performance. At the end of the year, school evaluatiOlll
are shared with each ensemble, and a final meeting of all the participants is held to hear the musicians' reactions,
discuss changes to the prognun. and talk about the coming yem:.

7. Revilalizotion ofpresentation techniques for music and music education. Once a redefined mission is in place, the possibilities open wide for innovation and energy to stimulate a real change in how the orchestra presents music
and music education. Again, the details of programming approaches will vary
widely depending on the size of the orchestra, available resources, and the needs
of the community. It is not so much a particular program or new idea that will
make the difference in the long run. Rather, it is the constancy of the commitment and the refocusing of organizational energies, at all levels, to education as a
mission, that will have a cumulative and significant influence on the development
of the orchestra's educational role and the stability of the orchestra's future.
The Task Force offers the following list, therefore, not because it is a
comprehensive prescription of what every orchestra should do, but because it
contains some good ideas - some old, some new. The list consists of educational strategies that deal specifically with schools and students, that suggest professional training activities, and that include and acknowledge a broader educational
mandate encompassing a larger audience of adults and community members. The
Task Force hopes the ideas presented here will spark some innovative thinking in
the field and encourage continued sharing among orchestras about programs that
work and strategies that bring results. Can some of these approaches apply in
your community? Are you already doing some of these things? How do community members react to some of these ideas? What other ideas can you think of!
(a) View education as a component, indeed an objective, of all concert presentations for a variety of audiences and ages. Provide an educational context for orchestral presentations, before, during, and after a concert event;
make the education available in a variety of community settings (schools,
libraries, malls, work places) as well as at the orchestra's regular performance venues; use the media (radio, television, print) as means of transmitting educational context.
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(b) Take the performance experience out to the community; develop a number of smaller, more mobile chamber ensembles that can perform more easily in nontraditional settings. Include a strong informational and even
participatory component in such presentations.
(c) Alter the orchestra's priorities and contractual arrangements to allow for
greater budget and rehearsal time to be spent on educational programs and to
permit a greater variety of concert presentation strategies, including varying
lengths, formats, ensemble sizes, and venues.
(d) Initiate informal concert opportunities for non-concertgoers, families,
and students, either in the orchestra's hall or in community venues, featuring
low-cost open seating, casual dress, and a play-and-talk format of presentation.
(e) Expand the role of guest artists - including both performers and composers - beyond the concert performance, to include workshops, lectures,
and residencies, direct participation in the schools and community programs,
and master classes for orchestra trainees.
(f) Explore with artistic and educational personnel imaginative ways of

using rehearsals as an educational forum, including such strategies as presenting information from the stage before or during the rehearsal, providing
printed material to study before attending the rehearsal or to follow during
the rehearsal itself, and using the rehearsal as a lecture-demonstration to
show how various techniques and orchestrations can change the effect of the
music. Provide access to such educational rehearsals to school-age and adult
populations, especially to young musicians.

II

I

(i) Consider readjusting the expectations and scale of orchestral education
efforts to serve a smaller number of students each year, but to have a significant influence on and involvement in their lives. Create a model program
with a limited number of schools, where the goal is repeated contact among
students, music activities, and orchestra representatives, and an ongoing
relationship with teachers, administrators, and pa,J;ents to assess and finetune the program as it proceeds. Iii

G) Develop

teacher-eentered programs, including free or discounted tickets
to performances for area teachers; performances at teachers' meetings; inservice training for teachers developed in cooperation with local school districts, community colleges, and community schools of music; and
preparation of curriculum materials that link orchestral repertoire and presentations with curriculum interests and requirements. Keep in mind the
necessity of reaching out to the teachers to ensure that repertoire for education programs is curriculum related, age appropriate, and developmentally
appropriate. Taking the orchestra to teachers and making it easy for them to
participate within their constraints of time and resources will ensure a more
successful and useful outcome.
(k) Create a model program using orchestral resources to address such social
issues as drugs, gangs, and race with a targeted group of students. Use
music to open discussions with students on such topics as dealing with peer
group pressure, self-esteem, communication, and decision making. Present
positive alternatives such as drama, sports, music, academics; build on preexisting "skills for adolescents" curricula in schools. Work with existing

(g) Develop presentations that use a variety of musical idioms - including
jazz, rock, gospel, blues, folk, and so forth - to communicate with a variety
of audiences.
(h) Incorporate student and adult amateur participation more fully into the
orchestra through youth and community ensembles coached by orchestra
members, student and amateur involvement in regular orchestra performances, student/teacher performances in the orchestra's hall, the display of
student art, the perfonnance of student musical compositions, and the use of
guest artists to teach master classes.
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16tbe Louisville Orchestra formed a task force of 20 members, six of whom were musicians from the orchestra, to
redesign the orchestra's approach lD education, shifting the eJq)hasis away from programs designed lD reach as
many children as possible to pograms that reach fewer, but in a rmre intensive, consistent, and comprehensive
way. The lCSulting targeted educational initiative will involve only nine schools, ~fully selected to represent a
variety of socioeconomic communities in Louisville. Existing scnices will be used to enable musicians to go into
classrooms to perform, to stage two complete performances in each scbocl, and to invite the schools to concerts in
the concert hall. Each child will encounter musicians from the orchestra at least six limes a year. A cmriculum
guide will be furnished so that teachen can prepare students for the musicians' visits and the concerts, and the plan
i. to track the children through the 12dl grade to detennine their continuing level of interest and participation in
music. The program will also include efforts to bring the students' parents to the concert hall to he.r the orchestra.
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specialists and programs in schools dealing with drugs, at-risk students, and
special-needs students to explore specific options. l7
(1) Recruit music students as deliverers of music education; provide such
students with scholarship lessons with orchestra members in return for student work in the schools and the community, teaching music to individual
students and to classes.
(m) Seek collaborations with other arts institutions in order to deliver music
education throughout the community. Work with an existing community
music school, a children's festival, or a local art museum that has a visual
arts education program. Combine forces to develop innovative approaches;
where such programs do not exist, provide leadership to initiate them.
(n) Develop a mentoring program, where orchestra personnel offer their time
to youngsters in the community who need role models. Musical instruction
mayor may not be a part of such a program.

mE ORCHES1RA AS MUSIC EDUCATOR

8. Professionlll training lind the pountilll of youth orchestros. The
orchestra is particularly suited to do professional training, providing young musicians with apprenticeships, internships, mentoring relationships, coaching, and
classes related both to the perfonnance and education missions of the orchestra.

• Apprenticeship programs. Young musicians.9an receive coaching by
orchestra members and perfonnance experience with the orchestra. In the
professional orchestra, the participants may be outstanding college music
students;l9 at the community orchestra level, they may be aspiring high
school musicians.

• Collaborative programs with schools. Orchestras can initiate instrumental training programs in schools. Some orchestras, such as the Mississippi Symphony, have formal contracts to provide such services;20 others
may conduct such programs on a more infonnal basis.

• Youth orchestra collaboration. Professional orchestral musicians can
serve as section coaches and/or master class teachers for youth orchestras.

(0) Harness technology to expand the reach of innovative educational pro-

gramming throughout the community.ll

• Youth orchestra sponsorship. Professional orchestras can sponsor youth
orchestras at various perfonnance levels, with perfonnance training as a
major part of their mission.

17The Fort Wayne Philharmonic is an example of an m;hcstra that has initiated, with flDlding from local fOlDldations, a drug education program utilizing on:hestra members. The Philhanmnic's "Roctin' Rde Models" features
a siring quartet and percussionist who present a 3S-minute akit using np and music to promote the theme "Just Say
y cs." The program addresses problema of peer pressure, deci.sim making, and the adverse effecta of drugs, while
encouraging students to "say yea" to akilla such as science, math, music, art, and sportJ.
The Phoenix Symphony also has cooducted progmms to address the problem of drug addiction. During
the 1990191 and 1991192 aeaaons, "Symphony Stories" enabled students to aeate and present a modem fable in a
reader's theater format, with a script illustratinl the "just say no" message and the orchestra depicting the action in
music, including standard repertoiIe and new music composed for the program
The Bostoo Symphony Orchestra is an example of an m;heatra addressing social relationships in the
community. Since 1968 the BSO has conducted a summer program that introduces young people from the inner
city and suburbs to the arts at Tanglewood as "an opportunity to foster racial lDlderstanding and aeafe better rclationships between students from diverse backgrounds." Fifth and sixth graders from differing backgrounds are
paired f(]l' a five-day sesaim during which they attend concerts, rebeanals, and ins1rUment demonstrations, as well
as worbhops that povide an opportunity for finthand involvement in various art fonns.
18The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra 1JICI technology to reach children who are in the hospital. An openaccess display in the lobby of the James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children in Indianapolis simulatea a concert
in the ISO's home concert hall, the CiIcle Theatre. When a child stands in front of the display's screen, an electronic sens<r activates a state-of-the-art audio-visual system to present an ISO "Discovery Series" concert for dernentary school children. "Music of Hope," SYMPHONY, Marcb/Aprill993, p. 20.
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The Task Force views such youth ensembles as potentially significant
contributors to the improved condition of American music education and as laboratories for change in the American orchestra in general. A national system of
youth orchestras, drawing for participants on existing youth orchestras around the
country, but also working to create new youth orchestras in communities where
none exist, and to expand generally the opportunity for instrumental education for
all American children, may extend further the benefits of this model of professional training and musical mentoring.

19&stem Washington University and the Spokane Symphony Orchestra jointly sponsoc the Symphony Scholars
program which provides music performance students with university scholarships and additional earnings as
apprentices in the Symphony.
:IDrhe Mississippi Symphony Orcbeltra is undcoz contnlct to provide siring teaching services to 29 schoolB in two
districts. Sixteen membezs of the m;beltra have a sepuate 1ICaching contnlct. Under its tenns, they teach siring
classes in the schools f(]l' 20 houn each week. Classes meet daily.
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With the elimination of orchestral programs and string instruction from
many public schools and the realization that such instruction is not likely to be
reinstated any time soon, the need has become even greater for an alternative
community-based system to introduce the next generation of Americans to instrumental music-making and to cultivate the orchestra musicians of the future.
Orchestras and community music schools can work together to make a local
youth orchestra or youth ensemble program a reality.
The Task Force urges leaders of professional orchestras to evaluate their
organization's relationships with youth orchestras in their communities and to
explore ways to strengthen them. The American Symphony Orchestra League
can also strengthen its Youth Orchestra Division, an existing network of 174
youth orchestras. All League members can play a part in supporting the youth
orchestra movement and advocating for music education at the local level.

The orchestra incorporates into its programs an emphasis on sound as a
fundamental means of communication, the interpretive responsibilities of the
musician, the compositional process, and the study and performance of global
musics. It challenges the orchestra members by involving them in the selection,
creation, and commissioning of repertoire. And it expands its educational influence and community involvement through the use of te.lpvision, radio, and multiple-venue concert appearances, many of them with an informational component.

The Task Force offers a model of a training orchestra that also exemplifies
the principles of community involvement outlined throughout this chapter. It also
emphasizes the opportunity that music offers to communicate values and develop
community identity. Its mission is:
(a) To provide for young people a peer group that values excellence and
achievement.
(b) To advocate for music and the arts as a basic necessity in education and
in peoples' lives.

11

(c) To serve the comprehensive musical education needs of its members,
including instruction on all orchestral instruments and opportunities to
explore the potential of orchestral sound as a powerful means of human
communication, and to function as an educational resource for the larger
community in which it resides. The orchestra particularly seeks to identify
and nurture specially talented individuals who will move on to professional
careers in music.

II~

(d) To become a cultural force in the community, making connections to the
in-school curriculum-based music programs, to all students at all levels, to
parents, to teachers, to school administrators and lx>ard members, to the public, business sector, and community-at-Iarge.
(e) To serve as a common ground for different ethnic groups, classes, and
other community divisions, developing intracultural and intrasocial understanding and respect.
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9. Documentation, evaluation, assessment. In order to build its case for
change and for the funding necessary to bring alx>ut that change, the orchestra
needs to know more about the effect of its programs. The Task Force urges
orchestras to look at existing processes for documentation and evaluation, and to
consider incorporating such processes into any enhanced education effort. The
orchestra has some unique resources to apply to evaluation. For example, in partnership with a local university education department, an orchestra can develop an
evaluation process that employs lx>th quantitative and qualitative strategies, using
docents, students, ushers, even members of the orchestra, to gather data. The data
can come from questionnaires, interviews, case studies, focus groups, infonnal
conversations - any number of methods that probe the community's reaction to
the orchestra's efforts.
The orchestra can also work directly with schools to establish assessment
processes for students involved in the orchestra's music education initiatives.
Multi-year portfolio assessment for students,21 response forms to be filled out by
students and teachers, periodic independent evaluations of the education program
by an outside consultant - all can help monitor the effect of the program and
guide its further development. The material gathered in such assessment efforts
will help to establish the orchestra's track record in education, building its credibility as an educational partner in the community, and improving opportunities
for funding.

21 Westinghouse High School in Pittsburgh has developed a student assessment process for choral students that
delOOnsttates how portfolios might be adapted by music teachers working with on:hestras. The school was part of
the Arts PROPEL program, developed co1laborative1y with Harvard Project Zero and the Educational Testing Serviae. The five-year Arts PROPEL progmm examines "opportunities and obstacles to aesthetic learning in three art
ronns - imaginative writing, music, and visual arts - with the goals of enhancing and documenting students'
powth and learning." Incorporating Arts PROPEL into its arts cuniculum contributed to Westinghouse High
School's designation in Newsweek as one of the "ten best schools in the wood."
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Looking Ahead
The Task Force believes that the condition of orchestras and the related
condition of music education in this country are issues of the utmost urgency.
Today's orchestras and music educators are confronting an uncertain future. This
chapter has presented a vision of an American orchestra that employs a new educational perspective and mission to shape a better and more stable future, not just
for the orchestra, but for teachers, students, and communities. The chapter has
addressed both the process and the substance of a transformation of the American
orchestra into a community asset for education. But, as one Issue Forum participant put it, transformative change is not "like brushing one's teeth or flipping a
switch." It requires time, resources, research, experimentation, evaluation, and
sometimes dislocating alterations of old habits of doing business. This chapter is
therefore only a beginning of a difficult, but necessary and exciting educational
journey.

nIE ORCHBS'IRA AS MUSIC EDUCATOR.

The Orchestra as Music Educator: Some Questions to Consider
1. Does the mission statement of the orchestra reflect a major commitment to
education? Is education broadly understood to include school-related programming, community-based education for students of all ages, and professional training?

2. How can the orchestra's organizational structures - for governance, for personnel, for volunteers - be revised to reflect a commitment to education?
3. How do the music director and musicians roles reflect the institution's commitment to education? What opportunities do the musicians have to develop as
musical educators?
4. What kind of funding priority is education given in the organization? What
percentage of the services of the orchestra are devoted to education?
5. To what extent has the orchestra's education programming grown out of meaningful consultation with educators, parents, and other members of the community? What ongoing processes are in place to enable such a dialogue to take place?
6. Do your orchestra's education programs for school-age students reflect the
educational priorities of local schools? Do they grow out of current theories
about learning and education? How do they relate to school curricula?
7. What kind of training is available to orchestra musicians, volunteers, and staff
to make them more effective in designing and implementing education programs?
8. To what extent has education become a part of all orchestra programs? What
opportunities do audience members have to learn about the music when they
attend concerts?
9. How have guest artists been utilized in reaching broad segments of the community? Are they asked to participate in workshops, master classes, and other educationalactivities?
10. What is your orchestra's commitment to professional musical training? Are
there apprenticeship programs, instrumental instruction programs utilizing
o1"chestra personnel, youth orchestra collaborations, or other strategies in place
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that offer high quality training?
11. What evaluation strategies are in place to judge the effectiveness of your
orchestra's education programming? Are outside evaluators used? Are there
strategies to assess the learning of students who have participated?
12. What efforts has the orchestra made to forge institutional coalitions in the
community? Have attempts been made to work with other arts organizations to
develop effective educational programs?

6. The Changing Nature
of Volunteerism

13. Do education programs encompass a broad repertoire, including American
music and music of our time?

AMERICAN ORCHESTRAS HISTORICALLY HAVE BEEN VOLUNtary organizations: they are governed by volunteers and much of the work traditionally has been carried out by volunteers. Despite the growing professionalism
over the years in the management of American orchestras, orchestras still rely
heavily on the uniquely American spirit of volunteerism. A host of individuals in
communities across the nation give of their time, talent, and expertise at no
charge- to the orchestra. They may be board members, volunteer association
members, students, corporate employees on loan for a day or for a year, or
retirees helping out in the orchestra office.
These orchestra volunteers raise money, make governance decisions, take
tickets, show people to their seats, do office work, organize education programs,
present programs about the orchestra in schools and community locations, plan
and execute promotional activities, train other volunteers, provide legal and
accounting services, organize and carry out social and hospitality functions, and
much more. In orchestras large and small throughout the country, volunteers provide an invaluable and irreplaceable fuel for orchestra operations.
Any successful redefinition of the orchestra would be incomplete without
• long and hard look at the role of volunteers. How can orchestras ensure that
volunteers will continue to provide this level of service and devotion? Are
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orchestra volunteers being utilized to their fullest potential? Are they well integrated into the structures and operations of the orchestra? Are the volunteer leaders of the future being identified and nurtured today? Does the orchestra's
relationship with its volunteers serve organizational goals for improved and
broadened community relations? Does the range of volunteers in the orchestra,
from board members to occasional envelope-stufIers, reflect the population of the
orchestra's home community? Are volunteers a peripheral or integral part of the
orchestra's decision-making processes?
Three principles shape the Task Force's review of orchestra volunteerism:

1. Volunteers are tuI imporl41lt tlSset, especially tlS orchestrtlS weather institutional and jinanciol challenges. Those orchestras that Ctul harness the
fuU potential of volunteer resources in their communities wiD have the best
chance ofremaining vital and viable institutions in the future.
2. Volunteers are most effective in their support for the orchestra when
their efforts establish stronger and broader links with the community in
which the orchestra operates.
3. Volunteers should not be taken for granted - making the tUvelopment
and maintenance of an effective volunteer program a high priority for
orchestra leatkrs wiU benefit the entire operation.

Historical and Contemporary Context
The history of orchestra volunteerism is reflected in today's volunteer
structures and roles, and underlies many of the difficulties orchestras face in
bringing volunteerism into step with the realities of life in the 1990s.
Most orchestra volunteer groups were fonned at a time when women had
a limited range of opportunities for personal development, accomplishment, and
recognition. Through organizations such as orchestra guilds, garden clubs, and
hospital auxiliaries, women were able to use their knowledge and skills in service
to the community. Many long-time orchestra volunteers report that their orchestra experience has been among the most personally rewarding of their lives, providing access to people and responsibilities that otherwise would have been
closed to them.
Then as now, orchestras called upon these volunteers to help them meet
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financial challenges by selling concert tickets and
raising' money. True to the social values of their
time, the volunteers positioned themselves to complement the work of their husbands, who were often
the orchestra's board members, patrons, musicians,
and conductors. The membership of their volunteer
associations reflected that segment of the community
the orchestra considered its constituency: upperincome families of European descent.
The place of volunteers in the structure of
orchesttal institutions developed naturally out of the
roles and responsibilities assigned to them. Whether
incorporated as a separate organization or operating
within the orchestra association as a committee, volunteers usually were, and still are, treated as a subsidiary rather than as decision-making partners with
the board, musicians, and staff. This model was
replicated across the nation as new orchestras in
growing cities patterned themselves after older, more
established orchestras.
The environment for volunteerism in America has changed dramatically, making the traditional
orchestra model of volunteerism an anachronism.
For example, as indicated earlier in this report,
"minority" populations now comprise the majority in
15 of the nation's 28 largest cities. Yet, the cadre of
orchestra volunteers remains largely white, affluent,
and overwhelmingly female.! Between 1960 and
1989, while the married female population employed
outside the home grew from 31.9 to 57.8 percent,l
most orchestra volunteer associations continued to
look for long-term, full-time commitments from
their volunteer leaders and to hold most meetings
during the business day. The result has been pre-

"0or volunteer
base is declining.
I want to learn why
and figure out what
, to do about it."

. f

- Gideon Toeplitz.
Executive Vice President and Managing
Director. Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra

1The American Symphony Orchestra League'. 1992 Gold Book. reveals that, among the lSI volunteel' ulOCiatiOlll
reporting. felDlllCll OOIlItitute an average of 93.7 percent of the membenhip.
21991 StalisticaL Abstract oftlte United Statu. U.S. Department of COIlUJJm:C.
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dictable and increasingly common: while volunteerism throughout the nonprofit
sector - especially among the baby boom generation - is growing,! orchestras
fmd themselves with an aging, shrinking pool of persons willing to volunteer.
Volunteer resources as traditionally conceived are becoming less available
to orchestras at a time when orchestras need them more than ever. Previous chapters have discussed ways for the orchestra to "reinvent" itself, to redefine its place
in the community. Volunteers not only donate their time both to save money and
raise money for orchestras, they also represent a vital link between the orchestra
and the people in its community. Volunteers can help in the process of reinventing the American orchestra and finding new ways to serve a larger and more
diverse community.

The Issues
The Task Force has identified five fundamental issues regarding volunteerism and the American orchestra: (1) the definition of an orchestra "volunteer"; (2) gender, race, and class distinctions in orchestra volunteerism; (3)
answering the question, "why the orchestra?"; (4) valuing the orchestra volunteer;
and (5) integration of the volunteer into the orchestra's operation.

1. Defining the orchestra volunteer. The traditional definition of volunteers derives from the historical model discussed above. Usually, "volunteer" is
the label given to a person, often in an allied volunteer association, who provides
direct services to the orchestra, such as fundraising, hospitality, and ticket sales.
This definition is too limited because it does not encompass other groups
of people who bring their talents to bear on orchestra problems and needs. It
forces volunteers onto the narrow path of joining the volunteer association, a path
that may not meet their individual needs. For example, the association may
require dues that the potential volunteer cannot afford; it may require long-term,
involved projects, when the potential volunteer only has time for a short-term,
limited involvement; or the association may emphasize social activities that do
not interest the potential volunteer. It also perpetuates an ultimately dysfunctional separation between volunteer decision makers on the bo~d and the volunteer
"worker bees" who cany out the decisions of others. Therefore, the Task Force
proposes a new, broader definition:
3Gillillg aNI Volll1lleerillg iIIllIe Ulliud SIaUS, 1990 and 1992, surveys conducted by The Gallup Organization for
Independent Sector, Washington, D.C. Sixty-four percent of persons age 35-44 volunteered in 1989, up from 54
pen:ent in 1987. Avrzage holD'S volunteered pel' week among all American households incteased from 4.0 in 1989
to 4.2 in 1991.
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Orchestra volunteers include all individuals or groups who give their
time or expertise to orchestras without financial compensation.
This definition includes three distinct types of volunteers, based on their
role within the organization:
c,

(a) Governance volunteers. Members of the orchestra's board of trustees,
or board of governors, or board of directors, are volunteers. They serve without
compensation; they give their time, their expertise, and often their money, for the
cause of the orchestra. They are an important connection to the community, as
are all volunteers, and it is beneficial to the orchestra when they and other volunteers reflect as much as possible the composition and interests of that community.
They have many of the same needs as other volunteers, including a need for
information about the orchestra, a need for training to enable them to cany out
their roles most effectively, and the need to integrate their involvement with the
orchestra into already busy lives. Their role in governance does give them different responsibilities and needs from other volunteers. Those needs and responsibilities can be met without bestowing on the governance volunteer special status
or value that causes resentment or impedes open communication in the organization. Governance volunteers are not better than other volunteers - they just
have different roles and functions.
(b) Direct-service volunteers. The direct-service volunteer comes to the
orchestra in many different ways and provides a wide variety of services. Many
direct-service volunteers take on a heavy load directing orchestra projects and
managing activities. They can be very valuable, providing special expertise and
organizational know-how, as well as the human resources necessary to cany out
orchestra programs and projects. 4

4The American Red Cross fmnisbes an interesting and highly developed model of volunteer service. The organization utilizr.1l four types of volunteen: governance. advisay, direct-service, and management The latta' calegcxy is
.imilar to the orchestra direct-service volunteer who takes on the management of a major project. The key concept
Cor the Red Cross is that the management volunllcer is a partner with a salaried staff member. According to Rusty
Enkine, a Red Cross management volunteer, a management staff member and a management volunteer become
partners through negotiation and together oversee a project or unit They have equal responsibility for goals and
objectives and fonn policies and procedures related to a function, project, or unit OrchestIas might wish to implement such a model, for example, in the management of a fundraising event where the volunteer works with a
ularied staff member partner, joindy planning, implementing, and evaluating the event, with distinct reporting
.truetures, written job descriptions, and pnt lI()(l()untability for the event's outcome. This system can make optimal UIC of both salaried and volunteer human resoUI'CICI by allowing partners to share responsibilities bued on their
time availability and skills, to evaluale joindy !heir projecb and pograms on a regular basis, to make necessaty
('''-'gea coopetativdy in systems and procedures, and to devdop an equal feeHng of ownership and responsibility.
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In many orchestras, direct-service volunteers work through volunteer
associations, often taking on major fundraising goals. Indeed, fundraising is
often the sole mandate given to the orchestra volunteer association by the board
and management, who depend on the association's large annual contribution to
the operating budget. 5 These volunteers are judged - by boards, management,
and themselves - on the basis of their ability to meet often ambitious goals, even
though the volunteers sometimes play little or no part in setting them. Interaction
of volunteers with musicians and artistic staff is usually confmed to a hospitality
function. There is also little interaction between the direct-service volunteers and
the governance volunteers, except for ex-officio representation on the oochestra
board granted to approximately one-half of volunteer association presidents.6
A peculiarity of most direct-service volunteer associations is that they
often require members to pay dues and/or puochase oochestra subscriptions. The
dues are used to support the costs of running the volunteer association, with the
excess of receipts over expenditures often contributed to the oochestra at the end
of the fiscal year. The requirement to puochase subscriptions is seen as a means
of ensuring that volunteer association members have a clear and committed connection to the orchestra and its mission. In addition, many oochestra volunteers
are expected to puochase tickets to expensive galas and fundraising events, as
well as contribute individually to the annual fund campaign. These expenditures
must be added to the normal costs incurred by a volunteer (parking/transportation, time, food, etc.), potentially making orchestra volunteer service an expensive proposition.'
Direct-service volunteers may also come to the orchestra outside of a
dues-paying association structure. They might be members of a volunteer usher
corps, participate in the annual fund drive as telemarketers, participate in a radiothon, work in the management office, staff a special event, execute a marketing
study, or organize and carry out promotional activities. Direct-service volunteers
can even be oochestra musicians or staff engaging in uncompensated activities
related to or on behalf of the oochestra. The participation of other volunteers may
be organized by either the oochestra staff or the volunteer association members.'

5Foc the 1991-92 season, 151 volunteer associations reported raising a total of $21,894,222 for their on:hestmll
through fund-raising events (1992 Gold Bool, American Syrqmony Orchestra League).
6polic~s aNI Proced1lns of0rcMSlTa GoV07li"g Boards, American Symphony Orchestra League, 1991.

'The New York Pbilharrnonic is an example of an orchestra that has elimiD8led duee for its volunteer organization
members. The Philharmonic took on the costs of supporting the volunteer activities and asked the members each to
contribute to the annual fund, with a suggested .munmm of $25.
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(c) Group volunteers. Groups of all kinds can
be a souoce for orchestra volunteer labor. Companies, corporate volunteer councils, civic groups,
sororities and fraternities, student volunteer councils
in universities and high schools, Retired Senior Volunteer Programs', unions, and trade associations are
all examples of groups that take on volunteer projects, especially short-term projects. Taking a day to
beautify the grounds of a concert hall or assemble a
mass mailing, hosting a children's day, or making
telephone calls to sell the subscription series - such
clearly defined and limited tasks are ideal for group
volunteers.

2. Gender, age, race, and class distinctions:
The old, narrow definition of the orchestra volunteer
has tended to accentuate differences among people
instead of reinfoocing the common interest volunteers and potential volunteers have in the oochestra
and its music. The dichotomy between the governance and direct-service volunteer has fostered
stereotyped gender roles, with men taking the power
positions on the board, and women fulfilling the
frontline volunteer functions with little involvement
in oochestra decision making. The gender stereotyping works the other way as well, preventing men
from working comfortably into female-dominated
volunteer structures.
Similarly, the dominance of older people in
the volunteer organizations has served as a barrier to
bringing in "new blood." The old guard may not

.I

"Besides the individuals whose
names and addresses we know, there
are the group volunteers. Here in
Atlanta, Rich's
Department Store
employees planted
20,000 bulbs at the
zoo in one day.
These groups are
looking for projects. "
- Lynda Anderson,

Director, Ofjice of
Volunteer Administration, Metropolitan
Atlanta CMpter,
American Red Cross

~e San Antonio Syrqmony, for example, has a caps of local college students who participate in education pr0grams. They are not members of the Symphony's volunteer association, and a salaried staff member manages their
activities. The auociation members also have a role in the education programs t1uIt is managed through their own
organimtional structure.
9"RSVP" operates in commwritica throughout the COUDtIy offering adults age 60 and over opportunities to serve as
volunteers through a variety of organi:mtions, agencies, and institutions. RSVP functiOlll in each locality under the
auspices of an established community organi:mtion. FWKling support and technical assistance is provided by the
local commwrity and by ACTION. For moce infonnation, contact Retired Senior Volunteer' Program, ACTION,
1100 Vermont Avenue, NW, Washington, OC 2OS25; (202)606-4853; IDD: (202) 606-5256.
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"If you look only
at diversity to solve
your problems,
then you are .. up a
creek... Diversity is
a process, not a
solution in itself."
-Violet M. Malone,
Professor and Chair,
Department ofEducational Administration
and Foundations,
Western Washington
University

have the contacts in the younger generation; the volunteer association may not be recruiting actively
among younger people; and the activities and meeting schedules of the volunteers may be incompatible
with the two-career families common in the "babyboom" generation.
Similar distinctions may be at work in regard
to race and class. The orchestra and its volunteer
association often have an image of exclusivity.
Requirements for volunteers to pay dues and buy
subscription tickets may reinforce that image, as may
traditional programming and social functions that
ignore the increasingly diverse communities in
which orchestras exist. Some of the fastest-growing
sectors of the volunteer workforce are among
African Americans and Latinos.tO If volunteer associations and orchestras seek to attract only more pe0ple like themselves, then they are ignoring a rich
field of volunteers with the potential for great
growth. If they attract new volunteers and then do
not utilize their talents and expertise effectively, or if
they perpetuate class distinctions within the orchestra by valuing some volunteers more than others
(based on ability to contribute money), then dissatisfaction and resentment can hurt the orchestra's
standing in the community.

3. Why the orchestra? In the realm of volunteerism this question has several levels. First, it is
the question that potential volunteers inevitably ask
themselves: "Why should I spend my time working
for the orchestra?" This question begs the larger one
of the orchestra's standing in the community at large.
Competition is growing among nonprofit organizations of all types for the resources of volunteers.

lOrbe Durnbel' of African Americans who volunteer rose from 28 percent in 1987 to 38 pen:ent in 1989 to 43 percent in 1991. Between 1987 and 1989 the figure for Latinos went from Xl percent to 36 percent Giving aNI VolIUllUrillg in the Ulliled Slotes, 1990 and 1992, surveys conducted by The Gallup Organization foc Independent
Sector, Wuhington. D.C.
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According to the Internal Revenue Service, there are 70 percent more registered
nonprofits in the United States today than existed in 1968. Many of these groups
represent urgent social causes such as homelessness, drug and alcohol abuse, and
AIDS.
Previous chapters have discussed the benefits of redefining the orchestra's
role in the community in terms of broad educational an4fsocial goals while retaining the essential artistic mission. In order to attract new volunteers, orchestras
may need to examine critically how they are seen in their communities. Have
orchestras proven to their communities that they should be supported? Are symphony orchestras important to the people they would like to attract as volunteers?
How would an orchestra representative answer the questions: "If I work for the
orchestra, am I not subsidizing people with a lot more money than I have to go
and listen to music? Is the orchestra fulfilling a larger artistic and social mission
in the community that I can support?"
Volunteers often truly represent the public the orchestra is reaching, with
the profile of volunteers looking very much like the profile of the orchestra audience. And, if the volunteer pool does not represent the publics the orchestra is
trying to reach, it will be more difficult to bring in new audiences. For example,
if the orchestra is trying to expand its repertoire to attract diverse racial and cultural groups in the community, the assistance of volunteers' from those groups in
exploring repertoire and programming and in promoting the concerts can be
invaluable. Similarly, an orchestra wishing to expand its educational activities
can benefit from the involvement of individuals from the educational community,
for example, or from parent groups. Success in such initiatives helps orchestras
expand the base from which volunteers are drawn. ll
Any volunteer pondering, "Why the orchestra?" might also ask some
more self-interested questions: "How will volunteering for this orchestra benefit
me? What will I learn aoout the orchestra and aoout music? What satisfaction
will I draw from this experience? Will I feel appreciated? Will I feel comfortable? Will I meet interesting people and do interesting things? What special benefits will come from volunteering? What exactly will my job be? Will I receive

liThe Baltimore Symphony Orchestra's volunteer group, the Baltimore SYJ11>hony Associates (BSA), has worked
closely with the orchestra's Community Oulre8cll Comrniuee (formed in 1989) to expand the orchestra's activities
in and appeal to Baltimore's African American community. The result has been greater participation by African
Americans in the BSA. Foc example. the BSA sponsocs a Music: Careen Program at a loc:al high school that is 95
pen:ent African American. The Orchestra's usoc:iate c:onduc:kX' holds wmtshops at the school, and students serve
u volunteer ushers for BSO youth c:onc:erts. The BSA reports increased numbers of African Americans jmning the
Associates in the lut three yean and participating in meetings, doc:ent and usher programs, pbonathons, and other
support and fundraising activities. See Isa Nelson, ''Community Joins Baltim<re SYJ11>hony Family," Volunteer
Council Recor.r, a publication of the American SYJ11>hOllY Orchestra League. vol II, no. 3, p. 1.
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training to do that job? How much will it cost me to volunteer? What commitment of time will I have to make? Will my time be well utilized?" The more
answers the orchestra can give to such questions and the more tailored to each
individual's needs those answers are, the more successful recruitment and retention efforts will be. 12
"Why the orchestra?" is thus a question tied inevitably to the future of
orchestra volunteerism. Part of the answer lies in recognizing the positive attributes orchestras have to offer potential volunteers. Indeed, each orchestra reviewing its volunteer policies and programs will find it valuable to inventory the
assets it brings to the volunteer arena.
These assets can include:

MusiCal excellence. Ultimately, the enthusiastic and effective volunteer
believes in the essential mission of the orchestra. The quality of the product
makes the volunteer feel special and privileged to participate. "That exquisite
music," as one Issue Forum participant put it, can be the greatest motivator for a
volunteer.
The orcMstra's standing iii tM community. Often an orchestra is one of
the cornerstones of cultural life in a community, giving it credibility and wide
access to people and resources.
People. Intelligent, creative, and stimulating people from different segments
of the community can be associated with an orchestra, making it attractive to
potential volunteers.
Fulfillment. Individuals look for personal satisfaction and fulfillment
instead of salary in their volunteer work. Orchestras offer a wide variety of volunteer opportunities from which the potential volunteer can choose in order to
create a fulfilling experience.
Challenge. Orchestra volunteers are not just relegated to "make-work"
tasks. They often take on significant and challenging jobs" especially when financial and other difficulties are accelerating the pace of change in orchestras. Vol-

12Sec Nancy Macduff, "Stalking the Elusive Volunteer," SYMPHONY, NovemberJDecember 1992, p. 29. Macduff
luggellll the use of written volunteer job delcriptiOlll that include an explicit lilting of expectations and benefits for
volunteer recruitment
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unteers may be attracted by the challenge and
excitement.

4. Valuing tM orcMstra volunteer. In order
to utilize volunteers most effectively, orchestras need
to account for the value of the volunteer to the orga-"
nization and to bring that value to the attention of
other volunteers (including the board), the orchestra
staff, musicians, and orchestra supporters. Recognizing a volunteer's value makes him or her feel
appreciated, gives the entire volunteer corps a sense
of respect and importance, helps the staff and board
understand the role of all volunteers in making the
organization work, and gives the orchestra added
credibility when seeking outside support.
Orchestras have tended to value volunteers
based solely on money - how much they can give
and/or how much they can raise. This fundraising
role is indeed vital: one representative of a major
orchestra volunteer association pointed out that her
association's annual goal of $900,000 is the equivalent of as much as $18 million in endowment funds
that the orchestra does not need to have. That volunteer association therefore has a very clear measure of
its value to the orchestra. Many other orchestra volunteer associations can come up with similar measures based on funds raised.
The clarity of such fundraising measures
makes it tempting not to use any other means of
valuing volunteer resources. Such a limited perspective, however, can undervalue volunteers who do not
have much money to give personally or do not have
an interest in working on fundraising projects. They
may feel like part of a volunteer "underclass," with
less status and respect. A purely monetary perspective on value can also create a stressful environment
for the fundraising volunteers: if they miss their goal
they often are seen by themselves and others in the
orchestra as failures, despite the time and effort they

"In my role as a
foundation trustee,
I look at how volunteers interact
,
with organizations
that are applying
for grants. Those
organizations with
the greatest
strengths have
effective volunteer
corps."
-Phyllis Mills, Vice
Chairman, New York
Philharmonic
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might have put into projects. In addition, by only thinkin~ of volunteers in te~
of money, the orchestra may underutilize volunteers in other areas, neglectIng
vital services that volunteers can provide.
Orchestras can use other measures of value. TIme spent by volunteers is
the most straightforward and obvious. Many nonprofit organizations log volunteer hours and assign a monetary value to those hours, enabling them to total
monthly and annual volunteer contributions of time to the organization. Such
totals are particularly useful to report to foundation and corporate funding sources
as a demonstration of community support for the orchestra. They also might help
salaried staff and volunteers to track the organization's use of volunteers and to
improve planning for the future.
Keeping a record of the time an individual volunteer spends working for
the orchestra may also provide a means of ongoing recognition of that volunteer's
contribution: volunteers can be awarded service pins or other benefits (e.g., concert tickets, name in the newsletter or program book, gifts such as compact discs
of the orchestra's latest recording) at certain milestones (250 hours, 500 hours,
1,000 hours, and so forth). Similar sorts of recognition and benefits can be available to the short-term volunteer or even the one-time group volunteer to recognize the time they have devoted to an orchestra project (e.g., a T-shirt
commemorating an orchestra neighborhood clean-up day or participation in the
annual radiothon).
Another determination of value would involve identifying work done by
the volunteers and estimating how much it would have cost to perfonn the same
work with salaried staff. Adding to that the "opportunity cost" of not having the
volunteers - i.e., the opportunities lost for salaried staff to do other things - can
result in a powerful measure of the benefits to the orchestra of a volunteer force.
It should be remembered, however, that utilizing volunteers is not cost-free. The
costs associated with recruiting, training, and managing volunteers need to be calculated as well.
In addition, a strong volunteer network brings value to the orchestra that
is not easily quantifiable, supplying a connection with the community that is
essential to the orchestra's survival. That role is unique to the volunteers; it cannot be duplicated by orchestra staff or management The benefits may be obvious, as when a volunteer makes a key telephone call to secure a contribution to
the orchestra; they may be almost invisible, as when a volunteer brings a friend to
a concert who then buys a subscription; or they may be down the road, as when
the orchestra has building expansion plans and can muster a diverse crowd of
supporters at a planning commission hearing.
Clearly, an orchestra that takes the time to consider the value of its volun-
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teers will prize them more than ever. A valued volunteer will be happier and
more likely to keep the orchestra on his or her list of preferred volunteer activities.

s.

Integrating volunteers into the organization. The organizational
model typical of many orchestras separates artistic and management functions. It
tends to place musicians at the bottom of the artistic hierarchy and the volunteers
at the bottom of the management hierarchy. This position of low status fails to
recognize the extraordinary training and ability each group can bring to the
orchestra, and makes it difficult for their ideas to be heard at the policy-making
levels of board and management. In addition, the tendency for the board, directservice volunteers, salaried staff, artistic leadership, and musicians to operate in
their own spheres impedes effective communication about organizational goals,
activities, and issues.
Orchestra organizational structures vary widely, of course, depending on
the orchestra's size, budget, history, traditions, management practices, board
design, and so on. The extent and ways volunteer assistance is integrated with
the orchestra's structure can also vary. A small-budget orchestra may depend
very heavily on volunteers to take on staff functions. A large-budget orchestra
may have numerous and varied volunteer structures that appeal to different types
of volunteers. The volunteers may assume a variety of roles, some quite independent of the orchestra staff and management structure.
In general, however, the greater the integration of the volunteers' activities with the goals and activities of the orchestra as a whole, the more productive
and effective they will be. In orchestras with highly autonomous volunteer associations, the goals of the orchestra and the association may not always coincide.
Volunteer leagues often playa significant social role for their members; particular
kinds of orchestra traditions, concerts, or relationships may be very important to
the volunteers. Attempts to change old ways of doing business and expand the
orchestra's role in the community, for example, may cause resentment or friction
among long-time volunteers.
Staff relationships with volunteers are not always ideal. Recruiting, training, and maintaining an enthusiastic and effective volunteer corps may not be on
the manager's daily agenda. As one Issue Forum participant pointed out, "Most
managers are worried about making payroll every day." Staff below the executive level may also have trouble relating with volunteers: divisions of responsibilities may be unclear; staff may resent taking the time to train volunteers; staff
may not have any idea how to delegate tasks to volunteers, having never received
any training themselves in volunteer management. Staff may even feel threat-
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ened by aggressive and competent volunteers.
Some orchestras can afford to hire specialized staff to manage volunteers.
A "coordinator of volunteer resources" or "director of volunteers" often works
within the development office, reporting to the director of development. This
structure tends to emphasize the fundraising aspect of orchestra volunteerism, and
does not easily accommodate some other types of volunteerism. For example,
when orchestra musicians volunteer to do extra programs in schools, they would
most likely work with the education director, who might or might not be working
with a development office-based director of volunteers to recruit nonmusician
volunteers for a school program. And, as discussed earlier, the fundraising
emphasis in orchestra volunteerism tends to discourage a more diverse population
with varied skills and interests from getting involved.
The Task Force has identified a series of strategies for achieving better
integration of the volunteers into the orchestra organization:
(a) Restructure. The volunteer corps can be reorganized so that all types of
volunteers - governance volunteers, direct-service volunteers, group volunteers,
and orchestra salaried staff and musicians who wish to volunteer - are managed
within a single overall structure with goals and policies that match those of the
orchestra as a whole. For example, an orchestra embarking on a comprehensive
educational initiative can adjust goals and activities of all types of volunteers to
support the educational mission. Or, an orchestra making an effort to increase
racial and cultural diversity among its staff and musicians can incorporate a similar effort around volunteer recruitment.
Restructuring the financial systems - so that the cost and value of all
types of volunteers are integrated into the overall financial systems of the orchestra, and their expenses and revenues are part of the operating budget of the organization - will also help.
(b) Involve. Such restructuring does not by itself solve organizational
problems. Rather, it is the increased involvement of volunteers facilitated by
restructuring that begins to make a difference. Volunteers can be involved at all
levels of the organization, with governance and direct-service volunteers sitting
on various board committees and participating in the analysis and decision-making processes of the orchestra. Board meetings can be opened to a range of volunteer observers who also can be included in working groups of governance
volunteers, musicians, staff, and others constituted to address the orchestra's
needs and problems. Information is key: all volunteers need access to information to be effective; they also must be willing to share information with others.
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Involving volunteers in all aspects of orchestra life will build trust and positive
relationships throughout the organization.
(c) Clarify. Written volunteer job descriptions can be invaluable in clarifying for management, staff, and volunteers the extent and nature of the work
commitment expected, and in making it easier to see hQ~ a particular volunteer's
effort fits into the larger organizational plan. A sensitively designed and positively oriented system of evaluating volunteers and the work they do can also be a
valuable tool in structuring relationships among staff and volunteers, and in
improving how the orchestra utilizes volunteers.
(d) Eliminate barriers. A system that welcomes all individuals willing
to work will be a more open and flexible system, better able to adjust with the
changing needs of the orchestra. For example, dues and ticket-buying requirements can create distinctions among volunteers who can pay and those who cannot. Opening doors to varying levels of volunteer involvement can expand and
diversify the volunteer pool, and does not have to undennine the roles of existing
volunteer organizations.
(e) Support. Moving volunteer management out of the development
office and creating a separate department of volunteer management of equal status with development, marketing, finance, etc. can provide an optimal system in
many orchestras for supporting a restructured volunteer corps.
While establishing an entire new department may be beyond the capacity
of many orchestras, creating a position of "coordinator of volunteer resources"
can be an important and useful step for every orchestra. This coordinator can be
a salaried staff member if resources pennit, or a volunteer who is willing to take
on a substantial and responsible job. Whether salaried or not, the coordinator of
volunteer resources needs support in order to work effectively: office space, clerical assistance, telephones, supplies, and a budget to Cover recruitment and volunteer recognition costs. Ideally, the coordinator is a member of the senior staff and
reports directly to the top manager. As a senior staff member, the coordinator of
volunteer resources has the kind of access to information and decision-making
processes that enables the volunteer activities to succeed.
The coordinator of volunteer resources functions in both internal and
external capacities: internally as a resource for other staff members who utilize
volunteers, and externally to establish relationships with colleagues in other voluntary organizations and reach out to potential volunteers in all sectors of the
community.
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The orchestra's top manager can delegate to the coordinator of volunteer
resources the responsibility of managing all volunteer activities. The coordinator
serves as the primary link between orchestra staff and volunteers, providing the
necessary continuity and coordination that is missing from many orchestra volunteer programs.
As discussed in footnote number four, some voluntary organizations have
had success with a system in which a volunteer leader works in partnership with a
staff member toward a specific end. To establish these partnerships within the
orchestra, a skilled and experienced coordinator identifies those functions that
can be enhanced by dual leadership, carefully selects volunteers whose skills
complement those of the staff members, and provides training in developing partnerships.
(f) Train. The coordinator can also have the responsibility of organizing

training. The effort to integrate volunteers into the "fabric" of the orchestra can
be an excellent catalyst for improving communication and relationships throughout the organization. The most effective training is orchestra-wide, touching all
types of volunteers, as well as top management, the music director, salaried staff,
and musicians.
The initial purpose of volunteer-related training can be to create a consensus throughout the organization about the importance of volunteers in advancing
the orchestra's mission and objectives. Communication with everyone about the
content of those missions and objectives and how the orchestra plans to reach
them is also an important part of the overall training effort.
The training for each group may need to be different. For example,
orchestra staff can benefit from training that helps them work more effectively in
partnerships with volunteers; musicians might benefit from training on how to be
effective volunteers in educational programs; direct-service volunteers need
information and training for specific jobs they are expected to perform, as well as
overall orientation about the orchestra; governance volunteers need a similar orientation as well as specific information on governance issues and responsibilities.
Training for volunteers may also include opportunities to be involved with
and learn from the music-making activities of the orchestra, through attendance at
rehearsals, special lecture-demonstrations, and other kinds of organized contact
with the musicians. All volunteers, as well as salaried staff and musicians, can
benefit from information and training to enable them to be good advocates for the
orchestra: information about budgets, accomplishments, attendance figures, community outreach, grants, the economic benefits of having the orchestra in the
community, and so on - all are helpful in making the orchestra's case whenever
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the opportunity arises in formal or informal settings.
Training can also be crucial in laying the groundwork for change within
the orchestra, reaching beyond the issue of volunteerism to encompass many of
the concerns and needs of the orchestra. Involving and informing participants
and soliciting their opinions and ideas helps to build consensus for the kind of
transformative change already discussed in this report,as vital to the survival of
many American orchestras.

Designs for Change
Here we examine four orchestras that embody characteristics and situations ~mmon to m~y o~hestras to clarify how the issues discussed above may
apply 10 real-world sItuauons. These cases are not intended to single out a particular orchestra, although the details derive from actual orchestras and illustrate
real dilemmas faced by orchestras of different sizes, types, and locations. Issue
Forum participants from within and outside the orchestra field examined these
cases and made recommendations based on their own considerable experience.
These recommendations are not prescriptive for every orchestra; they constitute
one set of choices these particular orchestras might make to improve their utilization of volunteers and their overall organizational effectiveness.

Orchestra One: Orchestra with a mid-size budget in a major metropolitan area.
The Case: Orchestra One has a $4.5 million annual budget, 80 full-time
musicians, and a 24-member board that includes four nonvoting members. One
of the nonvoting members is the volunteer auxiliary council president. This
council is made up of the immediate past president, current president, and president-elect of each of six separate auxiliary groups, each with varying policies as
to dues and membership. A business-oriented group, for example, requires a
minimum contribution of $2,500 to join; the Symphony Circle is the next level at
$1,000 minimum contribution; the Friends require a $100 contribution· and the
..
'
rema1010g grou~s have open membership. The six groups together total 1,100
mem~ and raIse $400,000 per year toward the orchestra budget; this amount
constItutes 25 percent of annual contributions to the orchestra. The orchestra
maintains a salaried volunteer manager as part of the development office staff.
Despite a good record of volunteer participation, the orchestra has been
aware of the following negative aspects of its volunteer programs:
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• A general decline in the level of volunteer activity, along with decreases
in membership (currently 1,100, down from 1,4(0) and contributions to
the orchestra;
• Difficulty in attracting men, and younger people of both sexes. Current
members are almost all older females;
• Emphasis on fundraising to the exclusion of most other activities, which
seems to have a negative effect on participation;
• Lack of integration of volunteers into the orchestra's governance and
management structures;
• Lack of access to volunteer resources by many staff members.
Recommendations: This orchestra can cite many positive attributes in its
volunteer program. The auxiliary council, in particular, has worked well as an
umbrella coordinating group for all of the volunteers: it has provided a good
training ground for volunteers; and it has empowered volunteers to become a significant part of the orchestra's fundraising process. There are ways, however, that
volunteer utilization can be improved.
(a) The Auxiliary Council. To move beyond a narrow fundraising role for
the volunteers, the existing council could be enhanced by adding a series of volunteer vice presidents: a vice president for community education to develop volunteer participation in orchestra education programs; a vice president for
recruitment to work on broadening the volunteer base; a vice president for recognition, who works on formal and informal ways of recognizing volunteers; a vice
president for training to coordinate volunteer training; a vice president for advocacy who mobilizes volunteers to support advocacy efforts on behalf of all arts
institutions in the community; and a vice president for planning to coordinate volunteer planning with overall orchestra planning.
(b) Staff. Move the volunteer manager out of the development office and
create a separate volunteer department answering to the general manager on the
same level as development, education, operations, and so on. Initiate training for
all paid staff on methods of working effectively with volunteers; provide space
and support to various departments to enable them to incorporate volunteers into
their operations.
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(c) Involvement and communication. Make the auxiliary council president
a voting member of the board's executive committee. Include direct-service volunteer representatives on all board committees, and any ad hoc planning or advisory committees of the board. Combine the various newsletters of the volunteer
groups into one widely circulated regular publication offering orchestra and volunteer news, volunteer profiles, program announcetneJlts, updates on planning
processes, etc.
(d) Musicians. Include musicians in all mailings of volunteer material.
Encourage musicians to work with volunteers and to become volunteers themselves - in school programs, with community organizations, and in reward and
recognition functions for the orchestra's volunteers. Invite musician representatives to participate on the volunteer auxiliary council as well as on board committees. Encourage musician/volunteer interaction in as many ways as possible
through receptions, lectures, performances, and more.

Orchestra Two: Orchestra with a mid-size budget in an ethnically diverse city.
The Case: This orchestra has been in existence for several decades and
has had its fmancial peaks and valleys. It ceased operations for a time, after
which the organization was reconstituted and a new musician contract negotiated.
The crisis had a devastating impact on the organization and on its relations with
the community.
The majority population of the orchestra's home city is Latino; the board
is ethnically diverse, although not in the same proportion as the community. Out
of 70 board members, 30 percent are Latino. The board is continuing to work to
diversify its membership. One problem with recruiting a large number of new
board members is that most have come with limited orchestra experience; only 10
members have been on the board more than five years.
Although ticket sales and fundraising rebounded well after the crisis, it
has been difficult to attract new volunteers to support the orchestra. The volunteer association is 100 percent female and not racially or culturally diverse.
About 1,000 members pay modest dues and organize a series of annual fundraising events, including a ball, a radiothon, a decorator's showhouse, and holiday
events. Non-association volunteers are also involved in the radiothon and the
annual fund solicitation, and students from the local university volunteer to act as
orchestra docents. Association and non-association volunteers work together to
organize logistics of the orchestra's education program.
The orchestra's need for direct-service volunteers increased when, during
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the fmancial crisis, it became necessary to reduce the number of paid staff drastically. This immediate need complicated already existing problems that pervade
the efforts of many orchestra volunteers:

orchestra is too large and unfocused to exercise dynamic leadership. Decrease
the size of the governing board to make the conduct of orchestra business more
efficient. Fonner members of the governing body can continue their involvement
through a number of different mechanisms. Some organizations, for example,
fonn auxiliary boards that wield authority in broad policy areas; others maintain
advisory or honorary boards whose members are invollled at varying levels in
fundraising or other activities.!4 Include direct-service volunteers on all board
committees. Fonn one board committee to focus on the issue of community relations and how to broaden all sources of orchestra support - funding, volunteers,
and audience.

• The volunteer structure is not dynamic, diverse, or well-coordinated;

• Traditional volunteer projects have become stale and unproductive;
• The volunteer leadership needs renewal;
• Relations between staff and volunteers are strained at best, with volunteers seen by staff as a problem rather than an opportunity;
• Volunteers are not involved in any part of the orchestra's decision-making
processes;
• There is no one to coordinate volunteer activities.

(c) Volunteer structure. The existing volunteer association can be seen as
just one component of a larger structure that employs volunteer resources
throughout the organization. Review the activities of the association to ensure
that they are compatible with the orchestra's mission and objectives. For example, if the orchestra is placing an emphasis on involving diverse populations in
the community, organize association events to support that vision, not to reinforce
old stereotypes.

Recommendations: This orchestra needs to develop a comprehensive
vision of how volunteers can be utilized and plan to implement that vision over a
period of three to five years:

(a) Broadening the volunteer base. Include in the plan an effort to reach
out to the broader community, involving the orchestra in community concerns
and attracting a diverse cross-section of the community as volunteers. For example, the orchestra can seek causes where its artistic mission intersects with social
needs such as concerts for the homeless, food and toy collection for the needy in
the concert hall, voter registration drives, etc. New populations of volunteers can
be recruited to organize such clearly community-oriented efforts.!3
(b) The board. Leadership for a long-tenD vision of enhancing the volunteer resources of the orchestra needs to come from the board, but the board of this

13There are many examples of how orchestra volunteen are auracllCd to participate in charitable activities. One
example invdving a youth orchestra is the ErnPre State Youth Orchestra's annual "Melodies of Christmas" holiday program staged to benefit child cancer programs at the Albany Medical Center in Albany, New Yort. Acoording to Donna M. Slavik. "Melodies of Christmas," Upbetll, newsletter of the Youth Orchestra Division of the
American Symphony Orchestra League, Vol. IX, No.2, March 1993, p. I, the rnulti-ooncert effort not only attracts
the participation of students from 55 scbools, but raises mere than $150,000 a year. The president of the orchestra
emphasizes that "Commitment to this project is enormous and involves lIWly people willing to volWJteer their time
and talents; the prognun is a year in the planning."
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(d) Staff. Since this orchestra cannot now afford to hire a coordinator of
volunteer resources, it should seek someone to take on those responsibilities on a
volunteer basis, and provide the support and training necessary to enable this
person to coordinate all volunteer activities, including the association, annual
fund volunteers, and education program volunteers. He or she can also work with
the board committee on community relations to diversify the volunteer base.
Orchestra staff can submit specific job descriptions for volunteer positions to be
filled, and the volunteer coordinator can arrange for training once those volunteers are secured. Recruiting a few office volunteers can go a long way toward
reducing pressure on the overworked salaried staff. With thorough training, both
volunteers and staff members can build mutual respect and cooperation.

Orchestra Three: An orchestra with a large budget in a major metropolitan
area.

The Case: This orchestra has an annual budget of almost $20 million, but
is running an annual deficit of more than $500,000. The accumulated deficit has

14chapter Seven includes a mcre detailed discussion of the implications of board size for organizational effectiveness.
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surpassed $1.5 million. A largely autonomous volunteer association raises
between $700,000 and $850,000 annually through a combination of events and an
annual fund drive.
The orchestra's leadership views volunteers primarily as fundraisers and
focuses its concern on their difficulty in generating more income. Some of this
orchestra's challenges include:

(b) The volunteers. Make the volunteers part of the solution to the
orchestra's problems. The volunteer association can begin the process by having
its own retreat to discuss the future of the association, and can bring their conclusions to the governing board for consideration. The various committee chairs
within the volunteer association need to improve their communication with each
other, as well as with other members of the orchestra Ofganization. They can help
to expand volunteer opportunities in the orchestra beyond the association and
increase the opportunities for volunteering within the association. Ask orchestra
staff and association leadership to compile lists of volunteer opportunities to
broaden access to volunteerism.

• Declining volunteer association membership;
• Declining financial yields from volunteer association projects;
• Increasing competition for volunteers from other civic and charitable
causes;
• A volunteer association that is not integrated with the orchestra's governance and management structures;
• Minimal connection between the volunteer association and the board one member serves on the board;
• Low status and minimal skills/training of current coordinator of volunteer
resources.

Recommendations: This orchestra's biggest concerns are its deficit and
the fact that the volunteers are generating less money, leading to even greater
anxiety over the deficit. A number of strategies can be employed to work on
these problems:
(a) Board. A crucial fIrst step is to secure a finn commitment for change
from the board. The board needs to recognize and understand the changing
nature of volunteerism. They can hold a strategic planning retreat to examine
how volunteers interact with the institution and how they can be better utilized to
solve the orchestra's problems. The more active the governing board's role in
building the partnership with volunteers, the more succ~ssful it will be. For
example, in addition to continuing to hold a board seat for the president of the
volunteer association, they might consider including him or her on the executive
committee, and also encouraging members of the board to attend volunteer association board meetings.

(c) Staff. Raise the volunteer coordinator's organizational status. Define
this individual's job as the primary liaison between management and all volunteers. Assign specific tasks to include: assessing the need for volunteers throughout the orchestra organization, preparing volunteer job descriptions, coordinating
volunteer recruitment, interviewing prospective volunteers, matching volunteers
with jobs, planning and conducting orientation, preparing orientation materials,
exercising supervision over some volunteers as appropriate, devising ways of
rewarding volunteers, evaluating volunteer performance, and conducting exit
interviews with volunteers. The coordinator can also be responsible for instituting training for board and staff on how to utilize volunteers and promote and
develop volunteer partnerships.

(d) The deficit. Rather than letting the deficit dominate the organization,
attack it directly. While the rest of the organization plans to prevent future shortfalls, recruit and involve short-term volunteers for the specific purpose of eliminating the accumulated deficit. A special task force of 50 to 100 members
(perhaps called the "Disappearing Task Force") can be created in cooperation
with the volunteer association, but utilizing resources beyond the association as
well. This task force's only goal would be to eliminate the deficit within two to
three years and then to disband. Such a group is not proposed as a "magic bullet"
to wipe out orchestra deficits around the country, but as an example of how volunteers may be viewed as a flexible resource for working on orchestra problems.

Orchestra Four: A professional orchestra with a small budget in a small city.
The Case: This orchestra has a $1.5 million annual budget that will be
cut by at least $100,000 in the coming year due to losses in state arts funding.
The orchestra has fewer than 10 salaried staff, with no coordinator of volunteer
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resources. Most staff perform more than one function: one person handles development and marketing; another manages both operations and education. Membership on the board is considered quite a prestigious position ~ the city; th~re
are 50 members, equally divided between men and women, wIth an executIve
committee of 12. All board members are limited to two three-year terms.
Three separate volunteer groups are associated with the orchestra. The
main volunteer association is a traditional women's group with 300 dues-paying
members and an annual expense budget of $280,000. They contribute $75,000
to the orchestra and $50,000 to the city's youth orchestra, which the volunteer
association started. The association's financial accounting is part of the orchestra's overall financial reporting and auditing procedures, although their fundraising events are reported separately. Although this group has been losing
membership, they have been successful in reversing a declining ticket-sale trend
for the orchestra.
Two smaller "friends" groups are focused on special communities: The
flfSt is comprised of African American women who work to promote orchestra
activities within the African American community, focusing on music education
for young people; the second is an out-of-town group that raises money for
orchestra programs in its town.
There are also volunteers who work in the orchestra office and have no
relationship with any of the volunteer groups. These direct-service volunteers are
particularly valuable in this small orchestra, but there is some mistrust and friction between staff and office volunteers because some functions previously performed by volunteers are now performed by salaried staff.
The executive director of the orchestra spends most of his time working
with volunteers: about 50 percent of his time is devoted to managing the three
volunteer groups and another 35 percent is related to board activities.
The key issues for this orchestra are:
• The relatively small monetary contribution from the main volunteer association to the orchestra, especially at a time when state funds are decreasing;
• The fragmentation of the volunteer effort;
• Uncoordinated and potentially competing fundraising activities conducted
by the orchestra staff and by the various volunteer groups; and
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• The extraordinary amount of time spent by the executive director on volunteer coordination.

Recommendations:
(a) Planning and reorganization. When addressing the orchestra's
financial concerns, consider its relationship to the volunteer associations. In particular, the merger of the main volunteer association with the orchestra to form
one 501(c)(3) organization would complete the consolidation that began when
they merged financial accounting. Give a board-level committee the responsibility of coordinating volunteer activities, including: developing the annual volunteer schedule (in cooperation with all three associations), coordinating
fundraising events and prospects, coordinating training, and developing the
orchestra's annual volunteer recognition event. Include representation from community members not already on the board or part of the volunteer associations;
they can bring a new perspective on how to organize and utilize volunteers effectively in the orchestra.
(b) Leadership. Redefine leadership positions in order to make the jobs
as attractive as possible. For example, more part-time jobs can be made available, more than one person can share a volunteer responsibility, and more staff
support can be provided, paid for out of the main volunteer association's funds.
(c) Staff. Remove the volunteer coordination load from the executive
director by using association funds to support a coordinator of volunteer
resources. Look to fill this initially unsalaried post from the ranks of past leaders,
in order to build into the position immediate rapport with the volunteers. Support
funds can be used to provide a small operating budget (and eventually a small
salary), and send the coordinator to relevant conferences such as those given by
the American Symphony Orchestra League and the Association for Volunteer
Administration.

(d) Recruitment. One focus of the new coordinator can be to recruit new
types of volunteers: married couples, men, young professionals. One recruitment
technique is to establish special constituency groups that cater to the interests of
these POPulations. A family-oriented group, for example, can take on weekend
projects; a young professionals group might concentrate on evening activities.
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(e) Training.. Because of the history of staff/volunteer friction in this
orchestra t training for both staff and volunteers would be particularly useful.
Include focus sessions for staff on how to work with volunteerst with infonnation
on planning volunteer tasks t conducting volunteer orientations and trainingt and
structuring volunteer relationships. Include in sessions for volunteers a thorough
orientation into the orchestrats mission t structure t plans t and systems; meetings
with each staff member to learn what he or she does; and review of available volunteer opportunities. Be sure to solicit their reactions and ideas about how they
can best contribute to the orchestra.

Instructions to Ourselves
The Task Force has presented the above designs for change in the hope
that many orchestra leaders - both staff and volunteer - will see some of their
own challenges and potential solutions in the four orchestras. As orchestra leaders examine their own volunteer program, the Task Force urges them to keep in
tt
mind the following "Instructions to Ourselves.

1. We need to consider the question "why the orchestra?tt An answer to the
question should be reflected in our mission statements. Know what makes us
unique. When thinking of whom we can reach t whom we can involve and
engage t think of the entire community. Then we can askt and successfully
answert "why the volunteers?tt
2. "Why the volunteers?tt Above alIt because they can represent and involve a
broad public t and extend an orchestrats contacts deep within its community.
They help give the orchestra a recognizable face and a credible voice. They perfonn work without which the orchestra cannot survive.
3. The orchestra and its volunteers are part of one institution with one mission.
Think of it as a wholet whose strength depends on the integration of its component parts - on the quality of attitudes and the cohesiveness of relationships
among volunteers (governancet direct-service t and group)t audiencest musicians t
salaried stafft and funders.
4. "Accesstt for volunteers means that the doorways into our orchestras need to
be wide and numerous t so that:
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• Various types of volunteers can come forward;
• They can come forward for different reasons t with different levels of commitment;
• They can stay for varying lengths of time;
• Different social t economic t racial t cultural t religious t and age groups can
be represented in the volunteer corps;
• The benefits of volunteering can be tailored to the different needs and
desires of all volunteers;
• Various roles and responsibilities are available to all volunteers once they
come into the organization.
5. Orchestras need to value fully and fairly the contributions that all types of volunteers make - and to index that value to more than money contributed or social
contacts. Acknowledging the impact of all volunteers (both what they give and
what they cost) is essential to their complete and meaningful integration into the
life of the institution. "The concept of volunteerism needs to permeate our
orchestras/ t stated one Issue Forum participant..
6. Reinventing the orchestra so that it can respond to the changing nature of volunteerism requires more inclusive decision-making processes t more authority
vested in the volunteer corpSt and the reorientation t education t and training of all
orchestra participants - including current and incoming volunteers. The fmt
barriers to be overcome are internal.
7. Look for the intersection of various social and cultural needs to discover new
ways of relating to the community at large and new sources of volunteers.
8. Expectations on all sides need to be reasonable and clearly communicated.
• Given the investment of resources and authoritYt what can the salaried
management staff and musicians expect of volunteers?
• What do volunteers expect in return?
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9. Coordination of volunteer resources should rank high as a management priority; it can be delegated to someone salaried or unsalaried, who has authority and
support at the highest levels of the organization.

Looking Ahead

mE CHANGING NATURE OF VOLUNTEERISM

The Changing Nature of Volunteerism: Some Questions to Consider
1. Do all orchestra participants understand the critical role that is played by volunteers of all types? Do they understand the scope of volunteer activities to
include governance, direct service, and group volunteers?
,
2. What steps has your orchestra taken to make a convincing case to the community that it deserves support? Has it made the case to a broad pool of potential
volunteers in the community?
.

The strength of American volunteerism and American voluntary organizations is the envy of many around the world. The history of substantial volunteer
commitment to orchestras in this country is one of the greatest assets the orchestra field brings to the challenge of creating the new American orchestra. A welcoming, flexible, and creative approach to recruiting, training, and utilizing
volunteers can stretch orchestras' resources, energize their relationships with their
communities, and help make the larger goal of Americanizing the American
orchestra attainable.

3. Whal strategies are in place to attract a corps of volunteers that reflects the
diversity of the community?
4. Has your orchestra developed strategies for making volunteers feel valued by
the institution? Does that sense of value go beyond the amount of money volunteers donate or raise?
5. Are there a variety of ways in which someone can participate as a volunteer?
Is the organization flexible in accommodating people with different needs, schedules, and financial capabilities?
6. Has your orchestra developed volunteer job descriptions, including explicit
listings of expectations and benefits for volunteer recruitment?
7. What strategies have been put in place to integrate volunteers effectively into
your orchestra's organizational structure? How well have cooperative partnerships been established between volunteers and salaried staff?
8. What training opportunities exist for all types of volunteers? What training
exists for salaried staff who work with the volunteers?
9. Is volunteer coordination regarded as a high management priority?
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7. Developing Orchestra
Leadership'

CONTAINED IN THE FIRST SIX CHAPTERS OF THIS REPORT ARE A
range of issues critical to the future of American orchestras. In the course of
exploring these issues, it has been proposed that orchestras engage in a comprehensive examination of their missions, their relationships with their communities,
musicians, staffs, and volunteers, and their repertoire and modes of concert presentation. Orchestras have been encouraged to expand their repertoire, consult
with their communities, collaborate with other organizations, involve musicians
and direct-service volunteers more fully in governance and operations, and playa
major role in music education, as well as be an active advocate for all of the arts.
Such major changes in American orchestras will not happen without the
exercise of inspired leadership, both in the field as a whole and in each individual
orchestra. What are the qualities of leadership most needed? What kinds of organizational structures will attract good leaders and allow them to function effectively to create positive change with limited resources? How can the orchestra
field develop the new generation of artistic, administrative, and community leadership it needs to ensure its future health and relevance? These questions are
important to orchestras of all sizes and types, whether they are experiencing crisis
or stability.
The leadership models of American orchestras grow out of two contrasting traditions. The first - the "maestro model" - evolved from an American
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understanding of the pattern of European orchestra leadership that placed the
music director in an uncontested position at the top of the organizational pyramid.
In the United States, this ideal became enormously influential in the fIrst half of
the 20th Century, and such conductors as Arturo Toscanini, Fritz Reiner, and
George Szell came to preside over the musicians and repertoire with absolute
authority.
The second leadership model has been adapted from a corporate model
and involves collective or shared responsibility. Often described as a threelegged stool, the model features the music director, who guides the artistic
course; the executive director, who exercises administrative control; and the
board, led by the president, which has responsibility for the governance of the
orchestra. According to this structure, the success of the orchestra hinges on the
collective strength and vision of the three key leaders and on their ability to function well as a team. It may be more accurate in most orchestras, however, to
describe this structure as a triangle, with the board chair presiding at the apex.
While the three entities must work together effectively, the ultimate responsibility
for success and failure lies with the board chair and the board.

domination of the leadership structure in a given orchestra in practice is often tied
to the personalities and expectations of the individuals involved, the stage of the
orchestra's "organizational life cycle," and/or the size of its budget.
The board chair's role has expanded in many orchestras beyond that of
simply providing leadership for the board. His or her responsibilities often
encompass the role of community spokesperson, chief fu.qdraiser, negotiator, and
recruiter of senior artistic and management positions. These growing responsibilities, in tum, have placed greater demands on the individual to be fully steeped in
the tradition of orchestral music, visionary about the role of the orchestra in the
community, and sensitive to the personnel needs within the institution.
The board chair continues to oversee the work of the volunteer governing
board whose role is dictated largely by the size of the orchestra's budget and staff.
In smaller-budget orchestras, the board is more frequently asked to play an active
management role - not just making policy, but also working to implement the
policies in the day-to-day life of the orchestra. In larger-budget orchestras,
boards tend to be larger,l and their focus is more clearly on financial and policy
issues. Orchestra operations and fundraising are usually more specialized functions handled by staff. However, as the institution matures and grows, it is sometimes difficult for the board to make the transition away from an active
management role, potentially leading to inappropriate board "micromanagement"
activities.
The executive director's role has expanded significantly and now
includes participation in artistic decisions such as programming and personnel
that previously had been the exclusive domain of the music director. The executive director also has become a more visible ambassador in the community, frequently taking an active role in fundraising and advocacy.
The music director has not generally maintained the broad scope of
responsibility once held. Yet he or she continues to have enormous influence on
the orchestra, especially regarding the artistic product. The music director also
continues to be promoted as the primary identity for the orchestra, and often has
growing responsibilities as a cultural ambassador from the orchestra to the
community, including a role in developing community arts activities and music
education.
The musicians have essentially no role in the traditional leadership structure. In the ftrst half of the 20th Century, musicians served at the pleasure of the

Shared Leadership
The tri-partite organizational structure of American orchestras requires
orchestra leaders to bring to their tasks an understanding that some aspects of
their roles are unique, while others are interrelated and mutually dependent.
Orchestras define and even name these roles differently, depending on their size
and resources, traditions and history, and stage of organizational development.
The complexity of this structure is compounded by sometimes difficult relationships between musicians and board/management leadership in many orchestras,
and by the presence of strong volunteer associations with separate leadership
hierarchies.
The "triangle" structure has worked well for many orchestras, and continues to work well for some. As previous chapters have shown, however, the
increasing need for integrated decision making about such issues as repertoire,
education, and concert presentation is testing organizational structures, as well as
the leaders who work within those structures. This chapter examines orchestra
leadership in the context of the "three-legged stool" or "triangle" model, as well
as some other possible organizational models.
Although by-laws may delineate fonnal reporting relationships, informal
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lSee Polici~8 0IId Proc~dMr~s ~ Orchestra GovenUlIg Board.f, a survey and study by the American Symphony
Orchestra League, 1991, P. S. ''The total nwnber of board member's nnges from an average of 22 for orchestras
with less than $100,000 of annual expenses, 10 70 for orchestras with annual expenses of $9.9 million or more."
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conductor and were virtually powerless. In the second half of the century they
gained power through collective bargaining, but these gains were seen as a challenge to conventional institutional leadership. As a result, musicians today often
have power collectively in shaping significant asPects of the institution, but little
direct voice in decision-making processes. As discussed in Chapter Three,
orchestras are beginning to explore ways to extend more authority and accountability to the musicians, including involving them as members of boards and
board committees.
Similarly, volunteer association leadership is becoming more integrated
into the structures of the orchestra through formal representation on the board and
various board committees, as well as on nonboard advisory groups.

handbook goes on to list two pages of musical and nonmusical attributes of an
effective music director. The many changes in orchestra missions and programs
proposed in this report also suggest some of the qualities the new American
orchestra may seek in its music director:

The Music Director
Today, with shared leadership as the norm, few orchestras expect the
music director to play the role of the all-powerful maestro who holds the fate of
every orchestra member - and the orchestra institution itself - in his or her
hands. One reason is that musician contracts do not pennit the autocratic control
once held by music directors, when they exercised complete authority over personnel, repertoire, and more mundane organizational matters. The "maestro
model" has been further compromised by the predilection of many conductors
today to build careers in a number of cities instead of just one. Finally, the
administrative complexity and financial stresses of orchestras require that they
rely to a greater extent on expert management and effective boards.
Nevertheless, virtually every orchestra understands that without a strong,
committed music director, it will be difficult to succeed. As one Task Force
member put it, "The audience and the community'S love affair is with our music
director, not with the board chair, the executive director, or anyone else in the
organization. We look to the music director's charisma, talent, and a host of other
qualities to inspire our devotion to the institution."
Clearly, the music director is key to orchestra leadership and the expectations for the individual who fills that post are high. As pointed out in the American Symphony Orchestra League's Selecting a Music Director, "The duties of a
music director have expanded in most communities into a hybrid of artistic,
administrative, and social responsibilities daunting in their complexity."z The

2NancyBell Coe and Duke Johns, Selecting a Music Director, American Symphony Orchestra League, 1985,
pp.6-8.
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• A superb musician with a proven ability to inspitJ;. at the podium and provide transcendent performance experiences;
• Able to communicate a love for music both on and off the stage;
• A visionary leader both on and off the podium, open and supportive of
other's ideas, and able to inspire creativity;
• Willing to explore a variety of directions in music making, with experience in a wide breadth of diverse repertoire, and able to develop imaginative programming ideas;
• Able to work constructively with the orchestra's board and management;
• Able to communicate with children both musically and verbally;
• Willing to spend enough time in the community to become involved the
community's cultural life.
A key issue for many orchestras may well be how to reconcile everincreasing expectations of the music director, not only as an artistic leader but as
an organizational and community leader as well, with the sometimes hazy division of responsibilities in the shared leadership structure.

The Challenge
Where the orchestra leadership structure is working well, the leaders are
working as a team: the team's members possess the specific skills and knowledge they need to be effective; they have mutual trust, respect, and appreciation
for one another's roles; they share a mission and goals that are communicated
both within and outside the organization; they have knowledge of, and appreciation for, the organization's history; and they all play strong, visible, and appropriate roles in the community.
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IT things are not working well, any number of factors may be involved.
Board members may not be adequately prepared to lead and may lack the necessary commitment to spend the time and resources required to be effective. The
artistic lea4ership may not be setting standards, advancing the orchestra's quality
and repertoire, or paying sufficient attention to the needs of the community in
which the orchestra is located. The management staff may be so dispirited and
burdened by the daily pressures of keeping the orchestra afloat financially that
they are unable to consider the long-term health of the institution. Finally, poor
communication and an absence of structures and relationships that naturally promote understanding, collaboration, and sharing of views among staff, governance
and direct-service volunteers, and musicians may be adding to the difficulties.
The challenges involved in thinking about orchestra leadership are
considerable. They include:

1. limited resources. The financial pressures described in the Theme distort the development of effective leadership by keeping the organization
focused on short-term needs rather than long-term stability and artistic
excellence. For example, board members, by necessity, are often sought
purely for their financial support rather than for their understanding of non~ofit governance, ties to a broad community, commitment to the organization, and knowledge and love of music. The executive director's interaction
with the board, the board's relationship with volunteers, and board meetings
themselves can become so concentrated on money problems that other
opportunities, responsibilities, and needs are ignored. The effort to increase
orchestras' fundraising capabilities exacerbates this situation as board size in
many orchestras has increased to the point where many board members feel
anonymous and not connected to the organization or its mission.

2. Isolation from the community. Every chapter in this report has pointed
out that orchestras benefit from becoming better tied-in to the needs and
expectations of the larger community in which they do business. Yet
leadership structures as they now exist may undermine efforts to build connections to the community. In most cases, music directors are trained to
lead the selection, preparation, and performance of works of music but that
..
'
trammg may not equip them to playa broader leadership role in the
community; often they do not have the time to become familiar with the
community in which they work. Happily, a growing number of American
conductors are trying to counteract this trend by making a concerted effort to
learn more about their communities and become prominent and contributing
local citizens.
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The theoretical role of the board in the nonprofit organization is to represent the interests
of the community that supports the organization
through the tax-deductibility provisions of section 501(c)(3) of the tax code. Orchestra
boards usually recruit individuals who can
either "give or get" substantial amounts of
money, often overlooking individuals who have
other assets to offer, such as community perspective, influence within new constituencies
the orchestra wants to reach, knowledge of education practices and needs, and artistic qualifications in other disciplines with which the
orchestra could collaborate.

3. Inflexibility in the organization. Efforts to
exercise leadership and make changes can be
undermined by tendencies or requirements to
conduct business in predetermined ways. For
example, attempts to alter concert scheduling to
accommodate new audiences may run into
strong opposition. Similarly, it will be difficult
to expand the repertoire if the pressures on the
music director's time do not allow him or her to
study new scores, or if work rules limit
rehearsal schedules or make it difficult to vary
ensemble size or instrumentation. Certain contractual requirements might also limit the
orchestra's ability to exercise leadership in the
area of education, or to be creative in how it
relates to the community.
The three-legged stool structural model is so
ingrained in orchestras that few variations exist.
Although the traditional organizational triumvirate may work well for some, if it is rigid, it can
isolate orchestra participants from one another;
foster internal competition that keeps people
from learning, consulting, and communicating;
and close the organization to information and
ideas from its environment. In orchestras

"My orchestra
[the Denver Symphony] had three
legs until it fell
.over. Musicians
should not simply
become the fourth
leg. In the Colorado Symphony it
is more a case of
overlapping circles
working together."
- Margaret Hoeppner,
Trustee and Cellist,
Colorado Symphony
Orchestra
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where musicians are insufficiently involved in decision making, strategic
planning, advocating, and representing the orchestra in the community, relations can become adversarial and damaging to the health of the organization.
If direct-service volunteers, while valued for their ability to meet ambitious
fundraising goals, do not play an active role in the orchestra's decision making and strategic planning, then opportunities for their greater contributions
can be lost. If staff and board view each other as potential usurpers of
power and prerogatives, the effectiveness of both groups can be frustrated.

4. Umited leadership development opportunities. To a large extent, key
orchestra leaders have no formal preparation for their roles. Within the
organization, leadership development, training, and evaluation are often
infomtal, haphazard, or non-existent.
Orchestra executives have become more professional; many now come to
entry-level positions in the field with some business and artistic training.
Those in the top executive positions have had many years of experience in
various parts of the orchestra operation, often with different orchestras
around the country. Some orchestra administrative leaders, however,
believe that recognition of the importance of their role is insufficient; some
have identified the lack of professional certification as a barrier to greater
professional respect. Because many orchestra administrators still receive
much of their training on the job, few have the opportunity for senior management-level education that goes beyond nut-and-bolts issues to the more
strategic and conceptual aspects of their responsibilities. Formal education
in arts management is a relatively recent phenomenon. 3
Music directors are expected to be leaders in ways that extend beyond
purely artistic competence, yet music schools and conservatories do not
address those expectations and many orchestras are unprepared to provide
trainirlg in matters of personnel management, organizational dynamics, public speaking, or community outreach. Although music directors live with
the daily pressure of the informal evaluation of musicians, audiences, and
critics, more fomtalized procedures for feedback from musical colleagues,
the executive director, or the board are rare.4
As the previous chapter discussed in detail, board members and other volunteers are also given insufficient opportunities for orientation, training,
3The SIU'WY cf Arts Admbti8tral;Oft Trabti1lg 1991-92, conducted by the Center for Arts Administration, GIaduate
School of Business, University of Wisconsin (Madison) and the Association of Arts Admiuistration, shows the
recent growth in graduate programs in arts management. Twenty-nine such programs now exist at 27 schools
around the country; of those, five began in the tale 19601, 12 in the 19708, 11 in the 1980&, and one in 1991.

4policie8 aN1 Proc~tl.IIn8 of0rcM8tra GoVU1lUtg Boards, 1992.
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development, and evaluation. Too often, they are expected to adapt their
own skills and resources to the needs of the orchestra with little guidance.
Such a lack of commitment (or at least attention) on the part of the orchestra
to the volunteer is likely to result in a limited commitment in return.
Orchestras also hesitate to impose requirements for training, attendance, and
evaluation on community members who give time ,and
money, thus tol~rat1
s
ing a wide discrepancy in effort and achievement. .
The question of developing individual orchestra leaders leads inevitably
to the larger question of orchestra evaluation. The orchestra field does not
use a fomtal accreditation process such as those for museums, hospitals, and
academic institutions. Little consensus exists at this time to establish such a
process, although many point out that the absence of standards to measure
institutional quality, combined with a haphazard approach to self-evaluation
on the part of orchestra leadership, may reinforce a tendency toward insufficient organizational reflection, and may leave individual orchestras without
a larger frame of reference in which to consider their own strengths and
weaknesses. The lack of an accreditation system may also affect some funders in their consideration of orchestra proposals for major institutional support.
The challenge for each orchestra is to define desirable qualities of leadership, to re-examine and possibly reconstruct the organizational arrangements in
which leaders must operate, and to create the most effective means to support and
evaluate those leaders, enabling them to grow and to steer their orchestra through
the difficult times ahead.'

'In Managing a NO"Prof"ll Organizalio1l,

Thomas W<if desai~ an art museum that pomoted community volunteer involvement by offering tnlining seminars led by distinguished museum curators and setting "rigorous eligibil-

ity requirements, including minimum number of hours required per month." Volunteers responded with
enthusiasm because the volunteer opportunity met their desiJe to learn about art and art history, and they did not
view the requirements for tnlining and participation as onerous. Thomas Wolf, Managi1lg a Nonprc(il OrgaUalio1l, simon &: Schuster, New York, 1990, p. 72-

60r interest in this context may be the wort of Independent SeeD, an organization thai: serves nonprofit organiza-

tions, philanthropy, and volunteeriJllm. Prcj&U8 cf EJa:~lkJu:~: SI1UlU8 cf lite F./f~etiv~M88 cf Nonprofit Orgaiza'iOM, 1989, identifies characteristics of organizations, chief staff officers, and boards that lead to exceptional
effectiveness. Acccrding to the l'CpQl1's executive summuy, the three most in1Jortant rnaItcn of excellence am:
"(I) the existence of a clearly articulaled sense of mission thal serves as the focal point of commitment for
boaId and staff and as the guidepost by which the organization judges its success and evaluales the need for
adjUSbnents in course over time;
(2) the presence of an individual who lrU1y leads the organization and cn:ates a culture thal enables and motivates the organization to fulfill its mission;
(3) the existence of an involved and committed volunteer board that relates dynamically with the chief staff
officer and povides a bridge to the larger community."
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Qualities of Leadership and Organization
Desirable qualities of leadership are not particular to the orchestra field,
but achieving them in the context of orchestras can pose special challenges.
Qualities transcend particular roles and may be applicable to any leader - artistic, administrative, or volunteer. They may include:

• An artistic and organizational vision grounded in tkep knowledge of
music and orchestras;
• An ability to share, articulate, and shape that vision in collaboration
with the many participants in orchestra life, building consensus for the
orchestra's direction;
• A fundamental integrity, fairness, and oPenness to concerns and itkas
from all sources in the orchestra;
• A thirst for knowledge and a wUlingness to risk and to explore new ways
ofcarrying out the orchestra's mission;
• An ability to anticipate the many problems and opportunities that arise
in orchestras, and to adapt and respond accordingly;
• Sound managerial and political comPetence - including the ability to
recognize talent in others and tklegate tasks accordingly, and the wUlingness and confitknce to make tkcisions.
In order to attract, retain, and utilize such leaders effectively, orchestras may need
to consider the strengths and weaknesses of their organizations. The following
organizational qualities and elements, while not comprehensive, may guide
orchestras as they re-evaluate their organizational structures.

1. Vision, responsiveness, andflexibility. The effective orchestra organization enables leaders to articulate an appropriate mission, to act to meet the
institution's goals, and to reflect the needs of the community as whole. It
permits the orchestra to prosper both institutionally and artistically. If significant demographic, social, and economic changes are clearly in progress
in the orchestra's community, then orchestra leadership has the ability and
organizational support to respond. The response may involve adjusting
missions, repertoire, concert presentations, training and education programs,
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and other orchestra activities in order to serve the community appropriately
and to ensure continued community support. Early and sustained involvement in decision making by the board, staff director, music director, orchestra musicians, volunteers, and larger community create a more realistic
climate for organizationalleaming and progress.

2. Accountability. The effective orchestra organization reflects clear
authority for decision making and joins such authority to responsibility.
That is, no organizational actor is in the position of compelling a policy or
action for whose consequences he or she is not also responsible. Each leadership component that exercises authority in the orchestra is accountable
both within the organization and to the community. Including musicians and
representatives of direct-selVice volunteers on the board is one way to tie
influence on orchestra policy to responsibility for the outcomes of that policy. Evaluation processes are another method of instilling accountability.
Such processes can be developed for all elements of leadership, including
board members and other volunteers. (A more detailed discussion of evaluation follows later.) Clear reporting relationships among the various leadership components also will aid in developing accountability in the
organization.
3. A manageable, effective governing board. The board of the effective
orchestra organization is of a manageable size - there is no ideal number
for all orchestras, but clearly the very large boards that have become common in many orchestras can be unwieldy and ineffective. Even on large
boards, a small core of participants generally assumes the active board
duties, with other members taking part only on the periphery. Yet their formal membership as governing trustees must be taken into account for quorums, votes, committee assignments, and other facets of board operations.
The optimal size of a board will vary from orchestra to orchestra, but should
be governed, theoretically, by the amount of work that needs to be done.'
There are alternative means, then, for involving other members of the com-

7Orchestra boards can range in size from fewer Ihan 20 to more than 100. "...in some orchestras, decision making
by a large board can be so cumbem>me that a core group of board membc2's becomes the wOJting board, while the
rest are simply interested onlookers. Board memben who have minimal involvement in decisions about orchestra
policy tend to become apathetic about their responsibilities. A small board, on the other hand, might be severely
ovezworked or may not have the range of experience and interests Iequired to provide agequare leadership for the
orchestra and guidance for the executive director and music direckr. The serious work of the board - such as
fundraising or financial oversight - may not be ~Iished properly." A Gilide 10 OrcMslra Govenaance,
American Symphony Orchestra League, 1991, p. 17.
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munity as volunteers for the orchestra, as described in Chapter Six. Membership on advisory boards and committees, involvement in managing
fundraising or education efforts, and emeritus positions can all be appropriate avenues for meaningful volunteer participation outside of board service.'
As indicated earlier, while keeping an eye on its overall size, the board
may expand the scope of its membership beyond the traditional corporate
and philanthropic members, perhaps including musicians, direct-service volunteers, and a variety of community leaders. TIle board also may look outside its membership to include community representatives on board
committees in order to infonn orchestra policy.
Finally, the board can focus on its own development. An involved and .
effective nominating committee's work does not stop with the identification
and recruitment of new members, but includes responsibility for orientation,
development, and review of guidelines for board participation, continuing
education, and evaluation of performance. Other committees, including
finance and development, can also have a role in advancing the skills and
preparedness of board members to deal with difficult board issues.

4. Musician participation. Orchestra organizations can increase their effectiveness if musicians participate in a meaningful way in achieving the
orchestra's mission. The governing board may include musicians, providing
them with an important voice in the affairs of the orchestra, but also expecting musician representatives to take on the dilemmas, choices, and responsibilities of governing members. In addition, or alternatively, musicians can
be included on board and nonboard committees, so that the musician's point
of view is heard on all issues confronting the orchestra. Musicians as a
group can be given financial and organizational infonnation at regular intervals. Committees of musicians can be constituted to work with board and
management on long-range planning, and in planning volunteer activities,
educational programs, concert innovations. or community outreach projects.'

8Some nonprofit organimtiODll have addressed the poblem of large boards by developing a two-put govemanc:e
system A core group of "trustees" (ranging from eight to 2S in number) c:ury out most of the legal. fiduciuy, and
management oversight functiOl1l. A larger group (refened to variously U "oveneen," "inCClrpOlatDn," or "board
membersj meet on an occasional basis to discuss broad policy and, in lIOIDC organizations, to elect the nominated
trustees. Often members of this 1alger group participlte in the committee structure and provide the pool from
which trustees are recruited.

9See Chapter Three for a more complete discussion of musician participation.
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Evaluation of Orchestra Leadership
Identifying qualities of individual leaders and their organizations can be a
valuable process for clarifying leadership issues in the orchestra. The next question for many orchestras may be how to assess what works well, who is performing effectively, and how to make things work better. To implement evaluation
procedures and policies is difficult for many organizations, not just orchestras. In
orchestras, evaluation needs to be considered for a nuniber of different entities,
including the board and other volunteer leaders, management leaders, and the
music director, as well as the orchestra as a whole.
The orchestra field has a great stake in evaluating leaders appropriately
and effectively. Constructive evaluation has numerous benefits: it helps keep the
eye of the orchestra and its leaders on the mission; it imbues the organization
with accountability, letting individuals know what is expected of them and helping them to do their jobs better; and it assesses strengths and weaknesses of individual and group performance, so as to recognize success, allocate
responsibilities more effectively, and focus training efforts. It shapes productive
change in the organization by identifying where change needs to take place; it
presents opportunities for growth and development. helping individuals review
their personal and professional goals; and it reminds people and organizations to
set goals in the frrst place, and gives constructive, not punitive, feedback on the
extent to which the goals have been achieved. Evaluation can be a preventive
measure, providing a forum for the early airing of concerns and disappointments,
so that trouble can be addressed before it becomes widespread and ingrained.
Finally, the necessity of providing individuals with a specific charge and a set of
expectations forces the organization to set objectives that can move the orchestra
forward.
Although there are many benefits to constructive evaluation, it is often
resisted by both organizations and individuals. Some people may have had bad
experiences with evaluations that were used punitively, instead of as tools for
positive change. Music directors may feel that they are evaluated at every
rehearsal and every performance already. Musicians and staff may question the
motivation behind evaluations, and perceive no reward structure built in to make
evaluation an attractive prospect. They may fear the results, worrying about
demotion, and loss of employment, credibility, and support. Board members,
especially those without a long history with the orchestra. may feel uncomfortable about conducting fonnal evaluations of orchestra executives or music directors. seeing themselves as relatively untrained and lacking knowledge that these
leaders possess from extensive experience and training. Evaluation is often low
on the list of organizational priorities; it seems there is always something that

..
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takes precedence over that potentially uncomfortable process.
Effective implementation of evaluation calls for the development of tools
such as job descriptions, formal goals, agreements about performance expectations, evaluation methods (quantitative and qualitative), and means of communicating results to appropriate parties. The absence of these tools indicates a gap
between theory and practice that makes evaluation difficult to implement. The
tools themselves will work best if they are developed with the particular needs of
orchestras and orchestra leadership in mind.

1. The orchestra as a whole. Consistent with the approach of this report,
the frrst step in evaluation may be to look at the organization as a whole,
giving an orchestra the opportunity to evaluate its progress toward a set of
organizational goals. Such evaluations can be conducted internally, perhaps
with assistance from the American Symphony Orchestra League, or can be
guided by outside consultants who specialize in organizational self-evaluation. lO
Another possible approach is to consider field-wide standards, and even
the possibility of orchestra accreditation. As indicated earlier, other fields,
such as museums, higher education, and health care, have developed accepted methods of institutional accreditation. Many legitimate questions arise as
to whether a creative and highly variable enterprise such as the orchestra can
benefit from such across-the-board accreditation processes. Yet, it may be
possible to develop field-wide standards, based perhaps on some of the qualities, principles, and ideas presented in this report, that emphasize artistic
excellence, service to the community, and organizational health. These standards might address the extent to which the orchestra expands the repertoire,
reflects its community, involves musicians in decision making, serves as an
educational resource for communities, involves diverse volunteers effectively, and so forth. Evaluation procedures to measure achievement can be
structured to allow individual orchestras to proceed with change at their own
pace. Evaluation might lead, not to accreditation, but to special recognition,
much in the style of the Deming Award in Japan, or the Baldridge Award in

lOne American Symphony Orchestra League administers the Orchestra Assessment Program, the stated purpose
of which is "to assist symphony orchestrllll in iJJ¥oving their total operations through an o~tive assessment
proceas." The process has six COII1JODCnts: self-assessment fC¥Jl1l canpleted by the orchestra's board president,
managel', music director, and mchestra committee chair, an on-site evaluation; an organizational quantitative evaluation analyzing the board, administrative, and utistic canponents of the organization; an organimtional qualitative
evaluation derived from the self-assessment forms and on-site interviews; a comparative financial analysis that
places the mchestra in the context of other orchestrllll of different sizes; and a final report with an analysis and recommendations.
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the United States given to businesses "that excel in quality management and
quality achievement."11

2. The board. For orchestra boards, evaluation can take place at two levels:
for boards as a whole and for individual board members. 12 Resistance to both
levels is not unusual. Many boards have a kind of
self-perpetuating myopia
.1
about their own role in the organization, making it difficult for them to identify their own board practices as potential obstacles to organizational
improvement. To individual board members, the idea of an evaluation of
their performance may seem illogical or even insulting, as they are not
salaried staff. Yet the board can act positively to promote evaluation in the
organization by conducting its own organizational and individual performance assessments. The impetus for implementing an overall board evaluation process ideally comes from the board president or other chief volunteer
officer. One mechanism for implementing individual board member assessments can be a strong nominating committee that uses evaluation information to decide whether to renominate individuals for additional terms. The
methodology for individual evaluations can relate to work that is already
being done on volunteer evaluation by the American Symphony Orchestra
League, the American Red Cross, the American Association of Retired Persons, and other voluntary organizations. 13

liThe Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award is given annually and administered by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology of the U.S. Department of Cornrrace. Manufacturing companies, service companies,
and small businesses are eligible to apply; up to two awards are given in each eategcxy. The awards are hued on
an examination by an independent Board of Examinen. The examination ''is hued upon quality excenence crileria
created through a public-private partnership. In responding to these criteria, each applicant is expected to provide
information and data on the company's quality processes and quality imp'ovement results. Information and data
submitted must be adequate to demonstrate that the applicant'S approaches could be replicated or adapted by othC'll'
companies."
12The American Symphony Orchestra League's Board Self-Evaluation Program, launched in 1989, is a three-step
process designed to help board memben to ..~ understand their roles and responsibilities, identify cba1lenges to
board success, and develop strategies to improve boanI effectiveness" (from a League brochure desaibing the pr0gram). The process involves (I) providing a pec'Z orchestralIUStee, trained as a facilitator, to work with an orchestra board; (2) cooducting an anonymous slU'Vey of all board mcmben; and (3) holding a retreat conducted by the
facilitaror.
l3See "Evaluating Volunteers: It May Be Tricky, but It Can Pay Off," T1I4 Cluollicle 01Piciltl1ltlll'opy, January 26,
1993. The article describes the benefits of evaluating volunteers, and gives several eX&J11>les. Many organimtiOlll
call the evaluation by other names with fewer negative associations: The American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) cooducts "progress reviews." Other organizations use self-evaluations as part of the process; peer evaluations are another strategy. The article references a survey of rroe than SO volunteer programs, which identified
volunteer evaluation as in need ofimp'ovement in most voluntary organizations, Lucy Rose Fischel', OiM, Vol.".teers: A Gllitk to Ruearclc aNi P,oaice, Sage Publications, 1993.
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3. The management leader. Many orchestras do not fonnally evaluate their
chief administrative officer,14 yet a formal evaluation by the board can be an
important part of assessing the progress of the orchestra. One structure for
conducting such an evaluation is to utilize the immediate past board chair,
the outgoing chair, and the incoming chair as an evaluation committee; criteria for assessment can be derived from annual goals set by joint consultation
of management, board, staff, musicians, and direct-service volunteers. The
nature and success of relationships among the various participants within the
orchestra also can be an important part of the evaluation, as can the achievement of good community relations and support.
The idea of evaluating orchestra management leaders begs the question of
professional certification for orchestra administrative staff. The Task Force
fmds that a rigid, fonnal, exam-based certification process as a requirement
for employment is not a good idea for the orchestra field. Professions can
become overdependent on certification as a guarantee of future performance.
Individuals tend to focus on doing things to achieve certification, not on
doing the best or right things. The resulting dogmas that develop about good
performance may become a barrier to attracting gifted but unorthodox pe0ple into the field, or people with unusual but ultimately effective backgrounds. The Task Force prefers to recommend that a canon of basic
knowledge be developed for each key area of the profession, which includes
standards, a code of ethics, and established principles. Such standards and
principles can fonn the basis of professional education and training programs for the field.
4. The music director. Evaluating music directors is also a difficult issue.
The desire for evaluation most often comes up when there is dissatisfaction
with the music director's perfonnance, and then evaluation becomes a negative tool to deal with a problem. By not facing the necessity for evaluation
throughout the music director's tenure, the orchestra not only does itself a
disservice, but it denies the music director an opportunity for professional
growth. Orchestras can use evaluations constructively to involve the music
director in meeting the many challenges outlined in this report. The expectations for evaluation can be clear when a music director is hired, so that
they are an accepted condition of employment - regular, less suspect, and
less crisis-oriented.
14Fifty-four pen:ent of <X'Chestras ~ng to the AnDican Symphony On:heslra League's 1992 survey of Policies 0IId ProcedlUes of OrcMslra Goverllillg Boards do formal evaluations of the executive director's performance; of those, 46 percent provide written evaluations.
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Organizational Designs for the American Orchestra
What sorts of organizational and leadership structures can the new American orchestra explore to build strength into the 21st Century? How can these
structures support, develop, and evaluate leaders to help them become more
effective? Many orchestras have changed traditional structures radically or begun
to adapt traditional structures in order to exercise more effective leadership internally and externally in their communities. This report outlines four organizational designs that exist in some fonn in orchestras around the country. Orchestras
may adapt these or similar designs to solve their own particular problems and
meet their own special needs. Again, these designs, as with others in this report,
are not prescriptive, but rather intended to infonn ongoing discussions in the field
about options for change.
<

1

Design One: A triangle that works
As indicated earlier in this chapter, the triangle design of shared leadership has been adopted by most American orchestras. Each organization has
adjusted the leadership roles in ways that best fit the size, location, and stage of
maturity of the institution. The structure incorporates complex, interrelated roles
among the three leaders - the board president, music director, and executive
director. Together they fonn a leadership team, with each having theoretically
separate but complementary responsibilities. In practice, each leader functions in
the realm of the other two. Their ability, collectively, to negotiate the overlaps of
responsibilities and build on each other's strengths, is key to the orchestra's success.
For example, the board president is responsible for developing an effective board, the music director is responsible for building a strong artistic ensemble, and the executive director must assemble a qualified staff. Each of the three
leaders has responsibility for assembling the best team possible within available
resources, and for overseeing the effectiveness of team members. These tasks
would be difficult to accomplish if carried out in true isolation from each other.
The executive director and administrative staff may play a significant role in
identification of potential board members. The board president and music director may work directly with many senior staff members.
Shaping artistic direction serves as another example. The thoughtful and
conscientious orchestra board engages a music director whose artistic interests
match the organization's vision. Indeed, as pointed out in Selecting a Music
Director, before conducting a search for a music director, "the first task the
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trustees face ... is to define or review the orchestra's artistic and organizational
objectives. If your orchestra has never engaged in this process, or if it has not
done so recently, it must do so now - even if the search process is thereby
delayed."l! The successful search then results in hiring a music director who continues to work with the board and the executive director to fulfill the orchestra's
vision, enriched by his or her own vision of the orchestra's potential as an artistic
and community resource. A similarly meticulous approach to hiring the executive director also strengthens the effectiveness of the three-part leadership structure.
The interaction among orchestra leaders is played out every day in the
practical operations of the orchestra. The music director's desire to commission a
work featuring the musical traditions of the region requires staff and board
involvement in fundraising. The impetus behind the commission may result
partly from the board's effort to involve a broader cross-section of community,
and partly from the music director's own artistic interests - interests that were
very attractive to board members and to musicians who were involved in reviewing his or her candidacy. Educational programs may also be a part of the regional
music project - the orchestra's three leaders all view education as a significant
component of the orchestra's mission. The executive director and the music
director work together to coordinate musician, staff, and direct-service volunteer
involvement in the planning and execution of educational initiatives.
The distinguishing characteristic of this model is that although responsibility for various projects and activities is diffused throughout the leadership
structure, the interactions take place in the context of ultimate governing board
accountability. The music director is hired by and responsible to the board, as is
the executive director. If the structure is to work, with the board chair holding
ultimate accountability, then clear and consistent evaluation of leadership may be
a significant factor. The board's evaluation of its own effectiveness can provide a
clearer picture of individual board responsibilities, as well as an indication of the
strengths and weaknesses of the board as a working group. Having examined
itself, the board can effectively evaluate the executive director and music director
in a way that is appropriate. Without such evaluations, the focus of accountability may become blurred, and the board may find itself responsible for de facto
policies that it did not create.
The triangle structure works in organizations where the three leaders have
the skill and desire to interact creatively and decisively together, and with respect

lSSelectillg a MlUic DinctOl', p. 9.

for each other's prerogatives. Sharing the particular knowledge and concerns of
each enriches the discussion from which productive ideas and programs can
emerge.

Design Two: Strong individualletulership
This design explores a specific leadership strategy for the orchestra that
has been common among opera companies in the United States and is based on
the creation of a new kind of leadership position: the general director. lll This individual must demonstrate leadership strengths both as an artist and as an administrator, and possess outstanding communication and personal relations skills as
well. The general director is ultimately accountable for the success or failure of
the entire enterprise; he or she reports to the board and oversees both the artistic
and administrative operations. Regardless of the general director's background or
organizational origins, his or her function is to convey a strong sense of artistic
vision and leadership and to oversee a creative and competent management team.
The general director can be a musician with strong administrative abilities
or an administrator with a strong musical background. In either case, the individual must devote adequate time and attention to the various constituencies within
and outside the institution. He or she must have the ability to communicate a
vision fm: the orchestra to key individuals and to the community at large.
GIven the tendency for music directors to lead more than one orchestra
the appointment of a ~eneral director can provide an ongoing presence, and ma;
be one way to deal WIth the problem of growing expectations for music directors
cited earlier. To expect one individual to be a superb performer, to plan and
rehearse most of the orchestra's performances, to engage in considerable organizational and administrative work, to attend social functions, and to be a devoted
and excellent educator may be expecting too much. The general director would
~semble, in c~ns?ltation with. the board of trustees, an artistic staff that might
mclude a mUSIC director or chIef conductor, as well as associate specialist conductors for educational programs, contemporary music, early music, chamber
orchestra, and other needs as fit an orchestra's mission. The general director

16upOIl'ti'ons av aila ble .. averttsements
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would also hire a chief operating officer, thus bringing together the artistic and
administrative sides of the operation under a single leadership vision. In this
model, the chief conductor is still responsible for assembling and leading the
orchestra's artistic personnel. However, it is the general director who is responsible for ensuring that the artistic goals of the orchestra are met, as well as the goal
of financial stability. Responsibility and accountability for all orchestra operations rest with the general director.
The general director becomes a leader in forming partnerships with other
arts organizations in the community: Collaborations might include joint presentations, educational projects, and arts advocacy programs. Similar ties can be
established by other orchestra staff members, who learn from, and serve as
resources for, their colleagues in the arts. The general director would also make
internal communications a high priority, ensuring that the musicians know early
about orchestra plans and are included in their development, and that board, staff,
and direct-service volunteers are informed and involved as well.

permanent liaisons to ensure ongoing communication and cooperative action. Ad
hoc task forces may be convened to address particular issues, with the impetus
coming from anyone of the four leadership sources. Such mechanisms, alone or
in combination, tend to promote an interactive, cooperative management style.
This style is fundamentally different from the current, often confrontational approach common in many orchestras, which pitstke different organizational
actors against one another, defining their own goals and strategies at the risk of
losing sight of the overall mission. A commonly understood and broadly
embraced mission, developed with the participation of all elements of the organization, places everyone on the same side of the table, while still recognizing that
each member of the orchestra team has his or her own special talents, prerogatives, and roles. 17

Design Three: The partnership orchestra - a multi-faceted cooperative team
This design is based on the premise that the orchestra draws its leaders
from four potential sources: (a) musicians; (b) board members; (c) management
staff; and (d) direct-service volunteers. This collaborative leadership structure is
based on these four elements overlapping in a set of intersecting circles. Musicians have primary responsibility for artistic programming and artistic personnel;
the board members for governance, fundraising, and conununity support; the staff
for administration and marketing; and the direct-service volunteers for staff support and advocacy. However, the overlap in functions is significant, and all elements become involved to some extent in the different areas of responsibility.
For example, the committee that sets artistic policy has a majority of musician
members, but includes nonmusician board members and staff as well. Musicians
work together with staff and outside volunteers on marketing, public affairs, and
development committees. Orchestra musicians plan the direction of education
programs with the music director, executive director, and community educators.
The more the circles overlap, the more solid the base from which the orchestra
operates, and the greater the sense and reality of shared responsibility.
The details and implementation of this design can vary from place to
place. Orchestras may change the membership of their boards to reflect this partnership approach; establish committees of musicians, board members, staff, and
direct-service volunteers to design and implement different parts of the orchestra
operation; and/or designate individuals from these different groups to serve as
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Design Four: A cooperative orchestra
This organizational model expands the substantive involvement of orchestra players in decision making. Major governance decisions are made by the
orchestra's musicians, who meet several times a year to discuss and decide policy
issues, and elect the board of trustees.
Trustees in this model fulfill responsibilities similar to those in more traditionalleadership models, including fundraising, advocacy, and fiduciary responsibility. Some orchestra musicians serve fonnally as trustees, and all meetings of
the trustees are open to orchestra members. The board approves the organization's annual budget.

l7The Colorado Symphony Orchestra. which was reconstituted in 1990 from the bankrupt Denver Symphony by
musicians, some members of the Denver Symphony board, and key symphony supporters, is an example of a put_
nership oo:hestra. The Colorado Symphony Association describel illelf as "based on the dual foundation of a full
partnership among musicians, 1rUstees, staff and cormnunity volunteers and a commibnent to prudent fiscal management The foundation of this partnership is the belief that by sharing responsibility, authority and commitment
to the mission of the orchestra, ultimate success will be achieved by the players' willingness to accept flSC&1
responsibility in exchange for artistic conlrol and self-governance. Inherent in this partnership is the concept that
the wort and duties will be shared and those with particular skills will apply them to accomplishment or the tasks
necessary for success. This concept also recognizes the worth of all the tasks needing to be done and to give value
and recognition to all who do the work. Different than many orchestras, this concept accepts that the administrative tasks such as marketing, fundraising, planning, office administration, etc., can be not only done, but done
effectively by musicians." The board has one-third musician membership, with musician members elected by all of
the musiciarts of the m'Chestra. This board hires a conductor who is one lUmIlg several voices on an artiatic c0mmittee. It is also interesting to note that the board has limited the on::hestra to a staff of IS in this 56 million
ani zation. The musicians therefore often take on other, nonmusical roles, including, for example, box office
operations.

ora
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Recognizing that it becomes difficult to conduct daily orchestra business
through meetings of the entire membership, most cooperative orchestras delegate
decision-making authority to a smaller body, such as an executive committee.
Whereas a traditional orchestra executive committee would be responsible to the
board chair, in the cooperative orchestra the executive committee works on behalf
of the membership of the orchestra to make and carry out policy. The committee
may be chaired, for example, by the non-voting executive director or by a board
member, and includes orchestra musicians, board members, and the music
director.
The executive committee engages, monitors, and evaluates the performance of the music director and the executive director, and considers the success
of the organization as a whole. The executive committee also may be charged
with deciding questions of player status and serving as an appeal body for grievances. This latter function can present difficult issues, as it requires orchestra
musicians to pass judgment on their colleagues.
The orchestra membership is usually very actively involved in many
issues through various committees covering areas such as repertoire, auditions,
and other artistic concerns. Board committees include orchestra musicians as
well, and focus on issues such as long-range planning, fundraising, community
relations, board development, and marketing. 18
This model clearly enables musicians to have deep involvement in both
the artistic and organizational life of their orchestra. The history of cooperative
orchestras, however, is that they have not been able to produce the wage and benefit standards of more traditional structures, so they may work best in metropolitan areas where a varied musical life offers musicians alternate sources of
income. Cooperative organizational models in general also require considerable
investments of time by their members, although as sufficient income is developed
to hire staff, the membership may be able to delegate the bulk of operational
responsibility while retaining governance control.

18A number of cooperative orchestras have grown out of <X'Chestra closings and/oc management/musician disputes.
Some of this history and the implications fOl' <X'Chestra organi7Jllions is recounted in a pamphlet published by the
American Federation of Musicians, Wilen MusiciaM cau Democracy's Tillie: Musiciall Co1ltrol of Sympltotry
Orcllema.r, 1992. The Pro Ar1c Chamber Orcbeslra of Boston is an example of an orchestra that was organized
from the fint as a cooperative orchestnL Formed in 1976 by a group of musicians who wished to exercise artistic
control as orchestra members, the orchestra's voting membership includes 42 core memben and 130 alternate
members. The AFM pamphlet points out that "even in orchestras like Pro Arte, which was created by and for
musicians, ...issues [of control] are l'lII'dy seatic. Members continue to argue about when elected leaden should
have the right to make certain policy decisions and when the entiI'e membenhip must be the ultimate decision-making body," P. 11.
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Considerations in Recruitment and Training of Orchestra Leaders
Each of the designs described above will have implications for how the
orchestra thinks about recruiting, training, and evaluating leadership, as well as
assessing the performance of the organization as a whole. Issues of evaluation
were addressed earlier and considerable resources exi~~ on that subject in management literature. Similarly, much has been studied and written on the topics of
~~itment and tra.inin.g. 19 Some points orchestra participants may want to keep
In mmd when consldenng the effectiveness of orchestra organizations and leadership follow. Many of these points have been addressed in other chapters in this
report, demonstrating once again the interrelatedness of the issues confronting the
orchestra.

1. Rec11litment. A successful recruiting process for orchestra leaders will be
linked closely to the shape of the organizational structure. An organization's
expectations of its leaders should be communicated during recruitment. Successful recruiting will find individuals who will embrace new responsibilities and
functions, not just tolerate new tasks as peripheral to a traditional and more desirable role. For example, the music director in some organizational structures may
~ asked to take on a much expanded set of responsibilities. As discussed in preVIOUS chapters, his or her experience and philosophy regarding educational programming, diversity in repertoire, and community relations may be very
important to new directions the orchestra wishes to explore, and thus become
matters of great concern to a search committee. The music director needs to
come to the orchestra with a clear understanding of the organizational arrangements and reporting relationships, and feel comfortable in his or her role within
them.
Similarly, recruitment of musicians can be affected significantly by a new
orchestra organizational design. Increased musician involvement in governance,
operations, education, and all the other roles suggested in this report may require
a very different approach to the recruitment and hiring process. The musician's
ability and inclination to act responsibly and effectively as part of an organizational team becomes a legitimate issue of recruitment, once artistic excellence has

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .. __
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19Some useful citations include: .NancyBeU Cae and Duke Johns, Sekctillg a Music Director, American SymphonY.e>n:hestra te.gue, .1985; Judith Grummon Nelson, A GllitU to Bllilding Yo..,. Board: SO: Keys 10 R,crNiJiltg.
Orre1ltlllg, tmd lnvollllllg NmrprD/it Board Members, Nalional Center foc Nonprofit Boards 1991' VillQ:l SccbIc
"Competition for Board Members," Update DQ1ICeIUSA, SeptemberfOctober 1990 p. 15' Po;ici.s ~ I'r~dw't;
of Orcltestra Administration, a survey and study by the American Sy~hODY Orc~tra ~ue, 1991.
.
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been established. In another area discussed at length in the report, the ability of
orchestras to diversify orchestra membership will be linked to their capacity to
identify and recruit musicians of quality from various backgrounds.
The scope of board recruitment is also much broader, as discussed
throughout this report. While not losing sight of the board's important role in
fundraising, Chapter Two points out that many orchestra boards need to focus on
diversifying membership across racial and cultural lines; Chapter Three points
out that some orchestra boards will want to include musicians; Chapter Five
points out the benefits of bringing educators onto the board; Chapter Six suggests
the inclusion of direct-service volunteers. Defining roles and responsibilities, and
providing job descriptions, become an important part of making the recruitment
process honest and the resulting board effective. What is a board member's
obligation to "give and get" donations for the orchestra? What requirements are
set forth for training and participation?
Recruiting management leaders also presents special challenges in defining and ranking criteria, communicating responsibilities, and identifying individuals with the requisite skills who are compatible with the evolving organizational
structure of the orchestra. Successful managers of American orchestras in the
21st Century will likely be team builders, not dictatorial or hierarchical rulers.
They will share information and decision-making processes in new ways with
musicians, staff, and volunteers. They will be interested in the community and
willing to work closely with community representatives. They will have a broad
perspective on the orchestra's potential role in the community.

can establish cooperative programs with schools of education, business schools,
arts administration programs, and other relevant disciplines to provide course
work and experiential opportunities for orchestra-bound music students. An
orchestra, having recruited and hired a musician, will help itself and its musicians
if it has a process for identifying and developing the musician's full range of
interests and abilities.
.1
Music directors, in particular, may want to take on new roles, but find
their experience and training leaves them unprepared. More work can be done in
music schools to give conducting students background in interpersonal skills,
management skills, and infonnation about organizations and how to contribute to
their success. Strategies about how to work effectively with communities and
how to prepare meaningful education programs will also be very useful to many
conductors-in-training. Management seminars, education coursework, and formalized practice in interpersonal communications can help, both in the music
school, and once the conductor begins a career. Training opportunities will be
most valuable if they are available throughout a conductor's career.
Arts administration programs and on-the-job training such as the American Symphony Orchestra League's Orchestra Management Fellowship Program
also need to review the instruction and experiences they provide and to whom
they provide them. What sorts of educational backgrounds will be compatible
with the responsibilities of orchestra managers in the 21st Century? Management
training programs, mentoring opportunities, guided work experience, and other
training models can all be tried to give orchestra leaders and orchestra staff the
tools they need to succeed. Baccalaureate and masters degree programs can place
more emphasis on the artistic as well as organizational aspects of a perfonning
arts administrator's career. 20 Also, ongoing training can be just as important as
training for pre-career or entry-level administrators. In this connection, the midcareer executive training institutes offered by university-based business schools
may be valuable resources for the development of strategic management skills.
Training also may assist orchestra boards in their consideration of many
of the issues raised throughout this report. The board's leadership can set the
tone for how the orchestra deals with challenges. A guided assessment by the

2. Training. The entire Task Force process has revealed the need for a variety of
training initiatives that will touch all types of orchestra participants. The devel-·
opment of the new American orchestra described in the Theme may require significant changes in how orchestra musicians, music directors, and staff are trained
before they come to the orchestra, and in the nature of their training within the
orchestra. Training is an area that the field as a whole, as well as individual
orchestras, needs to continue to discuss and develop.
Musicians, for example, are trained to play music well. From an early
age, they spend much time alone practicing, and higher education in music reinforces the isolation of the individualistic artist working for individual achievement. The newly minted orchestra musician may be unprepared to enter into the
organizational life of the orchestra, no matter how that organization is structured.
Conservatories and university music schools need to produce musicians who are
more naturally interactive within their organizations, can accommodate nonmusical demands, and can become effective voices in the community. Music schools
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20rhe Meadows School of the Arts at Southern Methodist University Center for Arts Administration offers a
Wlique dual degme masters program. Students receive bodl an MBA from the Edwin L Cox School of Business
and an MA from die Meadows School. "This dual degme concept is basic to the program's premise dlat a successful career in arts RWlagement is based on a dlorough knowledge of modem business skills coupled with an understanding of an appreciation fm' all the arts." Students ue required to take courses in their primary aI1lI discipline, as
well as in arts disciplines other than the one in which they were originally trained.
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board of its own role can begin a process that enables the orchestra to respond to
a changing environment.
This report also emphasizes the benefits of including everyone in a dialogue about change. The precedent for such inclusiveness can be put in place by
board example. All participants in the organization can be trained to communicate better with one another. Outside facilitators, perhaps drawn from corporations that support the orchestra, can guide discussions of issues, lead
communications exercises, and train musicians and management staff in effective
communications strategies. In one example, union leaders from other industries
who are experienced in mutual-interest bargaining can be brought to the orchestra
to introduce the concept and then train orchestra leaders and musicians to carry it
out. 21 In general, issues of common interest throughout the orchestra organization
can be identified as starting places for dialogue.

Looking Ahead
It is tempting to say that the challenge to American orchestras to rethink
missions, relationships, and programs is too big to contemplate. With creative,
energetic, committed leadership, however, every orchestra has the potential to
meet its most urgent needs and fulfill its most compelling long-term vision. This
chapter has described how the successful exercise of leadership in the orchestra is
inextricably linked to the organizational structure in which that leadership functions. That structure can encourage enterprising and effective leadership, or
thwart change and dishearten its proponents in the institution. Every orchestra
can benefit from re-examining the assumptions underlying its own mission, leadership, and organizational designs and dare to ask, "What if we did it differently?"

DEVELOPING ORCHESlRA LEADERSHIP

Developing Orchestra Leadership: Some Questions to Consider
1. Does the music director's leadership role extend beyond the orchestra into the
community? If not, who is your orchestra's chief public figure and spokesperson? How do orchestra leaders work to inspire community interest in the orchestra and convince citizens of the importance of the orchesl:r;t institution?
2. Has the executive director and the rest of the senior management staff received
sufficient training for the jobs they do? Are there sufficient training opponunities
available to them when they need them?
3. Are staff and board training opportunities sufficient to develop leadership
potential among members? Do you know what training orchestra panicipants
feel they need?
4. Have musicians become part of orchestra leadership in some way? What
opportunities exist for them to develop and exercise their leadership skills?
5. Has the board developed ways of identifying, nurturing, and training new volunteer leaders? Is the institution sufficiently integrated with the community so as
to identify leaders from a broad range of backgrounds?
6. How have your orchestra's direct-service volunteers been incorporated into the
leadership structure?
7. What systems of evaluation are built into the orchestra to assure accountability
from each group and from each individual?
8. Does the overall structure of your orchestra promote communication and a
sense of partnership? How does leadership work: to avoid conflict and promote a
sense of common purpose?

2lMutual-interest bargaining is discussed in Chapter Three. From a perspective of training orchestra participants
in the concept, it is interesting to note that musicians of The Louisville Orchestra who were interested in learning
about mutual-inla'elt bargainingfrorn labor' repesentatives invited officials of the local gas and electric workers
union to speak. ThCle officials. in the spirit of the mutual-inla'elt bargaining pocess. insisted on having on:hestra
management join in hearing their peseDtation so that all orchestra participants could undeutand the idea and the
opportunities it presents.
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9. How does your orchestra recruit and select a music director, orchestra musicians, executive director, staff, governance volunteers, and direct-service volunteers? Do the recruitment and selection strategies identify the leadership skills
and attributes that the organization seeks to promote?
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Appendix: Repertoire Resources
Publications

Ajro-AmericanReligious Music. Compo Jackson, Irene. Westport, Cf: Greenwood Press, 1979.
ISBN 0-313-21560-4
A bibliography and catalog of gospel music. The catalog portion is arranged by composer
and lists title, arranger, publisher, and copyright date.
'!

Baker, David N. and Lida M. Belt The Black Composer Speaks. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow
Press, 1978. ISBN 0-8108-1045-X
Contains profiles on 15 composers and infonnation about their wodes. Currently out of print
Floyd, Samuel A. and Marsha J. Reisser. Black Music in the United States: An Annotated
Bibliography ofSelected Reference and Research Materials. Millwood, NY: Kraus
International, 1983.
Gray, John. Blacks in Classical Music: A Bibliographical Guide to Composers. Performers. and
Ensembles. Westport, Cf: Greenwood Press, 1988. ISBN 0-313-26056-7
A comprehensive guide to music collections, discographies, bibliographies, biographical dictionaries, dissertations, theses, and articles. Covers more than 300 composers, perfonners,
and ensembles from the mid-eighteenth century to the present day.
Home, Aaron. String Music ofBlack Composers. Westport, Cf: Greenwood Press, 1991. ISBN
0-929911-02-4
Contains profiles of more than 200 composers. All of their works that utilize strings are listed, by composer and by genre. Infonnation on commissions, premieres, and publishers is
included, as are bibliographies and discographies.
Home, Aaron. Woodwind Music ofBlack Composers. Westport, Cf: Greenwood Press, 1990.
ISBN 0-313-27265-4
Includes an index of both published and unpublished works for soloists and chamber ensembles - 430 works in 27 categories, including instrumentation and publisher.

Inclusiveness Survey, 1991-92. Washington, DC: American Symphony Orchestra League, 1992.
Contains an appendix listing works by composers of color that were performed by American
orchestras on subscription concerts during the 1991-92 season.
Jezic, Diane Peacock. Women Composers. New York: The Feminist Press, 1988.
ISBN 0-935312-95-1
ProfIles 25 women composers from the Medieval and Baroque Periods to the present day.
Lists of works, discographies, and bibliographies are included.
Pauerson, Willis C. Anthology ofArt Songs by Black American Composers. New York: Edward
B. Marks, 1977.
Orchestral works are included.

The Black Perspective in Music. Ed. Eileen Southern. The Foundation for Research in the
Afro-American Creative Arts, Inc., P.O. Drawer I, Cambria Heights, NY 11411.
Journal published between 1973 and 1990, containing infonnation on new music. Back
issues are available for sale, and full sets can be found at many university and public libraries.
Tiemstra, Suzanne Spicer. The Choral Music ofLatin America. Westport, Cf: Greenwood
Press, 1992. ISBN 0-313-28208-0
General reference work that provides a historical overview, a guide to research in the field,
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~usical and bio~hical inf~ation a~ut co?1POsers, extensive bibliographies, and a
~scography. ~so 1D~ludes lIsts of musIC publIshers, recording companies, research institu-

~ns, and musIc archiVes. Catalog of composers and works contains timings, instrumentation, and sources.
Tisch!er, ~ce .. Fiftee~ Black ~rican Composers: A Bibliography ofTheir Works. Detroit:
Detroit Studies m Muslc/Infonnation Coordinators, 1981. MLI0tiU3T57

?~~stra Repertoire Report. Washington, DC: American Symphony Orchestra League, 1987- .
Lists re~ire performed by professional orchestras in the United States and Canada.
W~ are lIsted by composer, along with the name of the orchestra, the conductor, the

SOlOISts, and dates of perfonnance. Issued annually.

SYMPH0J:'Y Magazine Premieres Issue. American Symphony Orchestra League 777 Fourteenth
Street, SUite 500, Washington, DC 20005.
'
Lists upcoming premieres reported by American Symphony Orchestra League member
orchuallestras. Includes composer, title, perfonnance dates, conductor, and soloists. Published
ann y.

":ti~, Evelyn Davidson.

31~3-1600,ext.559

Maintains the Black Music Research Collection and the CBMR Bulletin Board; provides reference assistance; convenes conferences on black music research; publishes Black Music
Research Journal, CBMR Digest, CBMR Monographs series, and the Prospective Candidates
List.

Organizations
American Composers Alliance
170 West 74th Street
New York, NY 10023
212/362-8900
A nati~nal servi~ org~ization serving composers of concert music, ACA distributes the
un~~blIshed musIc ~f Its members ~ugh i~ sales and rental division, American Composers
Edition. ACE publIshes catalogs of Its holdings, and furnishes perusal scores upon request.

American Music Center
30 West 26th Street, Suite 1001
New York, NY 10010-2011
212/366-5260 (administrative offices)
212/366-5263 (information services)
National repository for the works of composers who are/were citizens or long-tenD residents
o~ th~ ~.S.A. Provides i~formation on contemporary composers, fonders of new music, commlSSlOnmg sources, publishers, ~d composer organizations. Publishes a catalog of holdings
~ a ne~slette~. Annually coordinates and publicizes American Music Week. Services
I~cl~ clI'Culabon of perusal scores, database searches, and referrals. The Center's collection mcludes more than 40,000 scores and more than 15,000 recordings, which can be selected by race and/or gender of the composer.
American Women Composers, Inc.
Judith Shatin, President
1690 36th Street, NW, Suite 409
Washington, DC 20007
2021342-8179
Maintains a col1ecti~ of the musical. works of women composers, in both printed and record-

~mBoth
mem~ished and unpubli~ scores are included. Provides contact information
..""'....... throu
upon request; publishes an annual magazine,AWC News/Forum and
~
ghout the year.
'
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The Center for Black Music Research
Samuel A. Floyd, Jr., Director
Columbia College Chicago
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605-1996

Choral Music by Afro-American Composers: A Selected. Annotated

BiblIOgraphy. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1981. ISBN 0-8108-1451-X

=-

Canadian Music Centre
20 St Joseph Street
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 119
416,%1-6601
An independent, non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion and dissemination of the
music of Canadian composers. Maintains a library housing more than 9,000 scores (published and unpublished), recordings, books, and clippings. Rents performance materials for
orchestral works on behalf of its Associate Composers. Publish~ Acquisitions annually.
Offers recordings of contemporary Canadian music for sale.
.

Institute of American Indian Arts
Performing Arts Department
P.O. Box 20007
Santa Fe, NM 87504
505,988-6476
A center for instruction in ethnomusicology and the performance of Native American musics,
the Institute can provide referral information about Native American composers and their
works.
Latin American Music Center
Cannen Tellez, Director
Gerardo Dirie, Assistant Director
School of Music
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405
812/855-9676
Maintains the most complete library of Latin American art music in the world. Can be
accessed through the Interlibrary Loan System, and by mail requests for reproductions of
unpublished items. Facilitates contact with Latin American composers, perf~ers, ensembles, and researchers, and also provides pertinent information and assistance in obtaining
works available through publishers or cultural institutions in the U.S., Latin America, and
Emope. Answers inquiries regarding Latin American musical instruments and their performance. A complete catalog of holdings will be published in 1994; reports by genre, country,
composer, period, and performing medium are currently available by mail request
Major Orchestra Libmrians Association
c/o Clinton Nieweg, Principal Librarian
The Philadelphia Orchestra
1420 Locust Street, Suite 400
Philadelphia, PA 19102
2151893-1900
Infonnation and referrals for identification and acquisition of unfamiliar works.
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The Center for Black Music Research
Samuel A. Floyd, Jr., Director

National Women Composers Resource Center
330 Townsend Street, Suite 218
San Francisco, CA 94107
415/543-2297
Provides infonnation and referral services for women composers and their works. Rents perfonnance materials for reconstructed repertoire.

Columbia College Chicago
600 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, n. 60605-1996
31~3-1600,ext.559

The CBMR Database references the printed and recorded resources of the Columbia College

Black Music Research Collection, as well as materials in other Pf?minent Chicago-area
libraries.
.

New York Women Composers
114 Kelboume Avenue
North Tarrytown, NY 10591
Publishes a catalog of compositions by its members.

Latin American Music Center
Carmen Tellez, Director
Gerardo Dirit, Assistant Director
School of Music
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405
812/855-9676
.
Maintains a database of more than 5,500 entties on Latin American composers and thea
works. Possible criteria for searches include instrumentation, period, genre, gender, and
country. Composer biographies and contact infonnation are also on fIle.

The Sonneck Society for American Music
Kate Keller, Executive Director
P.O. Box 476
Canton, MA 02021
617/828-8450
Membership organization dedicated to the encouragement of research, performance, recording, and publication of American music. Publishes American Music, a quarterly joumal; the
Sonneck Society Bulletin three times yearly; and an annual Membership Directory, which
lists members by area of specialty. Holds conferences on an annual basis. Can provide
referral information by phone.

National Women Composers Resource Center
330 Townsend Street, Suite 218
San Francisco, CA 94107
415/543-2297
Maintains a database on more than 200 women composers from Europe, Asia, Australia, and
the Americas.

Databases
American Music Center
30 West 26th Street, Suite 1001
New York, NY 10010-2011
2121366-5260 (administrative offices)
2121366-5263 (information services)
Maintains a database on more than 40,000 works by American composers. Provides search
services, including searches by instrumentation, race, and gender. The database is accessible
through the Research Libraries Infonnation NetwM.

OLIS·
American Symphony Orchestra League
777 Fourteenth Street, NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005

202/628-0099

The OLIS Database contains information on more than 4,000 orchestral works, including

American Women Composers, Inc.
Judith Shatin, President
1690 36th Street, NW, Suite 409
Washington, DC 20007
202/342-8179
Cmrendy developing a database containing infonnation about works in the AWC library and
other works of its composer members. Scheduled to be operational in 1994.

timings, instrumentation, and sources. Any League member orchestta may request database
searches for worts meeting specific criteria.

Black Arts Database
Black Arts Research Center
John Gray, Director

30 Marion Street
Nyack, NY 10960
914/358-2089
Offers comprehensive coverage of Black activities in, and contributions to, the arts, with
more than 35,000 entries. Search services can be tailored to the needs of the individual user.
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